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Abstract 
 
How the environment interacts with animal signals is an important aspect 
of understanding signal evolution. Many aspects of an animal’s environment can 
influence the evolution of signals which makes understanding how and why 
signals evolve a challenge.  The relationship between colour, visual perception 
and light environment is relatively well understood, making colour signals an 
excellent way of investigating the interactions between signal and environment.  
The light environment, signal background and food availability have all been 
identified as a potential drivers of colour signal evolution and changes in these 
environmental factors are thought to have severe consequences on processes 
that rely on the accuracy of colour signalling, such as mate choice.  
 Several studies have addressed the role of environment in the evolution 
of colour sexual signals, these studies however, have only concentrated on 
single-component signals.  Many sexual signals comprise more than one 
component and, although it is known that multi-component signals do have a 
function in mate choice, how they are affected by changes in light environment 
are not known.  Furthermore, animals that reside in heterogeneous light 
environments have an opportunity to exploit environmental light conditions by 
placing themselves in environments that increase the efficacy of their signal.  It 
has been suggested that this occurs in the wild but this has never been tested 
experimentally.   
The role of environment in shaping the evolution of colour sexual signals 
is not restricted to the ambient light environment and background colour.  Food 
colour preferences have been identified as a potential driver in the evolution of 
colour signals through the process of co-option.  In particular, co-option is 
thought to be the origin of one aspect of the sexual colour signal of male 
guppies; a foraging preference for the colour orange is thought to have been 
exploited by males using this colour to attract females.  Although this theory has 
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been studied, co-option has never been demonstrated in an experimental 
evolutionary setting in any species, it has only been inferred from behavioural 
patterns.   
Through a series of experiments I tested four main objectives: to 
determine how light environment interacts with multi-component colour signals 
to influence evolution, to test whether male guppies are able to enhance the 
efficacy of their colour signal by exploiting the interactions between light 
environment and colour signal, to test whether food colour preferences are 
heritable and finally to evaluate whether food preferences are a potential driver 
in the evolution of colour signals through co-option.  My results indicate that 
complex interactions occur between aspects of an animal’s environment and 
their colour sexual signal.  Animals with a multi-component colour signal are 
subject to varying fitness across different light environments caused by complex 
interactions between light environment, colour signal and mate choice.  
Furthermore, males are able to maximise their fitness by assessing the light 
environment and spending more time in environments that enhance the 
contrast and thus conspicuousness of their colour signal adding another layer of 
complexity.  Food preferences are indeed heritable and artificial selection 
revealed the potential for these preferences to drive the evolution of sexual 
signals via co-option.  This thesis has provided new insights into the evolution of 
colour signals that have implications that extend beyond Poecilia reticulata.  
 
Keywords:  Colour signalling, evolution, co-option, light environment, sexual 
selection, mate choice 
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Chapter 1 
Overview 
 
 This chapter provides an overview of the thesis, giving a breakdown of 
the individual chapters and detailing its overall objectives.  Here, I also introduce 
the guppy, Poecilia reticulata, as the model species used to address these 
objectives.  A thorough review of the background literature can be found as a 
published manuscript in Chapter 2.  
 
Overview of the thesis and objectives 
 
The thesis is divided into three main sections.  The first, a literature 
review, discusses the effects of environment on sexual signals and provides a 
background to the thesis as a whole.  The second section comprises two 
chapters which investigate the direct effects of environment on sexual signals 
and behaviours, and the third section comprises two chapters that investigate 
the role of co-option in the evolution of sexual signals. A discussion of the results 
can be found in the final chapter.  An overview of each chapter follows below:  
 
Section 1 - Background 
Chapter 2 – Literature review.  Published in Springer Science Reviews 
This chapter provides a review discussing the many effects of 
environment on signalling behaviour and morphology and highlights gaps in our 
current knowledge.  The review covers aspects such as how the environment 
effects the signal transmission, how the sensory system of the receiver must be 
matched to accurately interpret this signal and the consequences when the 
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signal and receiver are not co-adapted.   The review discusses how the three 
‘critical signalling factors’, signal (behaviour/trait), response (signal induced 
behavioural response) and sensory systems should co-evolve to ensure reliable 
communication.  The review is the first major review of sensory drive since 1992. 
It documents advancements in the field of signal evolution and discusses the 
novel way in which animals are able to adapt communication to changes in their 
habitat, a particularly important topic in this time of climatic variability.   
 
Section 2 – Mitigating environmental effects on colour signals 
Chapter 3 – Divergent effects on a multivariate colour signal.  Submitted for 
review with The American Naturalist 
Objective:  What is the direct effect of environmental change on multi-
component colour signals? 
This chapter seeks to uncover the potential role of multivariate colour 
signals, their functional interactions with environment and subsequent effects 
on reproductive fitness.  Multi-component signals are made up of several 
interacting elements that generate a functional signaling unit.  The interactions 
between signal components and their effects on individual fitness are not well 
understood and the effect of environment even less so.  In this chapter I 
investigated the effect of water color on the interactions between components 
of a sexually selected color signal.  The results demonstrate that different 
environments have divergent effects on the functional interactions among traits 
and that these effects are consistent with female guppies selecting entire color 
patterns on the basis of overall visual contrast.  This study confirms the 
multivariate nature of this sexual signal and demonstrates the importance of 
environment in shaping multi-component signals and their interactions with 
individual fitness.     
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Chapter 4 – Behavioural decisions based on light environment and colour signal.   
Submitted for review with Proceedings of the Royal Society B 
Objective:  Are animals able to assess and exploit light environment to increase 
the efficacy of their signal? 
Environmental variability can cause disruption to animal communication 
channels, resulting in significant evolutionary consequences. Many animals have 
found ways to mitigate these effects but for animals with fixed colour signals this 
requires behavioural modifications of displays.  Because light environment 
affects the efficacy of a signal, decreasing conspicuousness in some 
environments but increasing it in others, individuals may be able to exploit 
heterogenic light environments to their advantage.  I tested this hypothesis by 
providing guppies (Poecilia reticulata), a choice of three different light 
environments in which to display their colour signal to females.  My results 
suggest that male guppies are able to position themselves in environments that 
best show off their colour but this is dependent on the presence, and receptivity, 
of the females with which they are paired.  
 
Section 3 – Demonstrating co-option of foraging behaviour into mate choice 
Chapter 5 – Heritability of food colour preferences.  Submitted for review with 
Proceedings of the Royal Society B 
Objective:  Are food colour preferences heritable? 
As the first manuscript in section two, this manuscripts looks to confirm 
the heritability of the food preference on which the theory of sensory drive in 
this species is based.  Guppies have been shown to have innate preferences with 
regards to food items and this preference is thought to be the origin of female 
mate preferences.  Despite the importance of food colour in enabling an animal 
to distinguish appropriate food items, the heritability of this preference in any 
animal, to my knowledge, has never been tested.  I test the heritability of this 
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trait through artificial selection for foraging behaviour towards two different 
coloured ‘prey’ items.  The results are surprising, showing that a response to 
selection could only be seen in one of the two colours tested. 
 
Chapter 6 – Demonstrating trait co-option 
Objective:  Can co-option of one trait into a new context result in a sexual 
signal? 
 Following on from Chapter 5, this chapter seeks to experimentally 
demonstrate the process of co-option for the first time to determine whether 
co-option can indeed lead to the evolution of new traits.   The study uses the 
artificial selection methods from Chapter 4 (selecting on a naturally selected 
foraging behaviour) to test whether divergence in the male sexual signal can be 
detected across lines selected to chase different coloured spots.  If co-option 
was responsible for the long wavelength, orange, sexual signal I would expect 
lines selected to chase the red line to evolve a greater area of orange and lines 
selected to chase the blue lines to evolve a greater area of blue coloration.   
Within only 4 selection events divergence in male colouration was recorded in 
the long wavelength colours orange and yellow, across all selected lines.   
 
Chapter 7 – Discussion 
 This final chapter concludes the thesis and discusses the implications of 
the findings as well as some avenues for further study. 
 
Poecilia reticulata as a model system 
 
I tested the above objectives using the guppy Poecilia reticulata.  The 
behaviour, ecology and life history of guppies is generally very well understood 
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and they are ideal animals for testing both behavioural and evolutionary 
hypotheses (see Houde 1997 and Magurran 2005).  Males and females are 
sexually dimorphic, females are a dull silver colour and are larger than males.  
Males court females using a sigmoid shaped courtship display (Baerends et al. 
1955; Liley 1966).  During this time males curve their body into an ‘S’ shape and 
swim back and forth approximately two to three centimetres in front of the 
female.  Attracted females will glide towards the male and the pair will rotate 
around each other to perform copulation (uninterested females will swim away) 
(Liley 1966).  Virgin females are generally more receptive then non-virgin 
females, but are also thought to be indiscriminate in their choice of male (Liley 
1966; Houde 1997).  The receptivity of non-virgin females is at its highest within 
three days of parturition (Liley 1966).  Males are also able to inseminate females 
without consent, where the male performs ‘sneak’ copulation through 
gonopodial thrusting (Houde 1997).  Female guppies store sperm and are able to 
produce several successive litters in the absence of males (Winge 1937), most of 
which have mixed paternity (Luyten and Liley 1991; Houde 1997).  The gestation 
period of guppies is around four weeks and differentiation of the sexes occurs 
between four to six weeks.  Maturation occurs within approximately ten weeks 
for males and sixteen weeks for females (personal observation).   
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Figure I.  Examples of polymorphic colour patterns of 
sexually mature male guppies within a single population.  
Aspects of the colour patterns are genetically determined 
but even sons may differ from fathers in their colouration.  
A female (bottom) is dull by comparison. 
 
 The guppy is an ideal model system for answering questions regarding 
the function of environment in shaping colour signals.  Not only is its life history, 
mating system and vision well understood, but males of this species display a 
highly polymorphic (figure 1), multi-component (Blows et al. 2003) sexual signal 
which lends itself to studies of colour signalling and sexual selection.  In addition, 
guppies live in freshwater streams that naturally provide a high degree of 
heterogeneous light environments, both in intensity and colour (Endler 1980, 
1983, 1991).  Such variable light environments have been shown to lead to 
changes in the perception of colour signals in other species resulting in altered 
mate preferences (Boughman 2001; Fuller 2002; Maan et al. 2006; Seehausen et 
al. 2008; Fuller and Noa 2010) which may have favoured or allowed the high 
degrees of polymorphism in guppies.  Female guppies in some populations have 
a preference for the orange colouration that contributes one of eight colours in 
the overall colour pattern of males (black, fuzzy black, green, purple, blue, silver 
and yellow) (Endler 1983; Kodric-Brown 1985; Houde 1987; Long and Houde 
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1989); this preference is absent in some populations (Brooks and Endler 2001).  
This preference is particularly interesting as it is thought to have originated 
through the sensory exploitation of a preference for orange fruits (Rodd et al. 
2002).   
 The guppy visual system is relatively well understood.  Guppies have 
acute colour vision with spectral sensitivities of 359/389, 408, and 464 nm in the 
ultraviolet (UV), short and middle wavelengths respectively (Archer et al 1987; 
Archer and Lythgoe 1990; Laver and Taylor 2011).  In addition, guppies have 
been shown to be polymorphic for their medium to long wavelength sensitivities 
where individuals can have peak spectral sensitivities clustering around one or 
more of the following wavelengths: 533nm, 548nm and 572nm (Archer et al 
1987; Archer and Lythgoe 1990; Laver and Taylor 2011). Increased sensitivity 
towards both short and long wavelengths over time has been shown via artificial 
selection (Endler at el. 2001).    
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Chapter 2  Introduction 
Lost in Translation: Adaptation of Mating 
Signals in Changing Environments 
 
Published article: Cole, G. L. 2013. Lost in Translation: Adaptation of Mating Signals in 
Changing Environments. Springer Science Reviews 1: 25-40. 
 
1.1  Abstract 
 
Competition for mates is often intense and the ability of an individual to 
attract a mate is highly dependent on the traits that enable an animal to 
compete and communicate effectively with conspecifics.  The animal’s sensory 
system must be tuned to receive and process specific information and such 
information must be relayed clearly and efficiently.  Signalling individuals must 
also assess their environment in order to produce a matched signal, and possess 
the apparatus required to produce this signal.  Traits that provide such signalling 
opportunities do so provided that the signalling behaviour or trait, sensory 
reception and surrounding environment facilitate both transmission and 
reception.  If the surrounding environment is altered in any way, then this can 
compromise either signal transmission or reception or both, so communication is 
likely to break down.  It is therefore important, and often essential, that animals 
have a plastic response to such changes in order to attract mates, avoid 
predation and find food resource in changing environmental conditions.  Three 
‘critical signalling factors’, signal (behaviour/trait), response (signal induced 
behavioural response) and sensory systems should co-evolve to ensure reliable 
communication.  This review discusses the interaction of sensory ecology and 
the environment in shaping signalling and decision making within mating 
systems. 
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1.2  Introduction 
 
Animals communicate for a number of purposes and have developed a 
vast repertoire of signals in order to achieve this accurately.  Because signals that 
are attractive or conspicuous to intended receivers are also susceptible to 
detection by predators, parasites and competitors, they frequently represent a 
trade-off between opposing selective pressures.  This constraint is apparent in 
many signalling systems (Endler 1980; Endler and Houde 1995; Johnson and 
Basolo 2003; Stuart-Fox et al. 2003; Husak et al. 2006; De Serrano et al. 2012) 
but is further limited by another consideration, environmental stochasticity.  The 
environmental conditions in which a signal is communicated will have 
consequences for the emission, transmission, and reception of the signal which 
in turn can alter the behavioural responses of the receiver.  An environmentally 
altered signal can therefore have important consequences at both the individual 
(Wong et al. 2007) and population (Maan et al. 2006; Seehausen et al. 2008) 
levels by altering immediate individual behaviour and/or long-term evolution.  It 
is thus essential that signals are tuned to the environment in which they are 
used, especially if such signals represent a part of mating behaviour.   
In order for a signal to be effective, three ‘critical signalling factors’, the 
signal itself, the receiver’s sensory system and the receiver’s response, must be 
in tune with the environmental conditions that carry the signal (Endler 2000).  If, 
in a changing environment, one or more of these factors is disrupted, the ability 
of a receiver to interpret the communication may become impaired or lost 
entirely.  For example, if light environment is changed, visually based signals may 
become altered therefore affecting the reception and interpretation of the 
receiver, resulting in a changed, or absent, response.  The consequences can be 
problematic if this signal limits or alters detection by potential mates or if the 
signal is intercepted instead by eavesdroppers such as predators or competitors.  
In such cases it would be expected that selection should act to restore the 
efficacy of the signal in the new environment, through any of the critical 
signalling factors.  This has indeed been shown in a variety of species (Endler 
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1980; Gish and Morton 1981; Ryan and Rand 1993; Fuller 2002; Maan et al. 
2006; Fernandez and Morris 2007; Martin and Lopez 2008; McNett et al. 2010; 
Clark 2011).  Furthermore, the adaptive nature of each of the three critical 
signalling factors has been demonstrated individually (Shand et al. 1988; Lythgoe 
and Partridge 1989; Endler et al. 2001; Gamble et al. 2003; Fuller and Noa 2010; 
Fuller et al. 2010) providing evidence that selection drives evolution via such 
sensory functions. 
 
1.3  Sensory drive 
 
  The Sensory Drive hypothesis (Endler 1992), stipulates that the three 
critical signalling factors, senses, signals and responses, will co-evolve and that 
signal transmission relies on several co-adapted traits which are influenced by 
differences in environmental conditions.  The model predicts that changes in the 
signalling environment will influence the evolution of signalling traits, signalling 
behaviour, and behaviour of receivers.  This in turn will influence the evolution 
of habitat choice, the sensory system and brain, leading to multiple cycles of 
correlated selection on the senses, signals and signal responses.  Although 
sensory drive can apply to any process that affects the outcome of an 
individual’s fitness; predation (Endler 1980), competition (Evans and Norris 
1996) and foraging behaviour (Rodd et al. 2002; Smith et al. 2004), it is most 
widely studied in the context of sexual selection.  For example, males that create 
a signal best matched to stimulate a female’s senses in a given environment will 
out-compete those that produce a poorer signal.  Within the context of sexual 
selection, sensory drive has the potential to work via a number of mechanisms; 
neuronal processes, genetic regulation, behavioural plasticity and sensory 
systems.  The field of sensory ecology teases apart these interactions and studies 
have demonstrated all parts of the process, although they have yet to 
demonstrate the process as a whole.  Methods to date include phylogenetic 
analysis of traits and behaviours (Basolo 1990; Basolo 1995), genetic studies on 
the linkage of preference and trait (Fuller and Noa 2010), field experiments 
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(Endler 1980) and molecular studies (Shand et al. 1988; Carleton et al. 2005).  
Testable hypotheses include: (i) animals living in similar environments use similar 
signalling patterns and should evolve in a similar direction, (ii) habitat specificity 
should bias the direction of selection, (iii) successful communication in a given 
environment should be derived from the fewest number of evolutionary 
changes, (iv) animals should lose costly traits that are no longer suited to the 
signalling environment, and (v) sensory environmental change should lead to 
predictable gains and losses of signal, signal response, and sensory traits.   
Sensory drive is thought to occur within many different animal 
communication systems (Fuller 2002; Maan et al. 2006) and provides one 
explanation for differences in mate choice between (Endler and Houde 1995; 
Fuller 2002) and within (Maan et al. 2006) populations of the same species.  For 
example, guppies use highly developed vision (Weadick and Chang 2007) to 
detect food, mates and predators, and it has been shown that changing 
signalling environment leads to evolution in signals, mate choice and behaviour 
(Endler 1992a; Endler 1992b, 1993).  A fundamental study demonstrated that 
populations subject to different light conditions in different locations are subject 
to different visual environments (Endler 1991) and exhibit different mating 
preferences (Endler and Houde 1995) and evolutionary responses to predators 
(Endler 1980; Endler 1983).  The importance of sensory drive should not be 
underestimated; it is thought that this process can lead to speciation through 
sexual selection in some systems (Endler and Houde 1995; Boughman 2002; 
Maan et al. 2006; Seehausen et al. 2008).  Figure 1.1 shows a simplified version 
of the interactions involved.  
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Figure 1.1.  Outline of the sensory drive model adapted from 
Endler 1993b.  The model indicates the interactions between 
the major elements involved in signalling behaviour.  The large 
bubble arrows indicate the interaction between signal, 
environment and sensory system, the orange dashed bubble 
arrows indicate the action of sensory exploitation (discussed 
later in the chapter).  The black arrows indicate the direct 
mechanisms of feedback and potential directions of signal 
evolution. 
 
An intriguing subject, aspects of the sensory drive theory are easily mis-
interpreted.  One such element is that linkage or pleiotropy must be present 
between trait and preference for sensory drive to be, or have been, operating.  
Indeed, such occurrences may take place over time, however the absence of 
such factors does not necessarily indicate an absence of sensory drive which only 
requires a cause-effect relationship between the three critical signalling factors.  
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All that is needed is correlational selection (Brodie 1992; Endler 1995).  Another 
is that sensory drive does not have to be mutually exclusive of other sexual 
selection processes, in fact it is an integral part of it (Endler 1992; Endler and 
Basolo 1998).  Furthermore, when considering the animal sensory system, care 
must be taken not to anthropomorphise characteristics and carefully consider 
differences between human and animal senses (Endler 1990; Bennet et al. 1994).  
For example, when investigating the visual environment, it is necessary to 
consider the spectral range that animals use, and how they sense it; as this is 
usually very different from humans.  This is especially true of senses that we do 
not posses and therefore must work harder to understand.  The importance of 
these aspects vary from system to system for example the presence of UV 
colouration is important in many species (Bennett et al. 1996; Cummings et al. 
2003; Gomez and Théry 2004; Rick et al. 2006).   
 
1.4  Pre-existing biases; a possible origin of signals 
 
The coupling of signals to their environment is futile if the signal is 
outside the sensory range of the receiver.  The accurate detection and 
interpretation of information delivered by the signal is essential for successful 
communication.  One way in which males can ensure reception of their sexual 
signals by females is by taking advantage of pre-existing sensory mechanisms 
within the female’s sensory system.  The generation of many sexual signals is 
thought to have originated from initial exploitation of female sensory biases 
(Proctor 1991, 1992; West-Eberhard 1984; Basolo 1990, 1995; Ryan 1990; Ryan 
and Rand 1993; Christy 1995; Endler and Basolo 1998).   The process of sensory 
bias posits that mating signals evolve as a by-product of naturally selected 
communication systems which are already pre-adapted to the environment.   
The term ‘sensory bias’ is often used to cover a number of processes; 
sensory exploitation, sensory traps and pre-existing bias.  The differences 
between these processes are subtle and often hard to determine but the 
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distinction is important.  The process of sensory exploitation predicts that 
sensory system properties affect perception and subsequent behaviour of an 
individual, sensory traps predict that existing neural processes are co-opted into 
a new context and pre-existing biases occur where existing properties in the 
sensory or cognitive pathways bias preferences for certain traits (Endler and 
Basolo 1998).   
One of the earliest studies providing evidence for the existence of 
sensory bias in a behavioural context was Proctor (1991, 1992) who recorded 
male water mites mimicking the vibrations that females used to detect prey.  
Through manipulatory experiments Proctor (1991) found that food deprived 
females would respond more readily to males using this behaviour indicating 
that the female’s first motivation is for prey detection rather than mate 
detection.  Furthermore, a phylogenetic analysis (Proctor 1992) indicated that 
hunting behaviour preceded the male use of vibratory cues providing further 
evidence of males exploiting innate female behaviours.  Similarly, a female 
preference for orange food translates into a natural preference for orange mates 
through a tuned sensory system for this colour in guppies (Rodd et al. 2002; 
Grether et al. 2005; Fernandez and Morris 2007).  Colouration in this instance 
comes from carotenoids which are red and yellow pigments that most animals 
are unable to synthesise and therefore must get from their environment (Endler 
1980; Goodwin 1984).  It has been suggested that this is a sign of genetic quality 
(Endler 1980; Locatello et al. 2006).  Interestingly, zebrafish show a similar bias 
towards red colouration despite no use of this colour in mate detection or 
assessment (Spence and Smith 2008) suggesting that a pre-existing preference 
for red may play a part in their evolutionary history, possibly resulting from 
detection of food.  Other examples of sensory bias include the swordtail 
characin, Corynopoma riisei  where males develop an opercular flag, which varies 
within populations with the abundance of prey, in order to mimic prey and act as 
a lure to females (Arnqvist and Kolm 2010), a female preference for ‘hooded’ 
burrows for escaping predators, which is exploited by male fiddler crabs (Christy 
et al. 2002; Christy et al. 2003) and complex calls in the Tungara frog, 
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Physalaemus pustulosus, which have evolved over simple calls due to the nature 
of female’s auditory senses (Ryan and Rand 1990).   
Demonstrations that female preference pre-dates male sexual traits have 
been conducted using phylogenetic analysis, providing further evidence that 
sensory bias can indeed be looked upon as an origin of female preference for 
male signals in some species (Ryan and Rand 1993; Basolo 1990).  Although no 
link has been reported between mate preference and food colour in some 
species such as killifish (Fuller and Noa 2010) and bowerbirds (Borgia and Keagy 
2006) there is some strong evidence to support this theory and these studies 
may require larger sample sizes and more extensive phylogenetic coverage to 
uncover such links.  A thorough knowledge of a species’ evolutionary ecology is 
also required as biases may originate from factors that are present in native 
habitats and not in more recent range expansions, or that are now absent from 
native habitats.  This may be true of the latter example where satin bowerbirds 
feed on the blue fruit of the blue quondong tree whilst using blue as a preferred 
colour in mate choice.   
 
1.5  The decision to produce a signal 
 
The first stage in the emission of a signal is the decision of how, when 
and where to produce a signal that ensures the best chance of detection by 
intended receivers.  Sexual signals have generally evolved to be conspicuous to 
potential mates at given times,  locations and positions; the horn of the beetle 
Coprophanaeus lancifer, is coloured to contrast with ambient forest light in order 
to maximise female perception at signalling times (Théry et al. 2008) and the 
signalling apparatus of the wolf spider, Schizocosa ocreata, contrasts sharply 
with background when viewed from the perspective of the female whilst 
remaining inconspicuous to predators (Clark 2011).  It is important that signals 
are accurate to avoid unbalancing costs and benefits where inefficient signalling 
would increase potential predator/competition costs with lower mating benefit.  
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Although signals are generally well adapted to specific environments animals 
must overcome environmental stochasticity in the short term in order to 
produce effective communication to ensure reproductive fitness; this is 
particularly true of those living in highly changeable environments (Bro-
Jorgensen 2010; Munoz and Blumstein 2012). 
 The decision to produce a signal at a particular time and place should be 
influenced by factors that potentially interfere with the signal such as habitat 
type, background interference, location, timing, type of signal and probability of 
detection by intended receivers and eavesdroppers.  This initial decision requires 
the signaller to be aware of its environment and to be able to detect and react to 
changes that will potentially alter detectability by intended receivers, forming a 
complex problem for many species.  For example, more dense habitats will 
produce different signal interference to open habitats (Morton 1975; Wiley and 
Richards 1978), signals emitted at height will disperse more and further than 
those on the ground (Bradbury and Vehrencamp 2011) and certain visual signals 
will be more effective against different backgrounds. Additionally, chemical 
signals travel faster in higher temperatures but also fade faster (Bossert and 
Wilson 1963; Regnier and Goodwin 1977).    Adding to the complexity of this 
initial decision is the approximate position of the intended receiver (Lengagne et 
al. 1999) and similarly, any competition, predators or parasites.  Furthermore, 
combinations of these factors are likely to change over minutes, hours, days and 
seasons.  A decision process to ensure the most effective signal is produced 
given the environmental conditions would give an animal the best possible 
chance of overcoming these issues. 
The examples above represent just a few factors that animals should 
consider when producing a signal.  How the initial decision is made however, is 
not well understood.  Behaviour that suggests this decision process does exist 
has been reported in a wide range of animal taxa.  For example males of both 
Lawes’ bird of paradise and bowerbirds leave their display courts on the ground 
to travel to the forest canopy where they use acoustic calls to attract females 
from further afield (Pruett-Jones and Pruett-Jones 1990; Frith and Frith 2004), 
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animals have been shown to alter the position of their courtship displays to 
ensure optimal lighting and visibility to potential mates (Endler and Théry 1996; 
Théry et al. 2008) and detection of temporal gaps in the wind are used to 
improve reception of vibratory signals (McNett et al. 2010).  Further examples 
follow below.  
The extraordinary ability of animals to solve novel problems is becoming 
well known, and the ability to solve problems is part of daily life for most 
animals.  There are some very effective ways of mitigating the effects of 
environmental change although both the long- and short-term mechanisms that 
facilitate such processes are poorly understood.  For example it has yet to be 
asked what are the mechanisms for detecting a change in environment and what 
is the decision process for enabling this change?  Are these behaviours innate, 
are they learnt and do individuals carry out such decisions on a case by case 
basis?  Are these traits a result of direct sensory reception of the environmental 
conditions, experience, or a lack of a detected response from the receiver?  
Experimental studies may be useful in detecting cues that initiate signalling 
decisions; monitoring environmental threshold values that trigger a simple signal 
adaptation such as increasing the rate of emission or amplitude of the signal.  
Although such studies may be viable in the lab, recreating these in nature will 
pose more of a problem.  Suggestions have been made into the role of receiver 
responses as cues for altering signalling behaviour (Gross et al. 2007) although 
more work will provide clearer answers. 
 
1.6  Signal emission and tuning to the environment 
 
After the initial decision to produce a signal has been made an animal must 
have the energy and apparatus to emit a signal that is tuned to the environment.  
Signals can be generated via a number of pathways and each signal will be 
limited in the type and amount of information it can carry as well as the distance 
that it can travel.  The diverse array of signals all serve the purpose of 
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transmitting information; environmental conditions, the type of recipient, the 
information transmitted, distance to receiver and energetic cost all have 
important implications in signal emission.   
The energetic and physiological requirements to produce a signal vary.  
The amount of energy required to produce different signals will be influenced by 
the amount of energy available to the animal.  Habitat not only has direct effects 
on the effectiveness of a signal, but may also limit the type of signals that are 
physically possible for an animal to produce through indirect factors such as food 
availability or composition.  For example animals with low energy diets may be 
unable to produce signals requiring high energetic outputs (Maklakov et al. 
2008; Niven and Laughlin 2008; Bertram et al. 2011).  Similarly, animals in 
challenging environmental conditions or high predation areas may be limited in 
the amount of energy and time available for signal production and emission 
(Niven and Laughlin 2008).  Furthermore, environmental variation may be 
directly correlated with the intensity of sexual selection and it is this that affects 
sexual signals.  For example, birds breeding at higher elevations are subject to 
colder climates and shorter breeding seasons resulting in higher energetic costs 
linked to foraging and brood care in both parents (Badyaev and Ghalambor 
2001).  This difference in life histories has created more intense sexual selection 
at lower elevations which in turn produces divergence in sexual signals across 
elevational gradients (Snell-Rood and Badyaev 2008).  Other indirect effects 
include the need to remain inconspicuous; the whistle communication in killer 
whales is less complex in mammal eating species than in fish eating animals 
(Riesch and Deecke 2011) possibly to avoid detection by mammalian prey.   
The amount of energy required to emit a given signal and the amount of 
information a signal can carry are important considerations.  For example, 
chemical signalling is one of the most primitive signals and requires less energy 
than producing either acoustic calls or behavioural courtships (Bradbury and 
Venhrencamp 2011) but may be restricted in the amount of information it can 
carry.  The importance of this however, varies between species; the amount of 
information required for a signal to be effective depends on the minimum value 
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to elicit a response in the receiver which may only be a cue to determine 
presence of a potential mate.  A signal containing a low amount of information 
does not therefore have to be poor if the information is of high value; the quality 
rather than the amount of information emitted should minimise the occurrence 
of mistakes, increasing the chance that the receiver interprets the signal 
correctly.  Selection should thus favour signallers that produce more efficient 
signals of high value, rather than high information.  The evolution of more 
efficient signals relies on the balance of cost and benefit; a signal can only evolve 
under conditions where the benefits outweigh the costs (for both the emitter 
and intended receiver) and this is more likely if the energy requirement is 
decreased (potentially by decreasing information amount and increasing value).  
In order to emit the required information animals must have the correct 
apparatus given the environment and this apparatus must function efficiently in 
order to minimise the amount of energy required to emit a signal.  Physiological 
structures that enable an animal to emit a signal are varied and are adapted to 
the type of substrate through which the signal must travel.  For example, 
acoustic communication is produced through vibrating structures and must 
overcome environmental factors such as acoustic impedance boundaries, 
attenuation and background noise.  This requires the use of specialised 
structures which amplify signals and closely couple them to the environment in 
order to propel them through the medium.  Although the structures used to 
produce sounds use the same principles, they often differ in structure.  For 
example both mammals and anurans use larynx to create sounds, however 
anurans (and some mammals such as gibbons) have developed a vocal sac in 
order to amplify their call (compensating for size) which is more effective than 
the larynx alone.  Air in these vocal sacs have been found to closely match the 
acoustic impedance of the surrounding air allowing the sound to travel further 
(Martin 1971).    Even with these adaptations only a small amount of energy 
produced by the frog is used to create the sound signal (Ryan 1985).  
Additionally, the swim bladder has been co-opted to produce acoustic 
communication in some fish (Rice et al. 2011).  Different types of syrinx exist 
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within birds to create acoustic signals and these are specialised to allow the 
production of different types of calls, such as the rapid song of some songbirds 
(Goller and Suthers 1996).  More adaptations can be seen in other animals; high 
intensity sounds are required to travel large distances and as such insects 
transmitting signals over distances have developed ways of creating signals using 
external structures such as foliage or modifications of the exoskeleton (Doherty 
1985; Forrest 1991); hairs and bristles assist emission of chemical signals in 
vertebrates (Müller-Schwarze et al. 1977; MacDonald 1985) and visual signals 
optimise the light wavelengths available to them (Endler 1993a; Doucet and 
Montgomerie 2003; Gomez and Théry 2004). 
The energy required to use and maintain such apparatus can be high and 
physiological trade-offs have been reported which compensate for this.  For 
example, energy expenditure increases with light intensity in fly vision (Niven et 
al. 2007), animals that live in dark environments, such as moles, have a reduced 
visual thalamocortical system (an area in the brain responding to visual stimulus) 
and an increased somatosensory system responding to stimuli in the skin such as 
touch (Catania 2005).  Furthermore, developmental plasticity in the cortex of 
mammals (Krubitzer and Kaas 2006) may enable them to adapt more readily to 
novel environments.  
The environment can have very strong effects on the energetic and 
physiological requirements for signal emission.  Not only can the environment 
dictate the energy required to produce a signal but can also limit the amount of 
energy available to an animal through diet and other challenges such as the 
energetic requirements of thermoregulation etc.  A trade-off also exists in the 
amount of information and the quality of that information.  A signal of low 
quality, high information will not be as efficient as that with a high quality, low 
information although the amount of energy although this is dictated by the 
information required by the receiver, the likelihood of interception by 
eavesdroppers, the energy required and the apparatus available.   
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1.7  Transmission and environmental effects 
 
The effect of the environment on animal communication has been 
documented in many species (Ryan et al. 1990; Arlettaz et al. 2001; Eklöf et al. 
2002; Brumm et al. 2003; Brumm 2004; Bee and Swanson 2007; Schaub et al. 
2008; Miller et al. 2000; Nemeth and Brumm 2010).  Signalling environments can 
have many different effects on the transmission of a signal and signals in both 
the terrestrial and aquatic environments are subject to limitations and as fluids 
are essentially governed by the same physical laws (Denny 1993).  Environmental 
conditions can alter the structure and content of a signal having both direct 
(direct effects alter the chemical, physical or biological composition through 
interaction with the signal itself) and indirect impacts on the accuracy of 
communication through a number of factors such as back ground noise, habitat 
structure, lighting and climate; indirect effects alter signal generation, 
transmission and reception through factors such as pollutants (Baatrup and 
Junge 2001; Eeva et al. 1998) and diet (Grether et al. 1999; Grether et al. 2005). 
Animal signals are susceptible to distortion by environmental factors which 
will limit the type and efficacy of certain signals in a given location.  Examples of 
this include the masking of acoustic communication in noisy environments 
(Wollerman and Wiley 2002; Bee and Swanson 2007; Francis et al. 2011), 
limitation of chemical detection in nutrient rich (Wong et al. 2007; Turner and 
Chislock 2010) and chemically complex environments (Moore and Crimaldi 2004) 
and alteration of the light spectrum by the environment in visual communication 
(Endler 1993a; Endler and Théry 1996; Wong et al. 2007).  In addition, the 
physical properties of a habitat (e.g. structure) can also hinder communication 
through various forces such as attenuation, reverberation and turbulence.  
Climate and location have many effects which include, within the terrestrial 
environment, wind (Wiley and Richards 1978; David et al. 1982; Elkinton et al. 
1987; Alberts 1992; McNett et al. 2010), elevation (Kirschel et al. 2009), 
reverberation (Wiley and Richards 1978; Slabbekoorn et al. 2002), noise (Brumm 
2004; Slabbekoorn and den Boer-Visser 2006; Bee and Swanson 2007; Schaub  et 
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al. 2008; Nemeth and Brumm 2010; Halfwerk et al. 2011), background 
movement (Fleishman 1992; Peters and Evans 2003), light (Denoël and Doellen 
2010) and temperature (Waser and Waser 1977; Wiley and Richards 1978; 
Doherty 1985) in the terrestrial and turbulence (Moore and Crimaldi 2004; 
Lonsdale, Frey and Snell 1998), velocity (Weissburg and Zimmer-Faust 1993), 
viscosity (Lonsdale et al. 1998) and pH (Heuschele and Candolin 2007) in the 
aquatic.   
The effect of these processes on animal signalling has been demonstrated 
in a variety of taxa.  For example temperature is known to affect chemical 
emission rates in insects (McDonough et al. 1989), background interference 
affects weakly electric fish (that communicate using electrostatic pulses called 
electric organ discharges and are known to function in mate choice in some 
species) (Curtis and Stoddard 2003; Silva et al. 2007) and echolocation in bats 
(Arlettaz et al. 2001; Eklöf et al. 2002).    The transmission properties of a signal 
are, however, often coupled to habitat type and there are some intriguing 
results in this field, best demonstrated by work on acoustic communication (for a 
review see Ey and Fischer 2009).  Acoustic communication is found to be 
compromised by environmental factors in frogs (Sun and Narins 2005; Bee and 
Swanson 2007), primates (Brumm et al. 2003; Ey et al. 2009) and fish 
(Vasconcelos et al. 2007), although studies on avian communication most clearly 
indicate the relationship between habitat type and signal.  A study by Wiley 
(1991) investigated the relationship between habitat and call characteristics in 
120 species of bird in the group and reported a correlation between habitat type 
(six habitats corresponding to forest and open habitat) and certain call 
structures, providing evidence that habitat structure can predict vocal 
communication in the group Oscine.  Tobias et al. (2010) studied song 
divergence between closely related ‘bamboo-specialist’ bird species in two types 
of Amazonian forest and found that divergence was more strongly correlated 
with the transmission properties of the habitats than any other factor.  These 
results have also been reported in white-crowned sparrows (Derryberry 2009), 
grey-breasted wood-wren (Dingle et al. 2008) and forest warblers (Kirschel et al. 
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2009).  Additionally, Gish and Morton (1981) investigated the characteristics of 
bird songs in native and non-native habitat; Carolina wren songs were played in 
two different habitats in order to determine the suitability of the song to their 
native habitats.  Results showed that songs retained more of their original 
characteristics in native habitat.  This highlights not only the difference in sound 
transmission between habitats but also song adaptation to a specific habitat and 
the potential for breakdown of the signal in mal-adapted environments.  Morton 
(1975) compared the sound propagation properties of three habitat types and 
discovered that they indeed differed, influencing the type of signals suitable for 
each habitat.  Similar results were also found by Daniel and Blumstein (1998).  
Such differences in transmission qualities can impose divergent selection on 
signals between similar habitats (forests - Tobias et al. 2010; Wiley and Richards 
1978) as well as ‘opposite’ habitat types (open versus closed habitats - Ryan et 
al. 1990); mixing of signals is faster in open habitat than in forests (Elkinton et al. 
1987), illustrating the importance that the transmission properties of a habitat 
have in shaping signalling behaviour. 
The location within a habitat can also influence signal transmission; for 
example in the aquatic environment, the type of sediment moderates 
turbulence and velocity (Wolf et al. 2009) and sediment particle size has an 
effect on signal transmission with finer sediments facilitating signals over longer 
distances (Moore et al. 2000).  Signal generation can be further complicated by 
the environment affecting different parts of a signal differentially (de la Torre 
and Snowdon 2002). Signals that therefore require specific ecological conditions 
or specific microhabitats to transmit will be limited to use in either a specific 
microhabitat, position within the microhabitat and, time of day.  That animals do 
alter such aspects of signalling behaviour to overcome environmental constraints 
has been shown. 
 
1.7.1  Location 
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Location alone can mitigate many environmental factors if chosen 
carefully.  For example, hyenas adapt scent marks depending on habitat to 
maximise detection by conspecifics (MacDonald 1985) and male Bactrian camels 
use their humps to apply scent markings, increasing their signal range by using 
the highest part of their body (Wemmer and Murtaugh 1980).  Animals using 
visually based signals are prone to interference from objects in the line of view 
and can only reflect the wavelengths that are available in a given place and time, 
therefore location is particularly important in ensuring detection.  Animals have 
been shown to alter the position of their courtship displays to ensure optimal 
lighting and visibility to potential mates (Endler and Théry 1996; Théry et al. 
2008).  A study by Nemeth et al. in 2001 investigated song-post height in 
antbirds, reporting that species were able to optimise the transmission of their 
song by choosing specific heights from which to sing. 
 
1.7.2  Signal timing 
  
Call timing can be an adaptive response to environmental noise.  Fuller et 
al. (2007) found robins inhabiting urban areas would restrict their singing to 
periods of low anthropogenic noise in order to increase the transmission and 
accurate reception of their communication.  Zelick and Narins (1983) 
demonstrated that males of two neotropical treefrogs suppressed calls in 
response to bursts of noise which encompass the principal frequency 
components present in their vocalizations.  Wind-speed and turbulence tend to 
be highly variable and animals signalling in such areas must be able to change 
behaviours in a short period of time.  Treehoppers communicate using plant-
borne vibrations which have the potential to be disrupted by external vibrations 
induced by the environment; McNett et al. (2010) discovered that males use gap 
detection to time their signals to periods of low wind, limiting interference by 
high wind and enhancing reception by females.  Incidentally, wind speed also 
affects the mate searching ability of the aphid parasitoid, Aphidius nigripes, 
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where wind speed represents a trade off between the dispersion of chemical 
cues and male flying ability (Marchand and McNeil 2000).    Thomas et al. (2011) 
investigated signalling plasticity in the Australian field cricket, Teleogryllus 
oceanicus to discover that males increased their use of chemical cues during 
times of low group courtship song, a possible adaptation to compensate for the 
lack of amplitude from a group chorus, and Endler and Théry (1996) investigated 
the courtship behaviours of three forest-dwelling birds showing that each 
species would alter its behaviour to coincide with optimal ambient light 
conditions that best show off their colouration.    Additionally, timing of calls is 
very important in ensuring receiver response but also increases conspicuousness 
of the signal to detection by predators and any subsequent effects are rarely 
investigated by such studies.   In some cases careful timing can maximize 
visibility to mates while minimising visibility to potential predators (Endler and 
Thery 1996; Endler 1987, 1991). Time detection is a clever way of mitigating 
environmental effects but is not well understood. 
 
 1.7.3  Mode switching and multimodality 
 
Multimodality is defined here as the use of a number of signal types 
(received via different sensory systems), either individually or simultaneously, 
within a single signalling event.  Multimodality is known to be an important 
aspect in animal communication, that can either enhance reception of a signal 
when a number of signal types are used together (Kulahci at al. 2008; Uetz et al. 
2009), increase the amount/type of information transmitted (O’Loghlen and 
Rothstein, 2010) or offer an alternative channel when one channel becomes 
ineffective (Johnstone, 1996).  The use of more than one type of signal, either 
singularly or simultaneously, is an effective way of avoiding environmental 
interference and coping with stochasticity to ensure accurate reception by 
intended receivers.  This is not to suggest that one type of signal is necessarily 
used instead of others within a given individual, but refers to the prinicipal sense 
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used in a given situation.  Mode-switching behaviours include changing between 
visual and olfactory senses (Denoël and Doellen 2010), visual and seismic 
(Wilgers and Hebets 2011), acoustic and olfactory (Thomas et al. 2011) and 
echolocation to visual (Eklöf et al. 2002).  For example, animals that must display 
in both the light and dark will frequently encounter conditions where some 
signals are no longer the most efficient form of communication.  In order to cope 
with this many species will switch from visual to olfactory cues as in alpine newts 
(Cogălniceanu 1994; Denoël and Doellen 2010) and guppies (Chapmen et al. 
2010).  Additionally, male sticklebacks substitute visual for chemical cues for 
long distance attraction of females (McLennan 2003) and males of the wolf 
spider (Schizocosa ocreata) switch between two types of signal, seismic and 
visual, depending on the substrate on which he is courting (Gordon and Uetz 
2010); a behavioural response to environmental change whilst remaining 
inconspicuous to predators.   
The use of different signalling channels simultaneously can be used to 
enhance signals or to increase the amount of information within a single event.  
The use of multiple signals has been seen to increase pollination attempts 
(Kulahci et al. 2008) and mitigate environmental stochasticity (Kaczorowski et 
al. 2012) in flowers, provide context specific signals in cowbirds (O’Loghlen and 
Rothstein 2010) and increase female approach rate to male fire-belled toads 
(Zeyl and Laberge 2011).  Multimodality is undoubtedly an effective way of 
coping with environmental variation or change but this option is generally 
limited to those with very local small scale or clumped distributions; those 
species with larger territories are limited by the number of reliable signal types 
effective over larger ranges and more microhabitats.  Limitations are also likely 
to occur due to energetic trade-offs in the apparatus required to emit more than 
one type of signal.  
 
1.7.4  Bandwidth selectivity 
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The masking of signals by background noise can pose a problem to many 
species.  This masking can come from a number of sources including 
anthropogenic (Slabbekoorn and Peet 2003; Brumm 2004; Francis et al. 2011), 
conspecific (Gerhardt and Klump 1988, Tan et al. 2005), heterospecific (Bremond 
1978; Gerhardt and Huber 2002; Luther 2008) and natural (Boeckle et al. 2009; 
Grafe et al. 2012).  Bandwidth selectivity, the use of signal components that are 
selected specifically to mitigate background noise, can play an important part in 
shaping animal communication.  For example frogs have avoided acoustic 
masking from low frequency abiotic noise with the use of high frequency 
vocalisations (Boeckle et al. 2009; Grafe at el. 2012), with similar results 
recorded in birds (Slabbekoorn and Peet 2003).  In contrast primates have been 
shown to select low frequency calls for long distance propagation (Mitani and 
Stuht 1998). 
Visual signals have been shown to use components that contrast 
specifically with environmental noise.  For example behavioural displays in 
reptiles use movement components that differ from background vegetation 
movements (Peters and Evans 2003; Ord et al. 2007; Peters et al. 2007).  The 
bright plumage of female eclectus parrots reflects wavelengths that contrast 
with those reflected by the background (Heinsohn et al. 2005), this has also been 
reported in reef fish colouration (Marshall 2000), lizards (LeBas and Marshall 
2000) and bowerbird decoration use (Endler and Day 2006).  Electrically 
communicating fish have been shown to modulate the frequencies of their signal 
in times of interference (Bullock et al. 1972).  Borean tree-hole frogs use water-
filled tree holes to amplify their calls by tuning their vocalizations to the resonant 
frequency of the hole thereby increasing their chances of being heard by 
females.  What’s more the frogs are able to assess the holes according to how 
much water they contain and adjust their calls accordingly (Lardner and Lakim 
2002).  Other mechanisms for overcoming background noise include partitioning 
signal components in species that share the same spatial and temporal signalling 
space (Luther 2008) and receiver sensory systems which are finely tuned to 
receive conspecific signals (Witte at al. 2005; Schmidt and Römer 2011). 
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1.7.5  Adaptation of courtship behaviour 
 
Visually based behavioural signals are well researched and many effects 
of the environment including lighting, vegetation movement and background 
contrast have been studied.  One such example is that of the head bobbing 
display of anoline lizards which is designed to attract females and serve in male 
competition.  This display is often performed in areas of wind-blown vegetation 
which has the potential to disrupt the successful communication of the signal.  
Fleishman (1992) investigated the mechanics of head bobbing and discovered 
that in order to be effective the display had to be conspicuous against the 
background and did so in several ways; the display was carried out with high 
velocity, high acceleration and high amplitude, all characteristics that differed to 
the background movement of vegetation.  Additionally, the amplitude of this 
display is thought to maximally stimulate females’ visual system from within the 
territory of the male and the speed of the movement is adjusted according to 
environment (Ord et al. 2007).  Similar results are found in the push-up and tail 
flicking displays of the Jacky dragon (Peters and Evans 2003; Peters et al. 2007).  
Other examples of males adapting courtship displays to compensate for varying 
light conditions include male guppies.  Male guppies have two distinct mating 
behaviours, sigmoid courtship display and sneaky (non-consensual) (Godin 
1995).   Chapman et al. (2009) studied the relative frequency of these behaviours 
under varying lighting conditions and found that under good visual conditions 
males carried out sigmoidal displays at a higher frequency than sneaky 
copulations and vice versa in poor visual conditions, indicating that males adapt 
aspects of their mating behaviour to compensate for the visual senses of the 
female in varying environments.  This behaviour is also a way of reducing 
predation when predation pressure is correlated to ambient lighting intensity 
(Endler 1987).  Males have also been shown to adapt mating distance from 
females in different light intensities to optimise signals to females (Long and 
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Rosenqvist 1998).  Behavioural modification of structures or courts built has also 
been exhibited by some species in order to enhance visual contrast to increase 
conspicuousness to females, such as in the case of the bowerbirds (Endler et al. 
2005) and golden-collared manakins (Uy and Endler 2004).  These results 
demonstrate the importance of plasticity in signalling behaviour and ability of an 
animal to detect the environment and adapt accordingly. 
The transmission properties of the aquatic environment also affect 
behaviourally based signal transmission.  The transmission of light through water 
is dependent on a number of factors including depth, turbidity, mineral 
composition and submerged matter (Levine and MacNichol 1982) which can in 
turn alter the perception of visual signals.  Turbidity is one such factor that has 
been found to distort visual mating systems (Wong et al. 2007) and this has been 
found to break down systems to the extent that different colour signals are no 
longer distinguishable to receivers, causing hybridisation and limiting the 
promotion of diversity in some fish species (Seehausen et al. 1997).  Depth is 
another factor that has been found to affect signalling in the aquatic 
environment, particularly visual cues.  As light travels deeper the physical 
properties of the water change and different wavelengths are absorbed with 
increasing depth and water type (Levine and MacNichol 1982).  For example as 
water in clear lakes gets deeper it absorbs longer wavelengths in the red/orange 
spectrum and the prevailing light colours will be the shorter wavelengths, UV 
and blue.  This therefore affects perception of colour in different depths, where 
the most conspicuous will be the opposite to those absorbed.  It has been found 
that this absorption of wavelength can predict the colour of sexual signals in 
some fish species, most notably the cichlid which is thought to have speciated 
due to the partitioning of light in this way (Seehausen et al. 1997; Maan et al. 
2006).   
Plasticity within sexual signalling is vital for many species, however there 
are some that lack this ability.  The stability of a habitat may influence whether 
an animal is able to adapt uniform signalling behaviour; species that live in more 
stable habitats may not have evolved this flexibility and local environments may 
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change in a novel way that exceeds the capacity for the animal to cope.  For 
example if an animal is required to make a decision on unfamiliar factors or if 
animals are physically unable to carry out the required behaviour it may be 
difficult for an animal to persist in an area.  An example of the latter may be seen 
in birds using acoustic signalling.  Francis et al. (2011) undertook a study of the 
effects of anthropogenic noise on communication in two subfamilies of 
flycatcher, the grey and ash-throated.  With increased background noise grey 
flycatcher abundance declined while ash-throated flycatcher persisted but with 
an increase in call frequency to compensate.  This adaptive response was not 
recorded in the grey flycatcher.  Whether this response is an adaptation to 
environmental noise has been questioned however as an increase in frequency 
isn’t as effective at mitigating background noise as an increase in amplitude 
(Brumm et al. 2003, Bee and Swanson 2007; Nemeth and Brumm 2010).  
Additionally, many confounding variables in such studies render it difficult to 
determine the sole cause of changes in behaviour and why some species are able 
to adapt, while others are not.   
The signal transmission properties of an environment can include both 
the physical composition of the transmission substrate or the physical properties 
of the surrounding habitat and both play an important part in determining the 
signalling pathway for many animals, especially those that must transmit a signal 
over large distances.  Many animals cope with this well.  However, it is less clear 
to what extent animals are able to change signal composition in order to 
overcome environmental effects.  Some signal types that are immediately 
plastic, such as call amplitude, enable an individual to overcome immediate 
effects of transmission environment without altering the detection by, or 
response of, the receiver.  Those species with more fixed signal types however, 
such as colour visual cues, are often unable to change the nature of their signal.  
This will promote evolution through the most evolutionary responsive factor 
which may be the sensory systems, or response of, the receiver 
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1.8  Sensory systems and reception 
 
Sensory systems match the profile of that which they are detecting after 
the signal moves through the environment (Lythgoe 1979; Rice 1982; Archer et 
al. 1987; Witte et al. 2005; Jensen and Klokker 2006).   The adaptation of senses 
to changing environments has been demonstrated in many species (Lythgoe and 
Partridge 1989, Shand et al. 1988; Endler et al. 2001; Gamble et al. 2003; Fuller 
and Noa 2010; Fuller et al. 2010).  Adaptation can include plasticity within the 
sensory system (a change within the physiology of a particular sense) or between 
sensory systems (switching from one sense to another) and can be dictated by 
genes, internal processes pathways, developmental strategy and environment.  
Furthermore responses can be indirect effects through hormonal or dietary 
effects (Grether et al. 1999; Baatrup and Junge 2001; Grether et al. 2005).  An 
example is the effect of chemical pollutants on the olfactory ability of fish 
(Beyers and Farmer 2001; Leduc et al. 2009) which can be due to detection of 
chemical thresholds in noisy chemical environments (Zimmer-Faust 1991) and/or 
physiological disruption of sensory systems (Fox 2004).   
Despite chemical signalling being one of the most common forms of 
communication in the animal kingdom, few studies have looked at the plasticity 
of this system.  It is known that the detection of chemical signals is susceptible to 
interference through a number of factors such as masking by other chemicals 
(Fisher et al. 2006; Ward et al. 2007), disruption of the internal (biological) 
signalling pathway (de la Haye et al. 2012) or interference with the sensor itself 
(Olsén 2011).  However, whether these systems are plastic has yet to be 
thoroughly investigated and studies generally focus on the behavioural 
consequences, rather than physiological mechanisms.  Plasticity of 
chemoreceptors in Drosphila melanogaster has been demonstrated in relation to 
social environment (Zhou et al. 2009) but whether this is also true of habitat is 
unknown. 
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A comprehensive example of sensory adaptation can be found in the visual 
system.  The environment can influence visual systems in several ways; 
perception, changes during development and genetic changes.  Studies of 
plasticity within the visual sensory system have discovered several aspects of 
vision which alter in animals raised under different light conditions such as oil 
droplets (Hart et al. 2006), retinal filters (Cronin et al. 2001; Cronin and 
Calderwell 2002; Cheroske et al. 2003; Cheroske et al. 2006), lenses (Kroger et al. 
2001; Schartau et al. 2009), cone cells (Shand et al. 2008) and opsin expression 
(Fuller et al. 2005) which may translate into changes in the perceived colour of 
mates.  Tuning of the visual system can be achieved by several mechanisms; 
including turning opsin genes off or on (Bowmaker 1995), shifting the 
wavelength absorption of a chromophore (by shifting between porphyropsins 
and rhodopsin types) and changing the amino acid complex of an opsin 
(Bowmaker 1995; Yokoyama 2000; Yokoyama 2002).  Furthermore, vision has 
been shown to change during development in many animals (Beatty 1984; Shand 
et al. 1988) and be further tuned in adults (Allison et al. 2004) which may be 
implicated in the detection and assessment of mates (Lythgoe and Partridge 
1989). 
 
1.9  Decision making and responses 
 
Decisions based on cues will certainly influence the direction of evolution.  
The outcomes of such decisions can be minimal on the individual level but could 
lead to divergence, hybridization (Fisher et al. 2006) and even speciation (Maan 
et al. 2006; Seehausen et al. 2008).  The driving factor of these processes is the 
altered perception of mates and/or interpretation of mating of signals that force 
selection in different directions.  The absence of long term, evolutionary 
adaptation or short term plasticity will inevitably lead to exclusion of the species 
from certain locations (Francis et al. 2011). 
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The behavioural responses of the receiver completes the signalling process 
and is a critical step in driving diversification through sensory drive.  This is the 
point at which the signal emitter discovers whether the signal has been 
successful in obtaining a mating.  There are three main responses that can occur 
from a sexual signal, assuming there is a potential mate present: an appropriate 
response, indicating that the signal has been received and understood, no 
response, which may indicate that the signal has not be received or is irrelevant 
to the receiver, or an inappropriate response, which indicates that the signal has 
been mis-interpreted.  These responses will all have consequences for the 
direction of evolution.  For example no response may mean complete 
breakdown of the mating system and possible exclusion of the species, a mis-
interpreted response may result in hybridisation or poor quality mates, and the 
appropriate response can result in diversification and speciation.   
 For the most part, researchers have concentrated on female preference as 
the source of the behavioural response.  A comprehensive example comes from 
Killifish in which females exhibit a preference for certain male morphs.  The 
effects of a change in lighting environment on mate preference have been 
investigated by Fuller (Fuller 2002; Fuller and Noa 2010; Fuller et al. 2010).  
Fuller (2002) showed the effects of light on female preference of male killifish 
colour morphs through the conspicuousness of the male trait in a given light 
environment (Fuller 2002).  Further investigation revealed that this response, 
both genetic and heritable (Fuller and Travis 2004), is key to explaining the 
relative abundance of colour morphs in habitats with certain water properties.  
Males also had higher levels of plasticity for these colour morphs (blue males in 
tea-stained water and red in clear water) respectively in line with predictions 
that males contrasting to background have higher reproductive success (Fuller 
2002; Fuller and Travis 2004).  Furthermore, visual sensitivity to UV and blue 
light varies among populations (Fuller et al. 2003) indicating intraspecific 
plasticity of the visual senses which may be driving the female decision making 
process.  This process is also known to drive speciation in cichlids, where 
environmental conditions alter abundance of male nuptial colouration through 
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increased female sensitivities to red and blue light dependent on photic 
environment which in turn influences mate choice responses (Long and Houde 
1989; Gamble et al. 2003; Maan et al. 2006; Seehausen et al. 2008).   
Differences caused by habitat have also promoted divergence in the calls 
of two subspecies of cricket frog which may prove a crucial component in the 
progression of speciation, especially considering the reliance of anurans on vocal 
communication in mate recognition (Gerhardt and Huber, 2002).  Further 
examples include male warblers in India which maintain conspicuous colouration 
with respect to background reflectance in order to gain the best territories and 
influence female responses which is also thought to have played a role in species 
divergence in this group (Marchetti 1993).  Female stickleback (Reimchen 1989; 
Boughman 2001; Scott 2001), guppies (Endler 1983; Endler and Houde 1995), 
Telmatherina sarasinorum (Gray et al. 2008), southern pygmy perch 
(Morrongiello et al. 2010) and cichlids (Maan et al. 2006; Seehausen et al. 2008) 
have also been shown to exhibit preference in accordance with background 
contrast. 
The above examples demonstrate altered but still appropriate responses 
to changed environment.  Behavioural responses, however, can also include 
inappropriate responses and poor decisions, as well as badly timed or delayed 
responses.   Delayed responses to odours has been reported in hermit crabs, 
where altered pH disrupts chemoreception (de la Haye et al. 2012), limited 
detection of sex-specific pheromones has been reported of snails in polluted 
water (Straw and Rittschof 2004) and a copepod’s chemical perception is 
disrupted in turbulence potentially inhibiting its ability to detect mating signals 
(Lonsdale et al. 1998).  Inappropriate responses are at risk of being overlooked 
and can have extreme consequences  as has been seen in species of zebrafish 
(Fabian et al. 2007) and swordtail, (Xiphophorus birchmanni and Xiphophorus 
malinche) (Fisher et al. 2006).  Fisher et al. (2006) investigated the effects of 
chemically disrupted habitats on the mate preferences of females and 
discovered that females are unable to determine con- from heterospecifics in 
such environments which has lead to a possible hybridization event.   
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Furthermore, the disturbance of the visual habitat has been reported to 
threaten the diversity of cichlids (Seehausen et al. 1997) reversing the 
diversification that sensory drive promoted through speciation in the first 
instance.  This last example demonstrates the potential strength of the sensory 
drive process and highlights the importance of fully understanding the 
mechanisms behind it.  In cases where animals are unable to identify 
conspecifics (Fisher et al. 2006) or where environmental deterioration promotes 
dishonest (Wong et al. 2007) or altered (Eeva et al. 1998) signalling the integrity 
of the mating system can be compromised.  Eeva et al. (1998) reported that 
environmental pollution may dull plumage colouration in the great tit having 
possible effects on mate choice decisions made by females.  Wong et al. (2007) 
discuss the opportunity for cheating amongst poor quality males in stickleback 
where honest signalling in three-spined sticklebacks is compromised by algal 
turbidity affecting visual conditions in the Baltic Sea.  Under turbid conditions 
poor quality males are able to signal more frequently, something which would 
prove risky in clear water where they attract competition and aggression from 
honest, higher quality conspecifics.  This interesting result has obvious impacts 
on the stability of such systems and repercussions for females that choose poor 
quality males which are more likely to cannibalise her young (Candolin 2000).  
Additionally, the effects of altered light environment has been shown to alter the 
mating decisions in female Physalaemus pustulosus frogs; when light levels are 
increased females are less selective, a possible behavioural response to 
increased predation risk (Rand et al. 1997).   
 
1.10  Conclusions 
 
The link between signalling environment and signal efficacy has been 
shown in many species and the effects on mate choice demonstrated.  Pre-
existing biases have been shown to form an important aspect of female choice 
models and can explain the origin of such preferences in some species 
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demonstrating the importance of sensory systems in shaping mating signals.  The 
environment plays an important part in shaping the evolution of many mating 
signals and mating signal evolution is reliant on the coupling of sensory systems 
to their environment.  Further considerations involving the receiver must also be 
taken into account; a signal must be timed to coincide with receiver presence, it 
must be received and interpreted accurately by the receiver, the signal must not 
be easily intercepted by ‘eavesdroppers’, the signal should be plastic in order to 
cope with changing environments, and signal generation should not be too 
costly relative to its benefits to the sender.    Males have been shown to adapt all 
aspects of sexual signalling from courtship behaviour (Long and Rosenqvsit 1998; 
Godin 1995; Endler and Théry 1996; Chapman et al. 2009) to colouration (Fuller 
2002; Fuller at el., 2010) and even morphology (Arnqvist and Kolm 2010) in order 
to gain female attention in changing environments and these are often within 
the constraints of predation pressure and mate competition (Endler 1980).  Used 
in combination the structural properties of a habitat, climate and disturbance 
can be used to predict not only the optimal method of communication but the 
potential selective pressures acting on communication and mating strategies.  
These predictions may be important in understanding the long-term effects of 
changing environments on the persistence of a species in a habitat and impacts 
on mate detection and choice.   
Animals can adapt to environmental change in several ways, but the three 
critical signalling factors, the signal itself, the sensory system and the receiver 
response, must co-evolve in order to maintain the accuracy of the signal.  
Alteration of signal efficacy by the environment has been shown to have a range 
of effects on animal mating systems.  A shift in light environment influences 
male colour pattern and the relative abundance of morphs (Fuller 2002), algal 
turbulence has been shown to alter behavioural mating strategies (Wong et al. 
2007), sensory drive has been shown to lead to speciation (Maan et al. 2006) and 
background noise can limit the persistence of a species in a given habitat (Francis 
et al. 2011; Kaiser et al. 2011).  Although many species have shown changes in 
response to variable environments in the long-term, rapidly changing 
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environments may pose a threat to animals unable to adapt or evolve quickly 
enough to catch up.  It is therefore important to understand not only the effects 
of environment but also the mechanisms by which species are able to cope with 
such stressors and potential effects on the direction of selection.  In order to do 
this each step in the signalling process must be identified and investigated 
separately, starting with the initial decision to emit a signal.     
The initial stage in the signalling process is the decision to create a signal 
and, as important as it is, it seems that this initial decision and the mechanisms 
behind it have been somewhat neglected in literature and need to be addressed.  
How the emitter interprets the surrounding environment has been shown to 
influence signalling behaviour however the cues that initiate this process are 
largely unknown.  Do sensory systems detect this change and if so is this through 
comparative processes, direct detection, thresholds, experience and learning, or 
do they use the response of the receiver to adjust their own behaviour?  Such 
answers are important in helping us determine the likely impacts of 
environmental change on different species.  A good starting point is the 
investigation into how the signal emitter interprets their environment rather 
than how the receivers sensory system interprets the signal. 
Other areas that are in need of attention include the timeframes required 
for plasticity to restore signal efficacy in times of environmental change and the 
importance of learning in such processes.   A related unknown is how rapidly 
populations can evolve to match new and changing environments.   Phenotypic 
and evolutionary plasticity are particularly important given present times of 
rapid change, beit habitat destruction, climate change or pollution.  Although 
physiological and/or evolutionary plasticity may allow adaptation in the longer 
term, learning (including experience, copying and imprinting) may bridge the gap 
between the initiation and completion of such changes depending on 
timeframes.  And although sensory bias has been shown in a number of taxa, 
learning has yet to be ruled out as a driver. 
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Many aspects of sensory drive have been reported in different species and 
we have evidence suggesting that sensory functions do indeed play a crucial part 
in directing selection of signals.  The evolutionary and phenotypic plasticity of 
male trait, female preference and sensory systems have been shown 
independently and their link to environmental conditions proven.  In order to 
take research one step forward the full process of sensory drive must be 
demonstrated and the co-evolution of the three critical signalling factors studied 
together.  Although a daunting task, long-term artificial selection studies will be 
an effective way of demonstrating the process, piecing together the mechanics 
of sensory drive as a whole. 
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Chapter 3 
Variable Environmental Effects on a 
Multi-Component Sexually Selected 
Trait  
 
In press with The American Naturalist  
 
3.1  Abstract 
 
Multi-component signals are made up of interacting elements that 
generate a functional signaling unit.  The interactions between signal 
components and their effects on individual fitness are not well understood and 
the effect of environment even less so.  It is usually assumed that color patterns 
appear the same in all light environments and that the effects of each color are 
additive.  Using guppies, Poecilia reticulata, we investigated the effect of water 
color on the interactions between components of sexually selected male 
coloration.  Through behavioral mate choice trials in four different water colors 
we estimated the attractiveness of male color patterns, using multivariate fitness 
estimates and overall signal contrast.  Our results show that females exhibit 
preferences that favor groups of colors rather than individual colors 
independently and each environment favors different color combinations.  We 
found that these effects are consistent with female guppies selecting entire color 
patterns on the basis of overall visual contrast.  This suggests that both 
individuals and populations inhabiting different light environments will be 
subject to divergent multivariate selection.  Although the appearance of color 
patterns changes with light environment, achromatic components change little, 
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suggesting that these could function in species recognition or other aspects of 
communication which need to work across environments.  Consequently, we 
predict different phylogenetic patterns between chromatic and achromatic 
signals within the same clades. 
 
Key words:  Multivariate selection, correlational selection, evolution, 
environmental effects, color signal, color vision 
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3.2  Introduction 
 
The environment can affect the direction of evolution of sexual signals.  
Climate, habitat type, season, and time of day, among other factors, can create 
different signaling conditions, changing the reception of a signal by the receiver 
(Endler 1978; 1992; 1993a; Endler and Thery 1996; Uetz et al. 2011); for a review 
see Cole (2013).  These effects are often mitigated by behavioral adaptation; for 
example, treehoppers time their vibrational calls to avoid interference from 
wind (McNett et al. 2010), birds alter both the height from which they sing to 
optimize acoustic signal transmission (Nemeth et al. 2001) and the position of 
color signal display to coincide with local ambient light environment conditions 
(Endler and Thery 1996), and many species change their calls in response to 
anthropogenic noise (Luther and Magnotti 2014).  Environment effects can be so 
strong that signal divergence can result, as in bird song (Gish and Morton 1981; 
Tobias et al. 2010; Wiley 1991), cricket frog calls (Ryan et al. 1990) and color 
signals in birds (Marchetti 1993) and fish (Fuller 2002; Maan et al. 2006; 
Seehausen et al. 2008). 
Sexually selected signals often consist of many trait components that 
contribute to the overall signal.  Examples include joint audio-visual signals 
(Cooper and Goller 2004; Haddad and Giaretta 1999; O'Loghlen and Rothstein 
2010; Partan et al. 2010; Zeyl and Laberge 2011), movement and color 
(Fleishman 1992; Frith and Frith 2004) and multi-component color signals (Blows 
et al. 2003; Endler 1980; Endler and Houde 1995; Endler et al. 2005; Lindstrom 
and Lundstrom 2000) .  These signal components, when assessed by potential 
mates, may be considered individually but are more likely to be assessed 
together as a functional signal (Blows et al. 2003; Endler and Houde 1995; Endler 
and Mielke 2005; Endler et al. 2005; Grether et al. 2004; Gumm and Mendelson 
2011; Partan and Marler 1999).  Studies have attempted to investigate this by 
exploring multivariate selection on different components within a multi-
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component signal (Blows and Brooks 2003; Blows et al. 2004; Brooks et al. 2005; 
LeBas et al. 2003; Sinervo and Svensson 2002).   
Studies of environmental effects on signal components (Endler 1978; 
1983; 1991; Gamble et al. 2003; Gray et al. 2008; Leal and Fleishman 2002) 
however, have not considered the possibility that different trait combinations 
are selected differently in different environments via correlational selection.  
Complex interactions between the environments signal components and fitness 
are likely to result from temporal and spatial changes in environment, providing 
prime conditions for signal divergence.  This can lead to population divergence in 
signals and signaling behavior and ultimately to speciation.   
Sexually selected color signals provide a particularly good way to 
investigate interacting effects of multiple signal components and environment 
because both their functions (encouraging mating) and relationships, with the 
environment, are relatively easy to identify and measure.  The light 
environment, a factor known to be important in the evolution of color signals, is 
relatively easy to manipulate in experimental studies.  Due to the interactions 
between light environments, color signals and the visual system of the receiver, 
the same color signal can be perceived differently in different light 
environments.  The light spectrum (the photon flux or light intensity at each 
wavelength) that arrives at an eye from a particular colored patch is a product of 
the ambient light spectrum illuminating the patch (the light in the surrounding 
environment), the reflectance spectrum of the patch (the light reflected from 
the color patch),the transmission spectrum between the patch and the eye’s 
surface (Lythgoe 1979; Endler 1990).  The light at the eye is modified further by 
the eye’s transmission spectrum, its photoreceptor absorption spectra, and its 
light adaptation state (Endler and Mielke 2005).  Consequently, the light 
absorbed by color receptors (cones) in a receiver’s eye can be different for the 
same color patch under different light environments.  For example, the same 
color patch would appear different to the same viewer under forest canopy, 
which is poor in both red and blue wavelengths but rich in green-yellow, and 
woodland canopy, where the ambient light is more green-blue (Endler 1991; 
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Endler 1993a).  This difference in reception can result in variation in the 
attractiveness of a signal and the associated fitness of its bearer (Endler 1992, 
1993a).  
In order to investigate the effects of different environments on multi-
component signal function we used the color patterns of male guppies (Poecilia 
reticulata).  Male guppies exhibit a variety of genetically controlled colored 
patches including orange, black, fuzzy black (stippled black), green, violet and 
silver (Endler 1978).  These colors form an important multi-component signal 
used by female in mate choice (Blows et al. 2003; Brooks and Endler 2001a; 
Endler and Houde 1995).  Natural populations of guppies are highly polymorphic 
and this polymorphism results from factors such as the interaction between the 
environment and perceived color (Endler 1978; 1983; 1991), variable female 
preferences (Brooks and Endler 2001b; Endler and Houde 1995; Farr 1977; Long 
and Houde 1989) and spatially varying predation (Endler 1980).  Complex 
interactions among the color components in this sexual signal have been 
identified (Blows et al. 2003) but the effect of environment on these interactions 
has yet to be explored in any species.  Here we investigate the effects of varying 
light environments on the interactions among multiple components of a sexually 
selected color pattern.  We investigated color pattern component interactions in 
female preferences, and how these interactions vary with four light 
environments.   
 
3.3  Methods 
 
We used first to second generation wild caught guppies from Alligator 
Creek, Queensland, Australia (19o26.79’ S 146o58.65 E’), a century old 
established and remote feral population.  The population lives in riparian 
woodland with clear to slightly tannin stained water.  The partial vegetation 
canopy means that two major natural light environments are naturally present, 
woodland shade and open/cloudy (Endler 1993a).  We maintained fish at 24 ± 1 
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°C and 12 hour light per day on a combination of flake food, liver paste and brine 
shrimp each fed once a day.  We housed guppies in 196L home tanks, each 
containing c. 150 fish of roughly equal proportions of both sexes prior to use in 
the experiments.  These tanks contained clear water and were illuminated by 
high frequency fluorescent lamps.  We estimated mate preferences under four 
environmental light conditions, and related preferences to male colors and some 
visual parameters derived from the test conditions. 
 
3.3.1  Methods overview 
 
 Because we used many different kinds of methods and the analysis is 
complex, we first summarize the methods and then describe them in detail.  We 
provide further details of published methods in the chapter 3 appendix.  There 
are two methods overviews, one for data collection, and one for the analysis.  
We designed and carried out female preference experiments to obtain the mean 
attractiveness of males under four water color treatments.  We measured 
relative area and reflectance spectrum of male colors.  We combined male 
reflectance data with the ambient light in each treatment to obtain cone 
captures for each color in each treatment.  Data analysis consisted of identifying 
the most important combinations of colors to affect male attractiveness using 
multivariate methods, calculating the effects of each light environment on each 
color class and on overall visual contrast, and comparing the visual effects to the 
multivariate preference results. 
 
3.3.2  Mate preference trials 
 
We estimated preferences of focal females for males in 40 x 40 by 20cm 
deep choice tanks, a modification of a previous design (Brooks and Endler 
2001b).  Each tank contained nine chambers (8 x 8 x 20cm deep) that housed a 
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single stimulus fish, and each chamber had two opaque sides and two clear sides 
arranged so that stimulus fish could not see each other (chapter 3 appendix A 
fig. A3.1).  In each trial, we placed a focal female in the choice tank, but outside 
the small chambers, and allowed her to associate with any of the stimulus fish.  
We used the association time with each male stimulus fish as a measure of his 
attractiveness.  Female preferences measured this way in guppies are highly 
correlated with actual mating choices and therefore good estimates of the 
reproductive fitness of males (Houde 1987; 1997).  For brevity, and consistency 
with the literature on multivariate selection, we will use “selection” and “fitness” 
to indicate male attractiveness estimated this way. 
Of the nine stimulus fish (a stimulus group) per trial, six were males and 
three were females evenly spread throughout the test chamber (fig. A3.1).  We 
chose stimulus fish of similar sizes for each trial.  We chose males by eye so that 
no two males in the same stimulus group had the same pattern.  Males are so 
highly polymorphic that even if we took males at random they would have very 
different color patterns, but intentional selection for differences maximizes the 
variation while keeping size similar. Female stimulus fish were included as 
controls for social interactions; if the focal female was sexually rather than 
socially attracted, then she should spend more time with stimulus males than 
with stimulus females.  In addition, the male association times were effectively 
independent because the total association time with males is less than that of 
the total trial time, which also includes time with stimulus females and time 
away from any stimulus fish; females spent 50-60% of their time in the test 
chamber with males and stimulus group ID did not contribute significantly to 
variation in attractiveness.   
Because male color patterns are highly variable, and focal females lived 
with a variety of males before the preference tests, familiarity biases towards 
specific color patterns are unlikely.  We took stimulus fish and focal females from 
different stock tanks test trials to prevent artifacts of familiarity.  We separated 
focal females from all males for at least four weeks prior to use in the trials to 
control for receptivity.  Before trials, we housed each male with a non-test 
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female to maintain normal sexual behavior.  We kept focal females in isolation in 
2.5L tanks until after they gave birth to provide receptive females.  To ensure 
maximum receptivity, we used focal females within three days of producing 
offspring (Liley 1966).   
  We used four different water color treatments for the preference trials: 
red (red and yellow dye at a ratio of 5:1), blue (blue dye), green (green dye) and 
clear (no dye).  We made them from a mixture of 0.25ml of Queen® food dye per 
liter of water taken from fish tanks containing both males and females.  We filled 
each choice tank with water-dye mixture to a depth of 10cm (16 liters) and 
topped up with water when the levels fell below 9.5cm (three times).  In a pilot 
experiment we found no effects of any of the dyes on any behavior (all P>0.22, 
see chapter 3 appendix B). 
Focal females had 30 minutes in a pre-test tank with the appropriate 
water color to acclimate to that color, then 15 minutes in the test tank with the 
same water color to acclimate to the test tank.  Each trial ran for 45 minutes 
after acclimation and was recorded using an overhead JVC Everio® HM330 digital 
video camera. 
  We ran four trials simultaneously, one for each water color treatment.  
We designed the trials such that the stimulus fish and focal females never saw 
each other more than once.  Each male was seen by 11 different focal females 
(11 trials) and 44 focal females examined males in each treatment.  We used 
eight stimulus groups per treatment (six males per stimulus group), generating 
48 mean male attractiveness scores for each of the four water color treatments.  
 
3.3.3  Male preference scores 
 
We analyzed video recordings by counting the position of the focal 
female relative to each stimulus fish every 10 seconds.  If the focal female was 
within one body length of a stimulus chamber clear window then we awarded a 
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point to the stimulus fish in that chamber.  We took the time (number of points) 
a focal female spent by each stimulus fish as a proxy for preference (Brooks 
2000; Brooks and Endler 2001b).  Over all trials, females spent at least 52% of 
their total time in the choice tank associating with males; the remainder with 
stimulus females or in other parts of the test tank.  
We excluded 170 out of 2112 scores from stimulus males that did not 
obtain any points for in a particular trial because they might not have been 
encountered or assessed by the focal female.  In total, 80% of males were 
viewed by all 11 females, 90% of males were viewed by nine or more females, 
and only one male was viewed by only eight females.   
We calculated a male’s attractiveness score as the mean of the individual 
scores of the (up to) 11 focal females who saw him over all trials in that 
treatment.  Because there were six males per stimulus group and eight stimulus 
groups, the sample size was 48 male attractiveness scores per treatment.  We 
used these means in subsequent analysis.   
  
3.3.4   Color pattern measurement 
 
 We measured male coloration after each mate choice trial.  We 
anesthetized each stimulus male using a 0.2% aqueous solution of ethyl 3-
aminobenzoate methane sulphonic acid salt (MS-222).  We then placed him on a 
white background illuminated by two fluorescent light strips and flexible 
microscope stage illuminators for maximum clarity of both pigment and 
structural colors.  We photographed both sides of the male next to a scale bar 
using a Nikon® D5100 camera with a Nikkor® micro 60mm lens.  We analyzed the 
photographs using Adobe Photoshop® CS5.1, from which we obtained total fish 
area, tail area and the areas of six color classes, orange, black, fuzzy black, silver, 
green and violet.  We analyzed the right side because left-right asymmetry was 
rare.   
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We obtained mean reflectance measurements of each color class 
(chapter 3 appendix fig. A2) from each of 20 anesthetised males.  A male’s right 
side was illuminated at a 45 degree angle from dorsal (simulating Snell’s window 
illumination) using a pulsed Xenon lamp (Ocean Optics PX-2).  We obtained 
reflectance spectra with an Ocean Optics USB2000+ spectrometer connected to 
a Li-Cor LI-1800-06 quartz microscope-telescope via a UV-VIS fiber optic cable 
looking laterally at the guppy, as would a female.  For each color class, we took 
spectra from a 1mm diameter circle on the guppy over the 300-700nm guppy-
visible range (Endler 1991) after standardization with a black and a white 
(spectralon) reflectance standard.  See Endler (1990) for principles.   
 
3.3.5  Irradiance and relative cone stimulation in each 
environment 
 
We measured the total absolute irradiance spectrum (photon flux density 
at each wavelength) for each of the water treatments at the end of the 
experiment (fig. 3.1).  We used a cosine-corrected receptor and an Ocean Optics 
USB2000+ spectrometer, calibrated for photon flux (μMol photons m-1 sec-1 nm-
1) with a Li-Cor LI-1800-02 optical radiation calibrator (standard lamp); for details 
see (Endler 1990).  We took measurements over the 300nm-700nm guppy visible 
range, at a depth of 5cm within each treatment.  We measured both 
downwelling (sensor facing upward) and sidewelling (sensor looking sideways 
into the centre of the choice chamber) light; both had very similar spectral shape 
within treatments.  We used the sidewelling irradiance spectra in subsequent 
calculations because this illuminates the guppy spots, provides the visual 
background against which the females see the males, and determines the 
chromatic adaptation in that environment. 
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Figure 3.1.  Absolute irradiance spectra of the four water 
color treatments (1 μmol of photons is equal to 6.022 x 1017 
photons). The inserts are the corresponding estimated 
relative cone stimulations (RCS) where U= UVS cone, S= SWS 
cone, M=MWS cone, and L= LWS cone.  The peaks in the 
spectra are from the fluorescent lamps over the tanks, and 
contribute to the cone stimulations during the calculations. 
 
In order to estimate the effects of the four light environments on the 
guppy visual system we calculated photon captures using the irradiance 
spectrum for each light environment, the reflectance spectrum for each color 
class, and a guppy eye model.   We used guppy cone λmax (the wavelength at 
which a cone has highest sensitivity) of 359nm (UVS), 408nm (SWS), 465nm 
(MWS) and 572nm (LWS), the sum of 533 and 572nm spectra for the double 
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cones, and the guppy cornea and lens transmission spectrum (data from Archer 
et al 1979, Laver and Taylor 2011, and Ron Douglas, pers. comm. 10/10/2000).  
We used the von Kries correction to allow for chromatic adaptation to each light 
environment.  Correction for chromatic adaptation is necessary whenever the 
viewer is in a given light environment for more than about a minute (summary in 
Endler et al. 2014).  Aside from these guppy-specific parameters, our calculations 
followed the methods in Endler and Mielke (2005).  Chapter 3 appendix C 
provides further details.  
We did not choose the four light environments for realism but just to 
vary, however, the pattern of cone stimulation from these lights (fig. 3.1 insets) 
is not radically different from any natural light environments, (except for the red 
treatment, which is relatively richer in LWS cone stimulation).  Color perception 
is controlled via the relative stimulation of the cones, which are broad band light 
receptors, consequently the fine details, including the spectral peaks, are not 
important (Lythgoe 1979).  Neither guppies nor humans can tell if spectral peaks 
are present (as in fig. 3.1) or absent; what counts is the total number of photons 
captured by each photoreceptor class. 
 
3.3.6  Data analysis overview 
 
We performed a canonical analysis and subsequent eigenanalysis to 
identify preferred combinations of signal components that may result in 
multivariate sexual selection.  We used pursuit projection regression to identify 
the two most influential combinations of signal components influencing male 
attractiveness in each light environment.  In order to explore the visual effects of 
the entire color patterns rather than for each color individually we calculated 
entire pattern contrast measures.  Differences in the distribution of the contrast 
measures in each water color treatment were tested using permutation tests 
and their effect on male attractiveness analyzed using multiple regression.  
Finally, using coefficients of variation, we estimated the variability of these 
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measures among water colors as a measure of their sensitivity to light 
environment change.  Each of the analyses are summarized below, and further 
details are found in chapter 3 appendix C.  
 
3.3.7  Identifying the most influential signal component 
combinations 
 
 In order to generate relative fitness scores, we standardized (Z score) the 
48 mean male attractiveness scores within each environment.  We log 
transformed and standardized the male trait variables total body area, tail area 
and areas of orange, black, fuzzy black, silver, green and violet.  We used these 
transformed values (Endler 1986; Lande and Arnold 1983) in the subsequent 
analysis.   
We assessed fitness (attractiveness) surfaces for each water color by means 
of a canonical analysis of both linear and correlational selection gradients (Lande 
and Arnold 1983; Phillips and Arnold 1989).  The fitness surfaces describe the 
relative attractiveness of males as a function of their color patterns (weighted as 
eigenvectors); peaks indicate high fitness and troughs lower fitness.  We 
estimated linear selection gradients by regressing preference scores for males on 
their color pattern component Z scores, and quadratic and correlational 
gradients from the regression on Z, Z2 and Z cross-products.  We doubled the 
quadratic coefficients before further analysis (Stinchcombe et al. 2008). 
We performed a canonical analysis to identify the major axes (trait 
combinations) under selection because interpreting the size and significance of 
individual selection gradients can be misleading (Blows and Brooks 2003).  This 
translates and rotates the coordinates  of the multidimensional regression space 
to generate new axes which are aligned with the major curvilinear axes of the 
fitted surface (Phillips and Arnold 1989).  We carried out an eigenanalysis on the 
quadratic and correlational gradients produced from the canonical rotation, 
generating eigenvectors (M) and corresponding eigenvalues (λ) representing 
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each fitness surface.  The resulting matrix represents the contribution (loading) 
of each trait along each of the eigenvectors.  Along individual eigenvectors, 
negative coefficients generally indicate stabilizing selection and positive 
coefficients, disruptive selection (Blows and Brooks 2003; Blows et al. 2003).  In 
order to interpret these contributions in terms of the original trait values we 
combined each of the matrix loadings with the original data to generate an M 
score along each eigenvector for each treatment.  We calculated these M scores 
by summing the product of each trait loading and standardized trait value for 
each eigenvector (Phillips and Arnold 1989).   
 Because different environments might produce different M scores, direct 
comparisons of the results among environments are inappropriate, just as in the 
case of PCAs of two different datasets measuring the same variables.  In order to 
make the Ms comparable, we used a common set of axes derived from the clear 
water treatment.  To do this we calculated new M scores for each treatment 
using the trait eigenvector loadings of the clear treatment dataset and the 
standardized trait values of the remaining treatments.  The new M scores for 
each treatment represent the sum of the products of the standardized trait 
values from each treatment and the corresponding eigenvectors from the M 
matrix of the clear data set.  This creates a new M matrix for each treatment that 
represents the same trait eigenvector loadings.  These constant weightings allow 
the M scores from the clear dataset to be directly compared with the new M 
values of the other treatments.  
Because many traits were measured per individual and assumptions of 
parametric analyses were violated we performed permutation tests (Bisgaard 
and Ankenman 1996; Blows and Brooks 2003) using the R (R Core Team 2013) 
package lmPerm (Wheeler 2010).  We accumulated regressions of randomly 
permuted (shuffled) test data. Permutations were repeated 20,000 times to 
assess significance by determining the proportion of times (out of 20,000) the 
shuffled data gradients were greater than or equal to the observed gradients 
(Reynolds et al. 2010).   
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This analysis produced eight different vectors of sexual selection.  We 
used projection pursuit regression (Blows et al. 2003; Friedman and Stuetzle 
1981; Schluter and Nychka 1994) to reduce the number of identified axes of 
selection to two.  Projection pursuit regression is an extension of additive 
nonparametric regression (Eubank 1988) which identifies combinations of traits -
that explain the most variation in fitness and therefore represent the strongest 
direction of selection.  We carried out projection pursuit regression using the ppr 
function in the R package stats (R Core Team 2013).  We combined these trait 
loadings with the original standardized trait values to create two new composite 
variables a1 and a2 that we plotted against relative fitness to create a single 
contour plot for each treatment.   
Because M matrices can be difficult to interpret, we used contour plots 
based upon thin plate spines to illustrate the significant axes of the overall 
fitness surface (Blows and Brooks 2003).  We used the Tps function in the R fields 
package (Nychka et al. 2013) to generate fitness surfaces for both the M 
matrices and the projection pursuit regression analysis.   
 
3.3.8  Calculation of visual effects of the environment on male 
color patterns 
 
In order to explore the effects of light environment on the appearance of 
male color patterns in each light environment we calculated measures of 
luminance (l), chroma (c) and hue (h) for each male color class.  These measures 
depend upon the values of the cone captures for each guppy color in each 
environment.  Luminance (light/dark) arises from the stimulation of one, or the 
sum of a few kinds of, photoreceptors; in vertebrates by the LWS cones, or when 
present (as in fishes and birds), by the double cones.  Luminance is proportional 
to the amount of light received by the eye for that color pattern component.  
Color is coded by the relative stimulation of the color-receiving cones.  For many 
terrestrial and clear shallow water organisms (including guppies), the relative 
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stimulation of the UVS, SWS, MWS, and LWS cones determines color.  From the 
relative stimulation of the color-receiving cones we can obtain chroma, a 
measure of how differently they are stimulated, and hue, which depends upon 
which particular cone combinations are differentially stimulated.  For further 
details, see online appendix C or Endler (1990, 1991), Endler and Houde (1995), 
and Endler and Mielke (2005). 
Using l, c, and h, we calculated whole pattern contrast measures based 
jointly upon combinations of cone captures and relative surface areas for each 
color class (Endler 1990, Endler and Mielke 2005).  The more different the colors 
of a pattern are received by the cones, the greater the values.  For each male, we 
calculated six contrast measures for each of the four water colors.  Three (ml, 
mc, mh) are estimates of the contrast between the male guppy color pattern and 
the sidewelling light background, and the other three (sl, sc, sh) are estimates of 
the within guppy pattern contrast.  For further details, see chapter 3 appendix C 
or Endler (1990, 1991), Endler and Houde (1995), and Endler and Mielke (2005). 
To estimate the sensitivity of each color to varying environments, we 
calculated the coefficient of variation (CV) of each color’s l, c, and h across the 
four environments.  We also calculated CVs for the four natural guppy 
environments: forest shade, woodland shade, small gaps and open/cloudy 
(Endler 1993a).  In order to estimate sensitivity of entire color patterns to 
changes in environment, we calculated CVs of each of the six pattern contrast 
measures of each male across the four environments.  The distributions of these 
pattern CVs among males give an estimate of the variability among male color 
patterns across all water colors, hence the range of sensitivity of males to 
changes in light environments. 
 To test whether the distribution of contrast values differed between light 
environments, we carried out permutation tests on the contrast measure using 
the adonis function in the R vegan package (Oksanen et al. 2013).  This is a 
permutational multivariate analysis of variance using distance matrices for 
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analyzing and partitioning sums of squares, similar to the Endler and Mielke 
(2005) LSED-MRPP analysis.  Data were permuted 20,000 times for these tests.  
 
3.3.9  Visibility and preferences 
 
We used multiple linear regression to estimate the effects of color 
pattern contrast and water color on the male attractiveness scores (Lande and 
Arnold 1983).  One model contained the three within-pattern contrast measures, 
sl, sc and sh and the other the three guppy-background contrast measures, ml, 
ms and mh.  The full models contained male attractiveness score as the 
independent variable, water color, and the three contrast measures as fixed 
effects in addition to all interactions.  Sex was included as a random factor in 
both models.  In order to produce a model with normally distributed residuals, 
we applied the powerTransform function in R package car (Fox and Weisberg 
2011) to the data.  We performed backward stepwise elimination of the non-
significant variables within the model  using the stepAIC  function in the R 
package MASS (Venables and Ripley 2002).  We removed variables from the 
model if they did not significantly improve the fit of the model, as determined by 
the AIC value. 
 
3.4  Results 
 
A canonical analysis of the quadratic and correlational selection 
coefficients (chapter 3 appendix table A3.1) produced an eigenmatrix for each 
treatment (table 3.1).  The coefficients were a mixture of positive and negative 
values for all treatments, suggesting a saddle or more complex shape in the 
overall fitness surface. 
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Table 3.1.  Eigenmatrices (M matrices) of eigenvectors 
(Mi) resulting from the canonical analysis of the ɣ matrix 
within each of the four treatment.  Clear (A), blue (B) 
green (C) red (D) apply to each water color treatment.  λ is 
the eigenvalue, β is the linear coefficient for each 
eigenvector and ɣ the correlational coefficient.  Variables  
are areas.  Significance of coefficients is donated by ** for 
p<0.001 and * for p<0.05.  For direct comparison between 
treatments see table A2.  For each treatment, the three 
highest M vectors are plotted pairwise to generate figure 
3.3. 
 
 
 
3.1B) Blue 
 λ Total Tail Orange Black 
Fuzzy 
black Silver Green Violet β ɣ 
M1 32.44 -0.30 0.54 -0.40 -0.14 0.60 0.08 0.02 0.26 -1.29 16.22** 
M2 8.43 0.12 0.17 -0.31 0.35 -0.07 0.44 -0.61 -0.41 0.17 4.21** 
M3 4.13 0.51 0.56 0.46 -0.13 -0.11 0.01 -0.26 0.35 -0.15 2.06** 
M4 1.02 0.44 -0.05 0.20 0.35 0.51 0.35 0.48 -0.18 1.05 0.51** 
M5 -2.05 0.05 -0.39 -0.10 0.50 0.12 0.00 -0.25 0.72 -0.07 -1.03** 
M6 -5.74 -0.23 -0.28 0.52 -0.21 0.54 -0.04 -0.48 -0.17 -0.73 -2.87** 
M7 -26.89 0.04 -0.27 -0.07 -0.55 -0.11 0.74 0.03 0.24 -0.54 -13.45** 
M8 -42.99 0.62 -0.24 -0.45 -0.36 0.24 -0.37 -0.16 -0.08 -1.34 -21.49** 
 
 
3.1A) Clear         
 λ Total Tail Orange Black 
Fuzzy 
black Silver Green Violet β ɣ 
M1 44.11 -0.40 0.45 -0.21 -0.03 0.67 0.03 -0.24 0.30 -0.86 22.06** 
M2 3.61 0.50 0.49 -0.48 0.24 -0.26 0.33 -0.21 0.00 0.60 1.81** 
M3 -0.56 -0.49 -0.11 -0.69 -0.24 -0.39 -0.23 0.02 -0.08 -0.34 -0.28** 
M4 -3.40 -0.10 -0.23 0.05 0.59 -0.24 -0.25 -0.30 0.62 0.26 -1.70** 
M5 -7.96 0.32 0.01 -0.20 -0.22 0.09 -0.14 0.66 0.59 0.34 -3.98** 
M6 -12.60 0.18 0.13 0.23 -0.68 -0.24 -0.15 -0.51 0.31 -0.56 -6.30** 
M7 -16.40 -0.01 0.59 0.21 0.16 -0.15 -0.70 0.17 -0.21 -0.75 -8.20** 
M8 -63.07 0.46 -0.36 -0.33 0.01 0.43 -0.50 -0.28 -0.21 0.49 -31.53** 
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1C) Green 
 
 λ Total Tail Orange Black 
Fuzzy 
black Silver Green Violet β ɣ 
M1 12.80 -0.07 0.56 -0.30 -0.46 -0.03 0.35 -0.03 0.50 -0.43 6.40** 
M2 9.31 0.09 0.15 -0.53 0.03 -0.18 -0.02 -0.64 -0.49 0.69 4.66** 
M3 5.55 -0.32 -0.27 -0.37 -0.02 0.80 -0.11 -0.13 0.14 0.79 2.77** 
M4 2.33 -0.30 -0.29 -0.16 -0.58 -0.37 -0.56 0.09 0.03 0.53 1.16** 
M5 -2.94 -0.35 -0.26 -0.06 0.48 -0.38 0.08 -0.35 0.55 -1.63* -1.47** 
M6 -4.15 0.28 0.26 0.43 -0.08 0.19 -0.52 -0.52 0.29 0.03 -2.08** 
M7 -7.79 0.20 0.34 -0.45 0.44 -0.04 -0.51 0.41 0.16 -0.21 -3.90** 
M8 -25.77 0.75 -0.51 -0.26 -0.15 -0.03 0.12 -0.02 0.28 1.23 -12.88** 
 
 
 
There was very little significant linear selection in the four treatments 
(table 3.1).  In the green treatment, M5 was significant, indicating that 
directional selection was important, with strong influence from combinations of 
black and violet.  In the red treatment, M1 was significant, strongly influenced by 
fuzzy black, green, total area and tail area.   In contrast, all eigenvectors 
indicated significant quadratic selection, indicating that particular combinations 
of colors are favored over others.  Fig. 3.2 shows a schematic diagram of the 
  3.1D) Red       
 λ Total Tail Orange Black 
Fuzzy 
black Silver Green Violet β ɣ 
M1 26.29 0.53 -0.43 0.10 -0.37 -0.42 0.12 0.41 -0.16 3.47* 13.14** 
M2 12.32 -0.29 0.16 -0.27 0.12 -0.54 -0.48 0.10 -0.51 -0.60 6.16** 
M3 10.54 -0.50 -0.45 0.44 -0.15 0.11 -0.44 0.26 0.22 -1.10 5.27** 
M4 0.63 0.06 -0.25 -0.36 -0.11 -0.41 -0.22 -0.48 0.59 1.33 0.31* 
M5 -3.08 0.52 0.43 0.24 0.15 0.06 -0.59 0.19 0.27 0.10 -1.54** 
M6 -6.61 0.11 -0.33 0.36 0.80 -0.25 0.12 -0.16 -0.04 -0.06 -3.31** 
M7 -9.89 0.05 0.14 0.57 -0.38 -0.14 -0.06 -0.63 -0.30 -0.58 -4.94** 
M8 -42.22 0.30 -0.46 -0.28 0.05 0.51 -0.38 -0.25 -0.39 0.47 -21.11** 
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highest loading color combinations in each treatment, indicated by the highest 
significant eigenvectors.  
 
 
 
Figure 3.2.  Schematic overview of the important color 
combinations in each treatment.  Treatment is represented along 
the x-axis and increasing eigenvector loading on the y-axis.  The 
colored ‘spots’ represent the highest loading color classes, from 
the eigenvectors with the three highest eigenvalues that 
contribute to attractiveness in each treatment.  B = black color 
class, F = fuzzy black, S = silver, O = orange, V = violet, G = green. 
 
3.4.1  Multivariate selection within treatments 
 
We plotted the eigenvectors with the three highest eigenvalues within 
each treatment against each other in pairs to create three fitness surfaces per 
treatment (fig. 3.3); note that treatments are not comparable, but the surfaces 
within treatments are.  Table 2 summarizes the trait combinations that were 
found to contribute most (had the highest loadings in table 3.1) to the fitness 
peaks in fig. 3.3.  For example, as shown by the eigenvalues in table 3.1A, the 
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most influential traits along the eigenvectors M1 and M8 in the clear treatment 
were total size, tail size and fuzzy black (M1) and total size, fuzzy black and silver 
(M8).  Fig. 3.3A shows the resulting fitness surface.  The combinations of traits 
that contribute most to the peaks in this figure (written as total size-silver-fuzzy 
black-tail size to denote a combination of traits under selection) are summarized 
in table3.2 and fig. 3.2, and are described in more detail below. 
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Table 3.2.  Summary of the most influential color pattern 
traits in each treatment. Trait combinations are the 
highest loading trait combinations under selection from 
the pair wise contour plots of the M-matrix (figure 3.3).  
Where more than one peak is found within a single 
contour plot, the trait combinations explaining these 
peaks are separated by the symbol /.  The three highest 
eigenvalues for each treatment are shown.      
 
 
Treatment Eigenvector pair Trait combinations 
Clear 
M1-M8 Total size-silver-fuzzy black-tail size /  Total size-silver 
M1-M7 Silver-fuzzy black-tail size / Total size-silver 
M7-M8 Silver 
Blue 
M1-M8 Orange 
M1-M7 Orange-silver /  Black-fuzzy black-tail size 
M7-M8 Black-total size 
Green 
M1-M8 Total size-tail size-black / Total size-tail size-violet 
M1-M2 Black 
M2-M8 Total size-tail size 
Red 
M1-M8 Fuzzy black-green-total size 
M1-M2 Total-green 
M2-M8 Fuzzy black-violet-silver-tail size 
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Figure 3.3.  Contour plots with contours representing the three highest 
significant eigenvectors in each treatment.  In the clear treatment; M1 
(highest loading traits: total size, tail size and fuzzy black), M7 (highest 
loading traits: tail size and silver) and M8 (highest loading traits: total 
size, fuzzy black and silver) (panels A-C).  In the blue treatment; M1 
(highest loading traits: tail size, orange, fuzzy black), M7 (highest 
loading traits: black and silver) and M8 (highest loading traits: total size 
and orange) (D-F).  In the green treatment; M1 (highest loading traits: 
tail size, black and violet), M2 (highest loading traits: orange, green 
and violet) and M8 (highest loading traits: total size and tail size) (G-I).  
In the red treatment; M1 (highest loading traits: total size, tail size, 
fuzzy black and green), M2 (highest loading traits: fuzzy black, silver 
and violet) and M8 (highest loading traits: tail size and fuzzy black) (J-
L).  The legend represents mean male attractiveness.  
 
 
 
Red treatment 
 
  
J K L 
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In the clear treatment, achromatic trait combinations (silver, fuzzy black, 
total size, and tail size) had high loadings (figs. 3.3A-C), with silver contributing 
the most, while the chromatic colors, orange, green and violet, had no effect.  
The only treatment to have orange as a high loading trait was the blue 
treatment, where color patterns with combinations of orange, fuzzy black, silver 
and tail size were highly influential (figs. 3.3D-F), with orange contributing the 
most.  In the green treatment, black, violet, total size, and tail size, were the 
highest loading traits (figs. 3.3G-I), with black the most influential. The green 
treatment was the only treatment in which silver and fuzzy black were not 
influential.  Violet was the only color to be influential (in combination with other 
traits) in more than one treatment (red and green treatments).  The red 
treatment was the only treatment to show green color as influential.  The traits 
that were highly influential across all of the treatments were the achromatic 
traits black, fuzzy black, silver, total size and tail size (table 3.2, fig. 3.2).  
Achromatic combinations were important in all treatments except green where 
only black contributed.  It is clear that the light environment had a significant 
effect on preferences, with achromatic traits used in all environments and 
chromatic traits only used in some color-specific environments. 
 
3.4.2  Difference between treatments 
  
The vectors of attractiveness were generally very different among the 
environmental treatments (chapter 3 appendix table A3.2); very few 
eigenvectors were significant across all four treatments.  The clear treatment 
forms a standard against which to compare the other three because quadratic 
selection was significant in all eight eigenvectors, indicating that selection favors 
particular color combinations over others.  In the clear treatment, the lack of 
linear components indicates that combinations are more important than single 
traits in affecting female preferences.   
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The clear treatment shared significant negative linear selection along M6 
with the blue treatment (black, green), along M4 with the green treatment 
(black, violet) and M1 with the red treatment (fuzzy black, total size, tail size).  
The red treatment also shared positive linear selection along M5 (green, violet).  
The red treatment was the only one to share significant quadratic selection with 
the clear treatment.  This was found along M1 (fuzzy black-total size-tail size), 
M4 (black-violet) and M8 (silver-total size).   
 
3.4.3  Projection pursuit regression analysis  
 
In the clear treatment, the two most influential projections (a1 and a2) 
resulted primarily from combinations of green, total size, and tail size (table 3.3).  
Their fitness surfaces indicate stabilizing selection on both projections (fig. 3.4).  
In the blue treatment, the two most influential projections showed a fitness 
peak for individuals with intermediate a1 and a2 values, which have high loading 
combinations of total size, black and green.  The green treatment showed 
projections with high loadings of combinations of black, fuzzy black and violet.  
The resulting fitness surfaces indicate that increasing values of these projections 
create the highest preference, suggesting that combinations of fuzzy-black and 
total size are important in the green treatment.  In the red treatment, the two 
most influential projections were heavily loaded with combinations of total size, 
fuzzy black, orange and violet.  Their fitness surfaces reveal disruptive selection 
on a2 with increased fitness for high associated values, such as orange, violet 
and total size from projection a2. 
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Table 3.3.  Projection direction vectors (a1 and a2) from 
the projection pursuit regression of each of the 
treatments.  The highest trait values (algebraically) in 
each vector are considered important.  For each 
treatment, the vectors a1 and a2 are pairwise plotted in 
figure 3.4. 
 
 Clear Blue Green Red 
  a1 a2 a1 a2 a1 a2 a1 a2 
Total size 0.80 -0.44 0.26 -0.77 0.14 0.36 0.57 -0.08 
Tail -0.50 0.38 -0.22 0.34 0.07 -0.41 -0.41 0.08 
Orange -0.22 0.11 0.37 0.10 -0.24 -0.24 -0.30 0.68 
Black 0.11 -0.12 0.57 0.07 -0.65 0.28 -0.33 -0.19 
Fuzzy black -0.19 0.07 -0.33 0.05 0.66 -0.42 -0.52 0.00 
Silver 0.06 0.13 0.20 -0.31 -0.03 -0.12 0.11 0.26 
Green 0.01 -0.75 0.44 -0.22 0.21 0.06 0.04 0.35 
Violet 0.03 -0.21 -0.25 0.37 0.11 -0.61 -0.16 0.55 
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Figure 3.4.  Contour plots representing the two projections 
(a1 and a2) resulting from the pursuit projection regression 
analysis for the clear treatment (A), the blue treatment (B), 
the green treatment (C) and the red treatment (D).  The 
legend represents mean male attractiveness. 
 
 
 
 
 
A B 
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3.4.4  Visual effects of environments on color appearance, 
contrasts, and male attractiveness 
 
 The multivariate analysis shows clear relationships between preferences 
for different combinations of colors and the environment in which the 
preference is expressed, but says nothing about mechanisms.  In order to 
examine possible causes of these preferences, we calculated effects of the 
environments on the visual parameters luminance, chroma and hue for each 
color based upon visual processing in the guppy retina.  We combined these into 
whole pattern contrast measures (Endler and Mielke 2005) by weighted means 
and standard deviations of each parameter using relative color area on each 
male guppy as the weighting for the contrast measure of that male. 
Table 3.4 shows the relative sensitivity of each color class to differences 
in visual environments, measured by the coefficient of variation (CV=SD/mean) 
across environments of each color’s luminance, chroma and hue.  We calculated 
these CVs over the four experimental environments, and separately over the 
four environments that guppies naturally experience in nature: forest shade: 
woodland shade, small gaps, and open/cloudy (data from Endler 1993a).  All 
calculations included the von Kries correction, which assumes that a guppy is in 
the light environment for more than a minute, the time needed for chromatic 
adaptation.  The effects are much larger without this correction, as would be the 
case when guppies swim in and out of each light environment in nature, and 
may be chromatically adapted to a previous environment.  A larger CV indicates 
more sensitivity to courting in different light environments, and a smaller one 
indicates less sensitivity.   
  The small values for CV luminance over the experimental treatments 
compared to nature arose because we equalized the total irradiances for the 
experiment.  The much larger CV luminance values for the natural light 
environments arise because they vary in total irradiance by orders of magnitude 
(Endler 1993a).  The large variation in irradiance in natural environments, in 
combination with their lower chroma than in our experiments, and the von Kries 
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correction, explains the small variation in CV luminance among the colors for 
natural environments; these effects swamp out differences due to varying 
mismatch between the irradiance and the reflectance spectra (see Endler 1993a 
for discussion). 
  Note how the achromatic colors (black, fuzzy, black, and silver) show less 
sensitivity to environmental variation than the chromatic colors, both in our 
experimental conditions and in the wild (table 3.4).  Note how colors vary in 
which measures are most sensitive to environmental change, for example 
orange varies the most in luminance and chroma but least in hue, whereas green 
is lowest in luminance.   
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Table 3.4.  Variation in visual contrast measures of each 
male color class to variation in the experimental and 
natural light environments.  CV=coefficient of variation 
(SD/mean); Exper=CV across the four experimental water 
colors; Nature=CV across four natural environments: 
forest shade, woodland shade, small gaps and 
open/cloudy (Endler 1993a).  
 
Spot Color CV Luminance CV Chroma CV Hue 
CV across light environments:       
Class Exper Nature Exper Nature Exper Nature 
Black 0.0207 0.7315 0.0997 0.0509 0.0443 0.0403 
Fuzzy-Black 0.0268 0.7349 0.0921 0.0227 0.0486 0.0380 
Silver 0.0204 0.7301 0.1524 0.0568 0.0652 0.0430 
Orange 0.2197 0.7246 0.2095 0.0556 0.0348 0.0615 
Green 0.0507 0.7302 0.1675 0.0715 0.1297 0.0458 
Violet 0.0566 0.7392 0.1032 0.0308 0.0449 0.0330 
Body-color 0.0247 0.7332 0.0593 0.0433 0.0561 0.0419 
       
CV relative to body color:       
Class Exper Nature Exper Nature Exper Nature 
Black 0.8378 0.9977 1.6828 1.1755 0.7898 0.9629 
Fuzzy-black 1.0849 1.0024 1.5537 0.5257 0.8662 0.9073 
Silver 0.8279 0.9958 2.5726 1.3131 1.1624 1.0260 
Orange 8.9001 0.9884 3.5354 1.2851 0.6200 1.4667 
Green 2.0533 0.9960 2.8278 1.6521 2.3108 1.0925 
Violet 2.2927 1.0082 1.7411 0.7130 0.8004 0.7869 
Body-color 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
 
 Considering overall pattern contrasts in individual fish rather than 
individual colors, permutation tests revealed that the distribution of all but one 
of the contrast measures (mh) were significantly different across light 
environments (ml: P= 0.047, sl: P= 0.0072, mc: P<0.0001, sc: P<0.0001 and sh: 
P<0.0001).  This indicates an effect of environment on luminance, contrast and 
hue of the male color patterns.  The marginal exception is the contrast between 
the guppy and background in luminance (ml).  The distributions of the CV of 
whole-pattern contrast measures among males, each across all water colors, 
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varied widely (fig. 3.5), showing that some males can have high contrast in all 
environments whereas others only show high contrast in a few environments. 
 
   
   
 
Figure 3.5.  Distributions of the male color pattern coefficients of 
variation (CV) across water color treatments for the six whole pattern 
contrast measures.  The larger the CV the more sensitive a given 
male’s color pattern contrast is to variation in light environments.  
The upper row shows the CVs for  within-pattern contrast and the 
lower row shows CVs for guppy-background contrast. These 
represent the variability of all male color patterns across all water 
color treatments.  The data for each contrast measure contains one 
CV per male (n=48).  Males vary widely in how sensitive their color 
patterns are to displaying to females in different environments.  
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Male attractiveness values are related to the contrast measures and this 
varies among the light environments.  Multiple regression of preferences on 
contrast showed a significant three-way interaction between water color, within-
pattern chroma (sc) and hue (sh) contrasts (t=-2.22 P=0.028) and a two-way 
interaction between water color and chroma (sc) contrast (t=2.25 P=0.026) 
(chapter 3 appendix table A3.3).  There was also a significant interaction 
between water color and guppy-background hue (mh) and luminance (ml) 
contrasts (t=-1.97 P=0.050) (chapter 3 appendix table A3.4).  
 
3.5  Discussion 
 
 It is usually assumed implicitly that color patterns appear the same in all 
light environments and that the effects of each color are additive.  Our results 
clearly show that this is not the case; preferences favor groups of colors rather 
than individual colors independently and each environment favors different 
color combinations.  
 Why should there be complex interactions between components of a 
sexually selected signal and preferences?  A very general explanation could just 
be a matter of experience and higher processes in the brain, and that does not 
explain the sensitivity to differences in the environment.  We have explained a 
significant part of preference variation based on simple visual processes that 
take place in the retina of all vertebrates and invertebrates (summary in Endler 
and Mielke 2005).   Each color pattern component (color patch) has an 
environment-specific luminance (l), chroma (c) and hue (h) which have a simple 
visual physiology basis (Endler and Mielke 2005).  Combining them with the 
relative areas of each color into contrast measures, both the within-guppy  (sl, 
sc, sh) and the guppy-background contrast measures (ml, mc, mh) vary with light 
environment, and do so in ways that can explain the correlational selection of 
the colors with respect to female preferences.  The whole-pattern contrast 
measures predict female preferences (see also Endler and Houde 1995) and vary 
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with the environment, implying that it is the entire color pattern which is being 
assessed by females.   
The pattern of variation in color combination preferences with light 
environment parallels the variation in each color’s appearance.  The biggest 
differences in factor loadings among water color treatments correspond to the 
chromatic colors (orange, green, violet), which are much more environmentally 
sensitive in their l, c, and h than the achromatic colors.  Colors are favored which 
together produce both high and low l, c, and h within the pattern, resulting in 
more within-pattern contrast (sl, sc, sh).  Combinations with greater differences 
from the visual background produce higher guppy-background contrasts (high 
ml, mc, mh).  As we expect from the contrast measures, chromatic color 
combinations best predicting male fitness were those whose components have 
spectra that compliment the water color spectrum.  For example, the orange 
color class in the blue treatment, the green color class in the red treatment and 
the violet color class in the green treatment (violet is only partially 
complementary with green but is still more highly contrasting than the other 
colors).     
The achromatic colors silver, fuzzy black and black contribute most to 
luminance contrast because they have opposite effects; the silver reflects across 
a range of wavelengths and the black absorbs all wavelengths.  Unlike the 
chromatic colors, these colors are less affected by changes in light environment, 
as shown by their influence, in particular combinations, across all treatments 
(except the green treatment with only black).  This is reflected in their lower l, c, 
and h CV across envrionments.  There is also a role for total body and tail size in 
preferences, and these traits may help to increase contrast either directly or as 
amplifiers of motion, although they may also indicate other characteristics such 
as swimming ability or reproductive capacity. 
 Which kind of visual contrast works best also depends upon the light 
environment.  For example, guppy-background luminance contrast (ml) 
increases male attractiveness but within-guppy luminance contrast (sl) does not.  
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Our results suggest that selection occurs on entire color patterns on the 
basis of overall visual contrast, including complex interactions, rather than 
simple sums of individual color pattern components (Blows et al. 2003; Endler 
and Mielke 2005)).  These interactions can be generated by color pattern 
component combinations that affect both within-pattern and guppy-background 
color contrasts.  This is an explanation for signal design rather than signal 
content (Endler 1993b) and is based upon a mixture of external (environment) 
and internal (sensory physiology) processes (Safran et al. 2013).  Of course, this 
does not preclude interactions also caused by requirements of signal content.  
For example if carotenoid signaling is important (e.g. Grether et al. 2004), this 
will favor joint occurrences of the carotenoid-pteridine based colors orange and 
yellow, unless the visual environment or predation favors one but selects against 
the other.  Clearly, we need to understand more about the causes of fitness 
interactions. 
Our results demonstrate how light environments can have significant 
effects on color patterns multivariately, rather than on a component-by-
component basis.  This is simply because functional interactions between signal 
components change with the environment because the components themselves 
respond to environment and environmental change in different ways.  The effect 
is to induce correlational selection that changes with the environment.  This has 
a number of potentially important implications for the evolution of color signals, 
and by analogy, to multi-component signals in other sensory modes.   
 Environment-dependent correlational selection means that the direction 
and form of multivariate sexual selection will depend upon the relative 
proportions of time that a population spends in different environments, both in 
space and time.  We must not assume that selection on signals, and sexual 
selection in general, is a spatially and temporally uniform process within species.  
This will also apply to systems in which visually-based predation or other factors 
are important. 
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 Many species are subject to a range of light environmental factors that 
may affect visual contrast or other aspects of signal efficacy (Endler 1992, 1992, 
1993; (Boughman 2001; Fuller 2002; Maan et al. 2006; Rosenblum 2006).  
Sources of heterogeneous light environments include varying canopy cover and 
type (determines ambient light spectra, Endler 1993; McNaught and Owens 
2002), habitat type affecting background color, and for aquatic species, variation 
in depth (Maan et al. 2006), soil, vegetation type, and rainfall, which may affect 
water color (Fuller 2002).  If different populations live predominantly in different 
light environments, these are likely to favor different signals, and the 
populations are likely to diverge under sexual selection, even if other ecological 
factors are identical.  This could lead to speciation if the light-environment 
induced divergence is sufficient to reduce species recognition (Boughman 2002; 
Endler 1992; Safran et al. 2013). 
 Not all color pattern components are environmentally sensitive.  We 
found that the achromatic color pattern components (black, fuzzy black and 
silver) were much less dependent upon light environment than the chromatic 
components; such signal components may represent a form of contingency 
against environmental change.  This leads to the prediction that species living in 
a diversity of light environments are more likely to use achromatic color 
combinations for species recognition than species living in a single environment 
or only using one or perhaps two environments.  For the same reason 
microhabitat specialists are more likely to use both chromatic and achromatic 
color pattern components than microhabitat generalists.  This also predicts that 
a set of closely related species which radiated into different light environments 
should have achromatic pattern elements that are shared more frequently 
among congeners than their chromatic components, but there should be no such 
outcome in congenors radiating as micro-environmental specialists. 
  The effects of relative time in different environments also apply to 
individuals.  Because an individual’s attractiveness will depend on both the color 
pattern he is carrying and the light environment in which he displays, an 
individual may have a higher fitness at particular times and places.  If individuals 
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within a population differ in the time they spend in the different light 
environments available to them, then individuals with similar coloration could 
differ markedly in their mating success, and individuals with different color 
patterns could be equally successful in the appropriate environments.  With the 
right combination of traits and times in various environments, this could favor 
male color polymorphisms, as are found in guppies (Endler 1978, 1980) and 
other species (bluefin killifish, Fuller 2002; swordtails, Kingston et al. 2003; 
Telmatherina sarasinorum, Gray et al. 2008 and Dendrobatid frogs, Maan and 
Cummings 2008, Rojas and Endler 2013).  This provides an explanation for 
polymorphisms in addition to the conventional ones such as variable visual 
backgrounds and frequency-dependent predation (Endler 1978) or variation in 
inherent female preferences (Brooks and Endler 2001; Fuller 2002).  Coloration-
environment interactions (Brodie 1992; Calsbeek and Irschick 2007; Forsman and 
Appelqvist 1998; Rojas et al. 2014) may also favor the evolution of voluntary 
light environment preferences linked to variation in male coloration.  Such 
correlational selection between pattern and behavior could promote either 
polymorphism or speciation, depending upon the stability and spatial area of the 
environments and behavior.  Correlational selection probably operates at 
various levels simultaneously, providing even more scope for divergence if 
differentially sensitive to different environments. 
If high contrast can be created by achromatic colors (such as silver and 
black in guppies), it is not obvious why chromatic components (such as the 
orange, green and violet) colors exist.  One possibility is that they raise the 
contrast of the signal above a threshold required for a pattern to be considered 
‘attractive’ or that they simply add chromatic contrast to luminance contrast.  
Another possibility is that they are used as a measure of foraging efficiency and 
reproductive fitness, as has been suggested for the carotenoid based orange 
patches on guppies (Endler 1980; Grether 2000; Grether et al. 1999; Locatello et 
al. 2006).  Finally, there may be two functions of the overall color pattern: the 
environment-independent non-colored pattern components could be used as a 
reliable ‘necessary species recognition’ component (Mendelson and Shaw 
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(2012), while chromatic components could be used to convey information used 
to distinguish among potential mates with respect to inherent properties or their 
ability to choose light environments.   
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Chapter 4 
Behavioural Decisions Based On 
Light Environment And Colour 
Signal 
 
Reviewed by Proceedings of the Royal Society B. 
4.1  Abstract 
 
 Environmental variability can cause disruption to animal communication 
channels, resulting in significant evolutionary consequences. Many animals have 
found ways to mitigate these effects but for animals with fixed colour signals this 
requires behavioural modifications of displays.  The appearance of a colour 
signal is a function of the ambient light spectrum as well as the signal’s 
reflectance spectrum.  This means that the same colour pattern could be more 
conspicuous in some light environments than others, giving individuals the 
potential to enhance their signal by placing themselves in an environment that 
increases its efficacy, but this has yet to be tested.  We tested this hypothesis by 
providing guppies (Poecilia reticulata), a choice of three different light 
environments in which to display their colour signal to females.  We found that 
male guppies are indeed able to assess their surroundings and position 
themselves in environments that best show off their colour.  This result seems to 
be reliant on information obtained from conspecifics. 
 
Key words:  Behavioural plasticity, sexual selection, evolution, polymorphism, 
mate choice, visual communication 
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4.2  Introduction 
 
Behavioural plasticity is important for mitigating environmental change, 
particularly when maintaining the efficacy of a signal.  Where the environment 
has a direct effect on the accuracy of a signal an animal may need to alter the 
position/timing of signals (Endler and Théry 1996; Fuller et al. 2007), the speed 
of signals (Peters and Evans 2003) or physically manipulate a signal background ( 
Endler and Théry 1996; Uy and Endler 2004; Endler et al. 2014).  Without the 
ability to assess environmental conditions, and adapt accordingly, an animal may 
find itself unable to communicate with conspecifics (Endler 1997; Fisher et al. 
2006).  Furthermore, animals may otherwise become more conspicuous to 
predators (Endler 1991) or be excluded from a resource or habitat/microhabitat 
altogether (Francis et al. 2009a; Francis et al. 2009b).   
Environmental fluctuations in light intensity and its spectral composition 
(“colour”), and the surrounding habitat and visual backgrounds, can affect the 
perception of animal signals, particularly those relying on colour (Endler 1978, 
1991, 1992, 1993; Fuller 2002).  Because colour signals are often fixed, 
behavioural modification of displays, primarily position (Long and Rosenqvist 
1998) and timing relative to light environment availability (Endler and Thery 
1996), are the most effective ways of minimising environmental interference and 
maintaining a high level of conspicuousness for mate attraction.  Without this 
behavioural plasticity, signals may be perceived very differently by the receiving 
individual with dire effects on mating fitness.  For example, visual sensitivities 
(Carleton et al. 2005; Fuller et al. 2005) change in response to the predominant 
light environment, causing changes in signal perception which results in long 
term changes in the relative abundance of colour patterns (Fuller 2002).  These 
processes may lead to polymorphism or even speciation (Boughman 2001; 
Macedonia 2001; Carleton et al. 2005) for a review see Cole (2013).    
Although it is known that the environment has important consequences 
for the evolution of colour signals and behaviour, little is known about 
environmental preferences and the cues used to make such complex behavioural 
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decisions.  Habitats are highly variable in nature and although researchers have 
investigated interactions between light environment and colour signals, to our 
knowledge, none have looked at the ability of animals to exploit these to their 
advantage in an experimental setting.  This advantage will drive individuals to 
use the spatial and temporal heterogeneity of an environment to their 
advantage, creating a potential for divergence in colour patterns and signalling 
behaviour among and within species.  
In order to maximise their colour signals and increase their 
conspicuousness to receivers, signallers should position themselves in a light 
environment that enhances the contrast of their individual colour signal.  
Without input from external sources, however, an animal may be totally 
unaware of how their signal is perceived by receivers.   Conspecifics receiving the 
signal therefore play an important part in providing feedback to the signaller 
regarding the attractiveness of their signal at any given time (Patricelli et al. 
2002; Gross et al. 2007; Sullivan-Beckers and Hebets 2014).  Gross et al. (2007) 
investigated the decisions made by male guppies carrying asymmetric sexual 
signals (where one body side has a duller signal than the other) to find whether 
or not males display a particular side to a female during courtship.  They found 
that males are able to use cues from females in order to make behavioural 
decisions based on their colour signal; asymmetric males show females their 
best side but this effect disappears when females are replaced with non-
responsive models.  This provides evidence that the presence of females plays an 
important role in enabling a male to adjust his signalling behaviour to increase 
the attractiveness of his signal.   
The more time a male is able to spend with a female, the more feedback 
he is likely to acquire, and a more informed decision he can make regarding the 
efficacy of his signal.  The time that a male is able to spend with a female may 
depend on the receptivity of that female.  If more receptive females are more 
willing to engage in signalling activities then they will provide more opportunities 
for feedback than unreceptive females, enabling males to make more effective 
decisions regarding the efficacy of their sexual signal at any given time.    
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Using guppies, Poecilia reticulata (see Houde 1997), this study aims to test 
whether males are able to use cues provided by female conspecifics to position 
themselves in light environments that maximise their colour signal and whether 
female receptivity matters.  The tropical rainforest freshwater streams which are 
home to guppies have variable light environments (Endler 1993). Male guppies 
have a colour signal (Endler 1980) which is used to attract (the much duller) 
females and is modified by the light environment caused by changes in 
vegetation cover and weather patterns (Endler 1991, 1993).  Guppy courtship 
behaviour responds to both light intensity (Endler 1987; Long and Rosenqvist 
1998) and spectrum (Long and Houde 1989; Gamble et al. 2003; Archard et al. 
2009) but whether males are able to exploit light environment to maximise their 
colour signal is unknown.  This study aims to test this hypothesis by offering 
male guppies a choice of three light environments in which to signal.  If males 
are able to adapt their behaviour according to light environment and colour 
signal then they should spent the most time in the environment in which their 
colour signal has the highest overall contrast.  Additionally, as females have been 
shown to provide the cues which enable the decision making process in guppies 
(Gross et al. 2007), we paired males with both receptive and non-receptive 
females to determine whether female receptivity is important in allowing males 
to increase the efficacy of their sexual signal.  We predict that males paired with 
more receptive females will be able to place themselves in the environment that 
increases the overall signal contrast more frequently than those paired with non-
receptive females.   
 
4.3  Methods 
 
Guppies used were second to third generation wild caught fish from 
Alligator Creek, a remote century-old population in Queensland, Australia 
(19o26.79’ S 146o58.65 E’).  Fish were maintained at 24 degrees and 12:12 hour 
light-dark cycle on a combination of flake food and brine shrimp, fed once a day.  
Prior to the experiment, individuals were housed in large 54L tanks with clear, 
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unfiltered light environments, lit with fluorescent tubes.  These tanks contained 
c.150 fish of both sexes (ratio approximately 1:1).  
 
4.3.1  Experimental treatments 
 
Three different light environments were created within a single 90 x 45 x 
35 cm test tank by covering each third of the tank with a different coloured 
Rosco® filter sheet (clear, F89-green and F55-lilac).  In combination with 
incandescent lights over the test chamber, these filters yield light which loosely 
resembles three natural light environments: F89-green= light transmitted 
through forest canopy (forest shade),  F55-lilac= conditions with the sun within 
10° of the horizon (early late) and clear= sun patches from small canopy gaps 
(Endler 1993).   
The total absolute spectral irradiance (light intensity integrated 300-
700nm) of the three light treatments was measured at the end of the 
experiment using a cosine-corrected receptor and the USB2000+ (Ocean Optics) 
spectrometer, calibrated with a Li-Cor LI-1800-02 optical radiation calibration 
lamp.  Figure 4.1 shows the irradiance spectra from the three filters and 
incandescent lamps measured once, 15cm from the bottom of the tank.  Due to 
differences in total transmission of the filters (the clear transmitting more light) 
the filters were illuminated using 40W incandescent spot lamps connected to 
rheostats to equalize the total irradiance across the tank.   Intensity 
measurements were taken and the rheostats adjusted until each zone had the 
same total irradiance.  After rheostat adjustments, the light intensity was 
between 0.6 and 0.66 μmol/m2/sec/nm of photons across all treatments; these 
values are slightly lower than typical values of forest shade in the wild (Endler 
1993). 
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Figure 4.1.  Irradiance spectra for the three light 
environments.  The peaks are due to the effects of 
fluorescent lamps in the ceiling of the room adding to the 
smooth incandescent lamp spectra.  The units are 
μmol/m2/sec/nm of photons. Note that between 488-
652nm clear has a higher intensity than F55-lilac. 
 
4.3.2  Behavioural trials 
  
Fish were placed into the centre of the test tank and behavioural 
observations were recorded live by an observer (GLC) two meters away from the 
tank and partially blocked by black cloth to minimise disturbance.  Movements 
made by the observer did not affect the fish in any way.  The amount of time 
that a fish spent in each type of environment was recorded for each trial using 
‘Sit and Wait’ event recorder software (Szabo and Janos 2013).   
Trials were run for males and females individually (n=18 for each sex), to 
test for general light environment preferences, and for pairs of males and 
females (n=78), to test whether males adjusted this preference in the presence 
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of females.  In the paired trials, males and females were selected from different 
tanks to avoid familiarity effects and fish were size matched among trials to 
within 3mm within sexes.  Females were placed into the observation tank and 
given 15 minutes to acclimate, the male was added after five minutes and had 
the remaining 10 minutes to acclimate.  Fish were excluded if they did not 
traverse all light treatments or if they mated prior to the start of the trial.  
Behaviour observations ran for 15 minutes after acclimation.  The reproductive 
state of the females in the single-fish trials was not known.   
To test if reproductive state influenced the use of light environment in 
the paired trials, females were either receptive (within three days postpartum, 
henceforth referred to as postpartum, PP, females) (Liley 1966) (n=38) or 
recently mated virgins (referred to as recent virgins, VR) (n=40).  PP females are 
less receptive to males than VR females (Houde 1997).  VR females were virgins 
that had spent the previous 24 hours in a tank with stock males (the same for 
each female) and allowed to mate.  They were used instead of virgin females 
because virgins are often indiscriminate in their mate choice (Houde 1997).  
During these paired trials the courtship behaviour of the males was observed 
and the time spent in courtship and the number of courtship attempts recorded.  
Males court females using a distinctive ‘sigmoid display’ during which the male 
curves his body into an ‘S’ shape and jerks back and forth in front of the male.  
The number of courtship attempts and the time spent courting are good 
indicators of the number and length of opportunities a male had to gain 
information from the female. 
Up to four 15 minute trials were conducted per day between 8.30am and 
10.30am over an eight week period.  40 pairs were used for each of the VR and 
PP females.  The position of the light filters on the tank was alternated between 
trials in a Latin Square block design to control for any effects of colour-location 
bias.    
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4.3.3  Effect of development environment 
 
Because all fish had developed in an environment very similar to the clear 
treatment environment this may bias their behaviour.  In order to test whether 
the developmental light environment had any effect on light environment 
preference, we conducted trials in exactly the same way but with fish that had 
spent their entire development (approximately six months) under one of the 
F89-green, F55-lilac or unfiltered light environments, rather than the unfiltered 
light in the main experiment.   10 fish pairs from each environment were used 
and guppies were again size matched.  The receptivity of the females was not 
known.    
 
4.3.4  Photography 
 
To see whether males chose the light environment according to their 
colour patterns, males in the paired trials were photographed.  After the VR and 
PP trials, males were anesthetised using MS-222 for 40 seconds and placed in 
clean water on a white background illuminated by two fluorescent light-strips 
and flexible microscope stage illuminators on either side.  This ensures the best 
expression of the structural colours.  Both sides of the male were immediately 
photographed next to a scale bar using a Nikon® D5100 with a Nikkor® macro 
60mm lens held at a fixed position from the male.  Males recovered in a six litre 
tank before being returned to the stock tanks.  The photographs were analysed 
using Adobe Photoshop® CS5.1.  Total fish area, tail area and the areas of eight 
colour classes were measured: orange, black, fuzzy black, silver, green, violet, 
yellow reticulation and black reticulation.  Only the right side was analysed 
because 93 percent of all colour patterns were left-right symmetrical.  Males 
used in the individual trials were not photographed as it has been shown that 
males alone are not able to determine information regarding their colour signal 
(Gross et al. 2007) 
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4.3.5  Reflectance measurements 
 
 Reflectance spectra were taken for the eight colour classes plus body 
colour (areas on the body that had no ornamentation) in 20 males housed in 54L 
glass tanks lit with low flicker fluorescent tubes with clear, unfiltered light 
environments.  Males were anaesthetised using a solution of MS-222 as 
described above and placed into a white plastic tray containing the MS-222 
solution to a depth of approximately 3mm to prevent the fish from drying out.  
Colour patches from the right side of each male were illuminated at a 45 degree 
angle using a fixed position pulsed Xenon flash source (Ocean Optics PX-2) and 
were measured using a fixed position Ocean Optics USB2000+ spectrometer 
attached to a Li-Cor Li-1800-06 quartz microscope/telescope (with an opening 
diameter of 0.9mm) at a fixed distance of 6cm from the colour patch.  
Reflectance scans were taken across the 300-700nm spectral band.  
Measurements were recorded using the Ocean Optics SpectraSuite spectroscopy 
platform and were standardised using a black and a spectralon white standard.  
The number of colour classes measured per male was dependent on the size of 
the colour class patch and whether the patch overlapped with other colours, 
hence not all colour classes could be measured per male.   
 
4.3.6  Statistical analysis 
 
Time spent in each light environment and receptivity of females 
Because the data represent non-independent, non-normal data that are 
subject to a unit-sum constraint, I used pairwise permutation tests to identify 
whether there was a difference in the time spent in each light environment 
(Aitchison 2003).  The permutation tests were carried out on the raw data by 
randomly shuffling the data for time spent in the paired light environments to 
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create two new dummy variables.  The difference in the means of the shuffled 
dummy variables was then compared to the difference in means of the actual, 
unshuffled, data.  Data were permuted 10,000 times to determine the number of 
times, hence the probability, that the difference in the mean of the dummy 
variables was greater than or equal to that of the observed data (to determine 
how frequently a significant result occurred by chance).  P-values were 
Bonferroni-Holm (Holm 1979) corrected for multiple comparisons.   
 The same method was used to test for differences in the courtship 
behaviour of males when paired with PP and VR females.  In this case the time 
spent in courtship was shuffled to in the same way to produce dummy data and 
then compared to the observed data. 10,000 permutations determined the 
number of times the mean of the dummy data was greater than or equal to the 
observed data.  This procedure was used for both the time spent in courtship 
and the number of courtship attempts.   
 
The effects of development environment and male colouration 
To identify the effects of development time and male colouration on the 
time spent in each environment a multivariate linear regression was used.  
Because the dependent variable, fraction of time spent under each of the three 
light environments, comprises three non-independent percentages, the data 
violates assumptions of standard statistical tests.  When variables are 
constrained in this way the data are called compositions and need to be 
transformed prior to use (Aitchison 2003).   To satisfy assumptions of normality 
and independence the log-ratio transformation was applied to the data whereby 
each composition is divided by the geometric mean of its parts before the 
logarithm is taken.  This log-ratio transformation removes the constraints of the 
co-ordinate simplex space in which the sum of all components adds up to 1, and 
translates the data into real multivariate sampling space (Aitchison 2003).  The irl 
function in the R (R Core Team 2013) package compositions (van den Boogaart et 
al. 2013) was used to perform the transformation.   
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The resulting data is a matrix of the three transformed time variables.  
After transformation, the normality of the data was checked using a Monte Carlo 
analysis where each variable was permuted against a randomly generated 
normal distribution; there was no evidence for non-normality (P>0.12).   
 Having satisfied normality, the data were then used in multivariate 
linear compositional models (Aitchison and Egozcue 2005) to test the effects of 
development environment and male colour. The data matrix containing the 
three log-ratio transformed time variables formed the multivariate dependent 
variable and the male colour classes the independent variable.  The effect of 
development environment was analysed in the same way with the development 
environment as the independent variable.  The analysis was done using the lm 
function in the stats package in R (R Core Team 2013). 
 We also used chromatic contrast to test whether the overall colour 
pattern contrast, rather than individual colours, predicted the time a male spent 
in a specific light.  These chromatic contrasts were calculated using generic 
reflectance spectra obtained from the stock tank males.  Using a tetrahedral 
colour space (Goldsmith, 1990; Endler & Mielke 2005), in which each colour class 
is represented as a vector defined by the relative stimulation of the four guppy 
cone types, ultraviolet, blue, green, and red.  The chroma (a measure of colour 
purity) was calculated using the Euclidean distance from the achromatic point at 
the origin (where all cones are stimulated equally) to each of the colour class 
vectors.  The weighted standard deviation of all colour class chroma within a 
single male colour pattern was then used as our whole pattern chromatic 
contrast measure.  We used this measure as it is based upon relative cone 
captures and represents a meaningful predictor of contrast for guppies (Endler 
and Houde 1995).  This measure was calculated for each male in each of the 
environments with Von Kries correction for the mean light spectrum of the three 
light environments (Endler & Mielke 2005). 
The chromatic contrast measurement was then used to determine 
whether a male spent the most time in the environment in which his colour 
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pattern had the highest contrast.  The total number of males that spent the most 
time in the environment in which their pattern had the highest chromatic 
contrast was calculated.  Following this, a test of given percentages was used to 
test whether more males than expected spent time in the ‘correct’ environment 
(the environment in which his colour pattern had the highest chromatic 
contrast).  The expected time in this case is one third as males only have the 
opportunity to maximise their signal in one of the three light environments 
provided.  This method repeated for the number of courtship displays and was 
carried out for both PP and VR trials. 
 
4.4  Results 
 
4.4.1  Time spent in each light environment 
  
 There was a significant, non-random use of the light environments in the 
individual trials (Figure 4.2).  Individual males preferred the clear environment 
over the F89-green environment (P=0.036, n=18).  After Holm-Bonferroni 
correction no significant difference was found between the clear and the F55-
lilac environment (P=0.066, n=18) or the F89-green and the F55-lilac 
environments (P=0.6, n=18).  Individual females preferred the clear over both 
the F89-green environment (P=0.046, n=18) and the F55-lilac (P<0.001, n=18).  
No significant difference was found between the F55-lilac and the F89-green 
environment (P=0.088, n=18).  A multivariate linear model revealed that there 
was no effect of social treatment (single-fish, VR or PP) on the preference of light 
environment. 
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Figure 4.2.  Boxplots showing the time spent in each light 
environment for both females and males in the individual 
trials, n=18.  Different letters denote significant differences 
between environments in permutation tests. 
 
A significant, non-random use of the light environments was consistent 
across both the PP (postpartum) and VR (recent virgin) trials.  In these paired 
trials, permutation tests (Table 4.1) revealed that, males had a significant 
preference for the clear environment over both the F89-green and F55-lilac 
environments.  As in the individual trials, paired females (both PP and VR) still 
preferred the clear environment.  No difference was found in the time spent in 
the F55-lilac and F89-green light environments.  Preferences were stronger in 
the VR trials than the PP trials (table 4.1).     Male and female times within light 
environments were highly correlated within trials for the PP (r=0.66, P<0.0001, 
n=40) and VR trials (r=0.47, P<0.0001, n=38).  These correlations are not 
significantly different from each other (z=1.22, P=0.223).   
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Table 4.1.  Probabilities resulting from permutation tests 
for light environment preferences with respect to sex and 
prior mating experience.  Asterisks indicate significance at 
P<0.05 or better.  Tests are paired between environments 
and Bonferroni-Holm corrected for multiple comparisons. 
n=40 and n=38 for VR and PP trials respectively. 
 
 Virgin (VR) trials Postpartum (PP) trials 
Test Male Female Male Female 
F55-lilac vs 
F89-green 
0.56 0.25 0.87 0.63 
Clear vs 
F55-lilac 
0.0066* 0.0008* 0.011* 0.012* 
Clear vs 
F89-green 
0.0012* <0.0001* 0.011* 0.034* 
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4.4.2  Courtship behaviour 
 
In order to approximate how much time males and females spent 
interacting in the paired (PP and VR) trials, the time spent in courtship was 
recorded.  The effects of female receptivity on the courtship behaviour of the 
males can be seen in Figure 4.3.  Only 42% of males attempted courtship in the PP 
trials and 58% in the VR trials resulting in low overall courtship attempts and time 
spent courting.  Permutation tests revealed that the mean time spent courting was 
significantly higher in VR trials (2.82 seconds) than the PP trials (1.53 seconds) 
(P=0.016, n=40).  Similarly, the mean number of courtship attempts was higher in 
the VR trials (0.85 attempts) than the PP trials (0.54 attempts) (P=0.043, n=38).  
Overall, males had a significantly higher number of courtship encounters with 
females in the VR trials, indicating that more time was spent interacting with these 
females compared to the PP females. 
Figure 4.3.  Courtship activity for males in the PP (n=38) and VR 
(n=40) trials.  The mean total courting time (left) and the mean 
number of courtship attempts (right) are shown with standard 
error bars.  Permutation tests reveal significant differences in 
across trials for both time spent courting and number of 
courtships (denoted by different letters). 
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4.4.3  Developmental environment 
 
   A multivariate linear model indicated that there was an effect of 
developmental environment on light environment preferences but only for 
males that developed in the clear environment (chapter 4 appendix table A4.1); 
males that had developed in the clear light environment spent less time in the 
F89-green light environment (t=-2.17, P=0.04, n=10).  Individuals did not spend 
more time in the same environment in which they had developed indicating that 
developmental environment does not explain the preference for the clear light 
environment (chapter 4 appendix Figure A4.1).  Permutation tests (chapter 4 
appendix table A2) revealed that females had a significant preference for the 
clear environment in all trials (P<0.031 in all cases, n=10). Males preferred the 
clear over at least one other light environment in all trials.   
 
4.4.4  Male colouration 
 
Male colouration was significantly related to the time spent in each 
environment for males in the VR trials (chapter 4 appendix table A4.3); males 
with a larger area of violet spent more time in the F55-lilac environment (t=2.12 
P=0.04, n=38) and less time in the clear environment (t=-3.81 P<0.001, n=38).  
Males with larger silver areas spent more time in the clear environment (t=3.071 
P<0.01, n=15).  There were no significant interactions between light 
environment and the remaining male colour classes: green, orange, black, fuzzy 
black, yellow reticulation or black reticulation.  In contrast, no significant 
interactions were detected between male colour class and light environment in 
the PP trials (chapter 4 appendix table A4.3).  Figure 4.4 shows the chromatic 
contrast for each of the individual colour classes in each of the three light 
environments.  As the results from the multivariate linear model suggest the 
highest chromatic contrast for the violet colour class is found in the F55-lilac 
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environment and the lowest, in the clear environment.  In contradiction with the 
multivariate linear model, the silver colour class does not have the same 
relationship with the clear environment; the highest chromatic contrast for the 
silver colour class is found in the F55-lilac environment and the lowest, in the 
F89-green environment.  
 
 
Figure 4.4.  The chromatic contrast for each of the male 
colour classes in each of the three light environments, 
F55-lilac (purple), F89-green (green) and clear (grey) (left 
axis).  Note the violet colour class has the highest 
chromatic contrast in the F55-lilac environment and the 
lowest in the clear environment.  Dashed lines are the 
average chromatic contrast values across all trials for the 
three light environments (purple represents F55-lilac, 
green represents F89-green and grey represents 
clear)(right axis).  Black (n=9), fuzzy black (n=4), orange 
(n=9), silver (n=9), violet (n=6), green (n=8), yellow 
reticulation (n=3) and black reticulation (n=3).   
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To test whether overall signal contrast was a predictor of male light 
environment preference we conducted a test of given percentages on the effect 
of whole pattern chromatic contrast on the time spent in each environment.  
The results show that, in the VR, more males than expected spent the most time 
in the light environment in which their colour pattern had the highest contrast 
(X2=14.03 P<0.0001, n=38).  More males than expected also performed the most 
courtship displays in the environment in which his colour signal had the highest 
contrast, although again, this was only found in the VR trials (X2=3.38 P=0.033, 
n=38).  This pattern was not seen in the PP.  The average chromatic contrast 
values across all trials were 0.22, 0.21 and 0.20 for the clear, F55-lilac and F89-
green respectively. 
 
4.5  Discussion 
 
The results from the trials suggest that guppies are indeed able to assess 
attributes of their environment, resulting in preferences for certain light 
environments.  We found that the presence of females did not alter a males’ 
light environment preference; fish in both single-fish and paired trials preferred 
the clear environment (which yields the highest average chromatic contrast of 
male colour patterns).  However, males performed more courtship displays in 
the light environment in which his colour pattern had the highest chromatic 
contrast when they were paired with the more receptive VR females. 
The clear environment was the preferred environment for almost all 
trials.  The only exception was found in the individual male trials where the 
difference between the F55-lilac and the clear environment preferences was not 
significant.  The environmental preferences were only partly explained by 
developmental environment; males raised under clear light conditions spent less 
time in the F89-green environment.  These preferences are based solely on the 
visual cues from the light environment and seem to be independent of sex and 
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reproductive state, suggesting that guppies can assess their visual environment 
directly.   
One explanation for the environmental preferences may relate to 
foraging behaviour.  Guppies feed on algae and small invertebrates (Houde, 
1997) which should be more abundant in photosynthetically active light in the 
400-500nm and 600-700nm wavebands such as the clear and F55-lilac 
environments in this study.  In nature, parts of streams illuminated by green light 
such as dense forest canopy are the most deficient in these wavebands (Endler 
1993) and have the least algae (Grether et al. 1999), therefore, if guppies use 
environmental light colour as a cue to find food, they should avoid green (F89-
green) light as they do in this study.  Our results support a previous study that 
found guppies use the presence of long wavelength light (570-650nm) as a cue 
for foraging (White et al. 2005) which has also been recorded in other animals 
(Maddocks et al. 2001).  These results help to explain the behaviour recorded in 
our study; the irradiance spectra of the filters (Figure 4.1) indicate that the clear 
light treatment transmits more light in the 570-650nm range than either the 
F89-green or the F55-lilac, and the F55-lilac contains more than the F89-green.  If 
this is the case it is very interesting to note that guppies do not require cues 
from food in order to make foraging based decisions.   
In addition to specific environmental preferences our study has 
uncovered an exciting effect of male colouration in the use of light 
environments.   Males in the VR trials adapted their behaviour, spending the 
most time in environments that increased the overall chromatic contrast of their 
sexual signal.  This is the first time, to our knowledge, that behaviour exploiting 
environmental conditions to increase conspicuousness has been shown 
experimentally.  A significant result was found for the individual colour classes 
violet and silver suggesting that males with larger areas of violet spent more 
time in the environment in which that particular colour class had the highest 
contrast (F55-lilac).  A similar result was found for the silver colour class and the 
clear environment although this does not seem to be explained by chromatic 
contrast alone.  This may be an artefact of the complex nature of multivariate 
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signalling in which combinations of colours are required to generate conspicuous 
signals (see Chapter 3); we did not test for interactions between colour classes in 
our multivariate model. 
There is, however, a clear result for males exploiting light environment to 
increase the overall contrast of their signal.  This result is consistent with the 
idea that colour patterns function as multi-component signals (Blows et al. 2003; 
Cole and Endler In prep) and that animals use colour pattern contrast, rather 
than individual colours, to make decisions.  Although we have not shown that 
this behaviour results in increased fitness, many studies have shown that 
increased conspicuousness does result in higher reproductive fitness (Marchetti 
1993).  This result provides experimental evidence that individuals are able to 
use changes in light environment to enhance their sexual ornamentation and 
potentially alter their reproductive fitness.  It is also interesting to note that the 
general pattern of preference matches the average male contrast value in each 
environment, the highest average contrast is found in the clear environment 
where males spent the most time and the lowest average contrast is found in 
the F89-green environment in which males spent the least time.     
Another consideration for colour signal evolution is the mechanism by 
which a male is able to make these behavioural decisions.  For a male with a 
complex, multi-component signal, decisions directly regarding the efficacy of his 
signal are extremely difficult.  Even if a male was aware of his own colour 
pattern, how the ambient light spectra changes its efficacy is not an easy 
problem for him to solve.  Furthermore, perception of the colour signal may 
differ between individuals and therefore the most simple and direct assessment 
of a colour pattern would come from the intended receiver, the female a male is 
courting.  Studies have shown that males of some species, including guppies, are 
able to obtain information regarding their sexual displays from the reaction of 
females (Patricelli et al. 2002; Gross et al. 2007).  Gross et al. (2007) have shown 
that male guppies require feedback from a responsive female in order to make 
decisions regarding their sexual signal.   
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 This study suggests that it is not necessarily the presence of females but 
their reproductive state that is the key to providing such information.    Only 
males paired with VR females in this study were able to enhance their 
attractiveness by positioning themselves to increase the contrast of their 
colouration.  This can be explained by the receptivity of the females; males 
paired with VR females in our study were able to spend more time courting 
females and would therefore have been able to obtain more information 
regarding the effectiveness of his signal.  Of course, there may also be other cues 
that a male is able to detect outside of courtship but courtship activity was the 
most appropriate way of measuring the time spent interacting with females.  
That males have the potential to enhance their colour signal is an 
important finding and one that has novel and general evolutionary implications.  
It has been suggested that individuals have the ability to adapt their behaviour 
to increase the efficacy of their signal (Endler and Thery 1996) and this is the first 
study to demonstrate this experimentally.  The reproductive fitness of a male in 
the wild is not only related to his sexual signal, but also with his ability to acquire 
and interpret information from conspecifics.  If a male uses the response of 
females as an indicator of how his signal is perceived, then he can use the 
interaction with light environment to enhance his signal at any given time.  It 
may well be that the degree to which a male can successfully adapt his signal is 
highly dependent on the quality of information provided by conspecifics.  
Associating with receptive females may not just be a method of readily obtaining 
matings but also of improving signalling opportunities in the future.  Males that 
use this information correctly may be able to attract more experienced females 
that are larger (due to age) and more fecund, thereby maximize their lifetime 
reproductive success.     
If individuals are able to alter behaviour to increase the efficacy of their 
signal they also have the opportunity to increase their reproductive fitness.  
Although not directly shown in this study, this may lead to complicated 
interactions between cognitive ability, learning opportunities provided by 
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conspecifics, environment and sexual signal that have not been fully considered 
previously. 
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Chapter 5 
Artificial Selection For Food Colour Preferences 
 
Undergoing major revisions for Proceeding of the Royal Society B 
 
5.1  Abstract 
 
 For animals with visually based foraging behaviour, colour is an important 
factor in food detection and acquisition.  Colour can be used to identify the 
suitability of a food source, improve the efficiency of food detection and can 
even be linked to mate choice.  Food colour preferences are known to exist but 
whether these preferences are heritable and how these preferences evolve is 
unknown.  Using the freshwater fish, Poecilia reticulata, we used artificial 
selection for chase behaviour towards two different coloured food items, red 
and blue.  A response to selection was only seen for chase behaviours towards 
the red coloured food item with realised heritabilities ranging to 0.25 to 0.30.  
Despite intense selection, no significant chase response was recorded for the 
blue selected lines.  This lack of response may be due to the motion detection 
mechanism in the visual system of the fish and may have novel implications for 
the evolvability of responses to particular coloured signal components.  The 
behavioural response to several coloured food items after five generations of 
selection suggests that the colour opponency system of the fish may regulate the 
response to selection.   
 
Keywords: sensory bias, artificial selection, evolution, foraging, vision, motion 
detection 
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5.2  Introduction 
 
The heritability of foraging behaviour has been demonstrated in several 
species with respect to patch fidelity (birds) (Lemon 1993), foraging efficiency 
(fish) (Karino et al. 2005) and diet (flies) (Wallin 1988; Ritchie 1991).  The 
evolution of food preferences however, can have important implications beyond 
the direct effects of nutrition and energetics.  For example, insect species 
sequester chemical defence compounds from their food (Duffey 1980), food 
plant preferences can represent a trade-off with parasite avoidance (Ohsaki and 
Sato 1994), and carotenoid content is linked with sexual signalling in several 
species (Kodric-Brown 1989; Grether 2000; Blount et al. 2003; MacDougall and 
Montgomerie 2003). 
For animals with visually based foraging behaviour, evaluating the visual 
appearance of a food item is important to ensure its accurate detection and 
acquisition.  For this purpose, many animals have developed highly stereotyped 
food preferences, for example, bees have consistent preferences for objects that 
contain symmetrically radial patterns (an efficient way to recognize flowers 
against natural backgrounds which have random shapes and orientations) 
(Lehrer et al. 1995), flower colour facilitates learning of foraging behaviour in 
bees (Hill et al. 1997), butterflies (Goulson and Cory 1993) and birds (Meléndez-
Ackerman et al. 1997; Whitfield et al. 2014) and innate colour preferences allow 
an efficient harvest of local nectar in the bumblebee Bombus terrestris (Raine 
and Chittka 2007).  Preferences for coloured food items may also have shaped 
visual sensitivities in primates where the maintenance of trichromatic vision is 
thought to be linked to food detection (Osorio and Vorobyev 1996; Dominy and 
Lucas 2001; Regan et al. 2001; Smith et al. 2003).  Furthermore, a female 
preference for the colour orange may have been co-opted from food colour 
preferences (Rodd et al. 2002).   
Despite the importance of food colour preferences to many aspects of 
behavioural and evolutionary ecology (Weiss 1997; Caine and Mundy 2000; 
Schaefer et al. 2008), studies have yet to demonstrate the heritability of these 
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preferences.  Without heritability there can be no evolution, diversification or 
speciation.  Many foraging preferences are thought to be flexible towards 
unpredictable environments and variability in food reward (Weiss 1997).   
However, this may be a risky option when foraging attracts costs. Innate 
preferences may represent a safer and more efficient method of food detection, 
provided that the environment is predictable enough for heritable rules to work.  
Colour preferences are known in a wide variety of species, and can affect food 
choice (Kovach 1980; Schaefer et al. 2008) but how these preferences evolve is 
largely unknown and untested.  
One such species that has distinct food colour preferences is the guppy, 
Poecilia reticulata.  Guppies are omnivorous, opportunistic foragers that feed on 
insect larvae, small invertebrates, fruit and algae (Dussault and Kramer 1981).  
Food colour preferences in this species are thought to be of particular 
importance as they may have been co-opted into mate choice (Rodd et al. 2002).  
A study by Rodd et al. (2002) showed that guppies have a food colour preference 
for orange in some populations.  This matches a female mate preference for the 
same colour (Kodric-Brown 1985; Endler and Houde 1995), indicating that mate 
preferences may have co-evolved with food colour preferences.  Males may 
have exploited a pre-existing sensory bias in the visual system that evolved as a 
response to food detection or recognition.  However, the heritability of this food 
colour preference has never been investigated.  In fact, to our knowledge, the 
heritability of food colour preferences in general has never been tested.  Using 
guppies as a model system we conducted artificial selection for two different 
coloured (red and blue simulated) prey items, to investigate whether food colour 
preferences are heritable for both colours tested and how quickly an 
evolutionary response can occur.  We predicted that both food colour 
preferences will be heritable.  This study also attempts to provide further 
evidence as to whether co-option is likely to have led to known female 
preferences in this species.  
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5.3  Methods 
 
5.3.1  Husbandry 
Guppies used for the experimental populations were first to second 
generation wild caught fish from Alligator Creek, Queensland, Australia 
(19o26.79’ S 146o58.65 E’).  Fish were maintained at 24 ± 1 oC and 12 hour 
light/dark regime with brown and green flake food provided daily.  Individuals 
were housed in large 54L mixed sex glass tanks containing around 150 juveniles 
and adults of both sexes (sex ratio c. 1:1) prior to use in the experiments.   
 
5.3.2  Visual stimuli 
 
In order to create a selectable proxy for foraging behaviour, visual stimuli 
from red and blue laser pointers (wavelengths of 650nm and 405nm 
respectively) were used to create slowly moving spots inside a bespoke black-
walled wooden box, 48cm (height) x 40cm (depth) x 32cm (width) (figure 5.1).  
These moving spots simulated food items being carried at a speed similar to that 
of a slow flowing stream.  These wavelengths were chosen so that selection 
acted on the two extremes of the visual system; guppy photoreceptors can have 
peak visual sensitivities at 389nm, 408nm, 464nm, 533nm, 543nm and 572nm 
(Archer et al 1987; Laver and Taylor 2011).  On the internal ceiling of the 
selection apparatus, at a height of 37 cm, a motor (later referred to as the ‘spot 
motor’) turns a mirror-covered octagonal cylinder.  When illuminated by the 
laser pointer, a single spot is projected onto, and moves in a straight line across, 
the floor below; the same principle as a disco ball.  The motor was set at a 
constant speed of 12 revolutions a minute so that the spot moved across the 
tank floor at 16cm/second.  The radiance of the spots and the ambient light was 
measured using a Li-Cor radiometer (LI-189) and cosine-corrected sensor, placed 
on the bottom of the tank.  The radiometer-sensor combination was calibrated 
for total photon irradiance 400-700nm (also known as photosynthetically active 
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radiation or PAR) with a Li-Cor LI-1800-02 Optical Radiation Calibrator.  The spot 
light intensity was standardised with a neutral density wheel to equal total 
radiance (2.8 μMol photons m-1 sec-1) for both spots so that only colour and not 
total irradiance was different between the treatments.  Both of the red and blue 
spots were 2mm in diameter.  The ambient light inside the selection apparatus 
(2.0 μMol photons m-1 sec-1) was created by a 15 watt halogen bulb placed at 25 
cm above the floor of the apparatus.  
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Figure 5.1.  The selection apparatus.  The light beam 
leaves the laser pointer (A), travels through the neutral 
density wheel, reflects from rotating mirrors (B) and then 
hits the floor of the tank creating a small (2mm diameter) 
spot.  The spot then travels the length of the tank (D).  
This process continues for three minutes creating a total 
of 36 consecutive spots for the fish to chase.  The ambient 
light is provided by a 15 watt halogen bulb.  The trials are 
filmed using a camera attached to a baffle which prevents 
the ambient light from interfering with the rotating 
mirrors. 
 
5.3.3  Recording foraging behaviour 
 
In order to record foraging behaviour, individual fish were placed into a 
6L tank which had a sand substrate and black mesh around the sides.  The sand 
substrate enabled the observer to identify fish behaviour easily due to high 
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visual contrast and the black mesh was used to minimise spot reflection from the 
tank walls.  The tank was filled to a depth of 6cm (above the substrate) with 
water that had been taken from their mixed sex maturation tank to assist 
acclimation.  Fish were allowed to acclimate for six minutes in these tanks prior 
to the fish and tank being placed into the selection apparatus.  This acclimation 
time allowed fish to return to normal behaviour after being moved.  Fish then 
had a further two minutes to acclimatise inside the apparatus.  During this time 
the spot motor was running, but the mirror was not illuminated, ensuring fish 
were acclimatised to vibrations and noise created by the motor.  After two 
minutes the mirror was illuminated by either a red or blue light beam from one 
of the laser pointers, creating a single moving coloured spot on the floor of the 
tank.  The rotating octagonal mirror ensured that once the first spot had 
travelled the floor of the tank another spot would follow, this continued until the 
end of the trial.  36 consecutive spots were seen in each trial.  The observation 
session commenced when the first spot appeared.  The apparatus allowed the 
observer to watch behaviour on a video monitor so that there were no 
disturbances to the fish during each session.   
Fish were observed for 3 minutes and their behaviour recorded.  The 
number of chases of the moving light spot (c), the number of orientations 
towards the spot (o) and the latency until the first behaviour (either chase or 
orientation) (l) were combined into a total score T =  ((3c)+o)/ l .  T is higher 
when a fish shows any or all of the chase-related behaviours.  For example a fish 
that chased after 2 seconds of the trial commencing and carried out 4 chases 
and 2 orientations during the trial would receive a score of ((4*3)+2)/2=7.  A fish 
that orientated after 50 seconds of the trial commencing with no further 
behaviours would receive a score of ((0*3)+1)/50=0.02.  Fish that did not chase 
or orientate towards the spot received a latency score of 180 which resulted in 
an overall score of 0.  Chases were weighted three times more than orientations 
because they were the most obvious indicator of the simulated foraging 
behaviour.  The number of nips was also measured, but this was not used in the 
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selection criteria because it was rare, particularly for blue spot stimuli (the mean 
number of nips at the blue and red spots was 0.013 and 0.11 respectively). 
 
5.3.4  Test of foraging behaviour 
 
We investigated whether or not the blue and red light spots were 
stimulating foraging behaviour by testing two groups of fish with a high and low 
motivation for foraging and observing their behaviour inside the selection 
apparatus.  To create the treatment groups, males and females were selected at 
random from the stock tanks and within-sex size matched within 2mm.  These 
fish were then divided into two treatments, fed and food deprived.  Fish in the 
fed treatment received flaked fish food once daily as normal, while fish in the 
food deprived treatment received food on alternative days.  Food deprived fish 
were still able to forage on microflora and fauna on the gravel of their tanks; this 
ensured that the fish were never in danger of being seriously hungry.  Within 
these food treatments the fish were separated into two further treatments 
corresponding to spot colour.  This resulted in four treatments; red hungry (RH), 
red fed (RF), blue hungry (BH) and blue fed (BF) with 16 fish of each sex in each 
treatment (128 fish in total). 
Fish were housed in 6L tanks in single sex groups of four according to 
food and colour treatment.  Sexes were separated to control for energy 
expended from mating effort and female conditioning to colours seen in males.  
To control for differences in behaviour over time and to ensure all fish had the 
same treatment time (not all fish could be measured in one day), four tanks for 
each treatment were set up on alternate days for four days.  For example, on the 
first day, two BH and two RH tanks were set up with four males and four females 
each, the second day BF and RF, and so on.  After four day of treatment fish 
were tested individually in the selection apparatus with the spot colour 
determined by the designated treatment (R or B).  Differences in the chase 
behaviour of fish in the four treatments were analysed using Holm-Bonferroni 
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corrected Mann-Whitney U tests in the programme R (R Core Team 2013) 
because the data were not normally distributed. 
 
 5.3.5  Experimental population  
We conducted artificial selection experiments to investigate whether 
chase behaviour for red or blue spots was heritable and to estimate its 
magnitude.  Up to eight juveniles (four males and four females when family size 
allowed), from 180 different females, were used to initiate the experimental 
population, representing a compromise between increased effective population 
size and brood size.  Siblings were split, by sex, into one of six treatments: spot 
colour treatments blue, red or control, each with two replicates, blue (B1, B2), 
red (R1, R2) and control (C1, C2).  1200 individuals made up the initial 
experimental population with 200 individuals (100 males and 100 females) 
assigned to each of the six treatments.  In order to maximize artificial selection 
efficiency, males and females were housed separately to ensure all females were 
virgins after artificial selection in each generation; guppies have sperm storage 
(Winge 1937).    
 
5.3.6  Artificial selection  
 
After maturation (c. 20 weeks), fish were placed in the selection 
apparatus and their tendency to chase the moving light spot observed and 
recorded.  A chase score (T) was obtained for each individual.  R replicates were 
scored with moving red spots and B replicates were scored with moving blue 
spots.  C (control) replicate fish were scored for both red and blue spot chasing 
and the order in which they encountered the two colours was alternated to 
control for any order effects.  These are referred to as CB1, CR1 for the first C 
replicate and CB2, CR2 for the second. 
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   The chase score T was determined for 200 fish (100 of each sex) within 
each replicate of the three selection lines (R,B,C) in the first selection (generation 
0) and 160 (80 of each sex) in the following four generations (1-4).  This 
represents a compromise between time to measure and effective population 
size after selection.  5040 fish were measured in total and 6720 scores were 
recorded because control fish were measured twice in order to obtain both their 
red and blue scores. 
Once all fish had been scored within a given treatment, the 40 males and 
40 females with the best T in their replicate were placed into an aerated 194L 
glass aquarium and allowed to mate for two weeks.  Fish in the control lines 
were selected at random and 40 of each sex collected from the population 
allowed to mate in the same manner.  After two weeks of mating opportunity, 
females were removed and housed in individual 6L tanks containing 5mm plastic 
mesh (to protect offspring from cannibalism) until the females gave birth.  Males 
were moved to a new 54L home tank according to their treatment.  
Once a female gave birth, she was removed from her tank and her fry 
were left to mature.  Sexes were separated prior to maturation.  Up to four 
female and four male juveniles (depending upon family size) were taken from 
each family and placed according to treatment, into 54L glass aquaria to mature.  
Sexes were again housed separately.  Males were housed with both virgin and 
non-virgin females from stock tanks in order to maintain normal mating 
behaviour.  After approximately 20 weeks these new generation fish were 
scored using the selection apparatus and the process repeated.  T scores from 
five generations were obtained (generations 0-4).  Offspring mortality rates, 
indicative of the level of inbreeding, were recorded for each generation.  
Offspring mortality rose from 5.2% and 6.9% in generations 1 and 2 respectively, 
to 28.8% and 27.2% in generations 3 and 4 respectively. 
 
5.3.7  Calculation of heritablilies 
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Realised heritabilities (h2) were calculated for each selection line using 
the slope coefficient of the regression of the cumulative response to selection 
for increased T, against cumulative selection differential (Falconer et al. 1996).  
Realised heritabilities were also calculated for control-corrected selection lines; 
control-correction was performed by subtracting the mean of both control 
replicates from the individual values of the selected line, using red controls for R 
lines and blue controls for B lines.  
 
5.3.8  Mechanistic test of visual stimuli 
 
To test possible visual mechanisms by which different chase behaviours 
evolved we tested the final generation (5) (the offspring of generation 4) with a 
green spot (532nm) in addition to the blue and red spots we used in the previous 
generations. Between 10 and 20 fish (due to time and fish inbreeding 
constraints) of each sex from each line (B1, B2, R1, R2, C1 and C2) were selected 
randomly and assigned to one of the three spot colours.  In order to avoid 
possible habituation to the moving spot stimulus, test fish were only exposed to 
one spot colour treatment. The chase score T was recorded in the same way as 
before.  Mann-Whitney-U tests were used to identify significant differences 
between the treatments.  Control-correction was again performed by 
subtracting the mean of both control replicates from the individual values of the 
selected line, using red controls for R lines and blue controls for B lines. 
 
5.4  Results 
 
5.4.1  Test of feeding behaviour 
 
Within treatments both red and blue food deprived fish (RH, BH) 
exhibited more spot pursuit behaviour than fed fish (RF, BF) indicating that our 
selection criteria was significantly related to foraging behaviour (figure 5.2).  
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Chase scores (T) were significantly higher in both RH and BH trials than in the BF 
and RF trials (Mann-Whitney U tests: RH vs RF, W=733.5 P=0.018; BH vs BF, 
W=723.5 P=0.023, n=32).  RH fish exhibited more chases than their RF 
counterparts (Mann-Whitney U tests: chases, W=752 P=0.0041, n=32) but 
latency to chase and the number of orientations were not significantly different 
(orientations, W=680.5 P=0.12; latency, W=653 P=0.35, n=32).  BH fish exhibited 
a higher number of orientations and a lower latency to chase (orientations, 
W=773 P=0.0018; latency, W=707.5 P=0.045, n=32) than BF fish.  No significant 
difference was observed between sexes.  All comparisons were Holm-Bonferroni 
(Holm 1979) corrected.  
Comparing across treatments, fish in the red treatments scored a 
significantly higher T (food deprived, W=717 P=0.0023; fed, W=711.5 P=0.0065, 
n=64) than the blue treatment.     
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Figure 5.2. The effect of feeding treatment on the selection 
criteria: chase score (T), number of chases (c), number of 
orientations (o) and latency (l). White boxes represent 
hungry fish and shaded boxes, fed fish. Thinner outlines 
represent the blue treatment and thicker outlines, the red 
treatment. n=32 for each of the treatment combinations, 
128 fish were tested in total. Different letters denote 
significant differences (at P<0.05) between treatments with 
Bonferroni correction. 
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5.4.2  Artificial selection 
 
  A response to artificial selection for increased T was seen immediately in 
the two red lines R1 and R2 (figure 5.3).  Although an initial increase in T was 
seen between generation 0 and generation 1 in the blue lines (B1, B2), no 
increase was observed after this.  No significant response was observed in the 
control lines C1 and C2 although the mean T fluctuated between 0.58 and 0.9.  
The highest mean T was seen at generation 1 for both B1 and B2 and generation 
3 for both R1 and R2.  The subsequent decrease in the R chase scores after 
generation 3 may have been due to suddenly highly elevated mortality, 
presumably due to inbreeding depression.  Table 5.1 shows the realised 
heritabilities both with and without standardisation by the controls.  The 
variation in scores in the R lines was noticeably higher than that of the B lines.  
Consistent with the food treatment experiment, no significant difference was 
observed between the sexes again indicating that this is not a sex-linked 
behaviour and is therefore unlikely to be due to sexual preferences. 
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Figure 5.3.  Mean chase scores (T) per generation with 
standard errors.  Top shows mean scores, bottom shows 
control corrected mean scores.  R1 and R2 are the red 
selected lines, B1 and B2 are the blue selected lines and CR1, 
CR2, CB1, CB2 are red and blue control lines respectively.   
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Table 5.1.  Tables showing realised heritabilities (h2) and 
their standard errors in parenthesis, for generations zero 
to four, for each selection line, before control correction 
and after control correction. * denotes significance at 
P<0.05 and ** at P<0.01. 
 
 B1 B2 R1 R2 
Before control 
correction 
0.096 
(0.137) 
0.081 
(0.075) 0.298 (0.084)* 0.23 (0.068) 
After control 
correction 
0.030 
(0.098) 
0.070 
(0.092) 
0.304 
(0.049)** 
0.249 
(0.116) 
 
 
5.4.3  Test of possible visual mechanisms 
 
The chase score (T) was recorded for three different spot colours (blue, 
red and green) for each of the treatments at the final generation (5) (the 
offspring of generation 4) to test whether there was a correlated response 
between colours.  Figure 5.4 shows the results for the treatment replicates 
combined.  Control corrected scores were calculated by subtracting the mean of 
the C lines from the mean of the R and B lines.  There was no difference in chase 
score between the sexes (P>0.09, n=60-70) or between the treatment replicates 
(P>0.06, n=30-35) within colours.  
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Figure 5.4.  Mean chase scores (T) measured across three 
wavelengths (405nm, 532nm and 650nm) for each treatment 
(replicates combined) with standard errors.  Top shows the mean 
score and bottom shows the control corrected mean score.  
Control=dashed line, blue=solid thick line and red=solid thin line.   
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The general trend was for both R and B selection lines to have a 
significantly reduced response to the colours for which they were not selected, 
relative to the C lines.  When control corrected, the B selected lines had the 
highest T towards the blue (405nm) spot but lower T towards the green (532nm) 
and red (650nm) spots.  The R selected lines had the highest T towards the red 
(650nm) spot but lower scores towards the blue (405nm) and green (532nm) 
spots.  The C lines had the highest chase score for the green (532nm) spot and 
intermediate chase scores towards the blue (405nm) and red (650nm) spots.  
Pair-wise Man Whitney U comparisons on the uncorrected data indicate that the 
R lines had significantly lower T towards the blue (405nm) spot and significantly 
higher T towards the red (650nm) spot than the B and C lines (table 5.2).  The C 
lines also have a significantly higher T towards the green (532nm) spot than both 
the B and R lines. 
 
Table 5.2.  Results of Mann-Whitney U tests of the pair-wise 
comparison of chase score (T) for selection lines towards the 
three light spots, red (650nm, n=140), green (532nm, n=120) 
and blue (405nm, n=140).  Comparisons are Holm-Bonferroni 
corrected. 
 
 
 
 Blue spot (405nm) Green spot (532nm) Red spot (650nm) 
R vs B 
B vs C 
R vs C 
W=1493.5, P=0.03 
W=787.5, P=1 
W=1545, P=0.0093 
W=804, P=1 
W=498, P=0.01 
W=1096, P=0.012 
W=587.5, P<0.0001 
W=1062, P=0.94 
W=485.5, P=0.0067 
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5.5  Discussion 
 
Our study has shown that hunger related colour preferences are heritable 
and can respond significantly to artificial selection within only four generations.  
Surprisingly, we only found a response for one of the two selected colours which 
suggests limited evolutionary potential for spot chasing in our blue lines based 
solely on differences in spot colour.  We found heritability (h2) values of 0.25 (SE 
0.12) and 0.30 (SE 0.05) for the red treatment replicates and 0.03 (SE 0.10) and 
0.07 (SE 0.09) for the blue; h2#0 for blue.  These values are lower than others 
reported for foraging behaviours in this species (Karino et al. 2005) but this is 
despite very high levels of inbreeding and mortality in the final two generations 
which would, presumably, have increased the effects of genetic drift.  Previous 
studies have shown that guppy colour sensitivity responds to artificial selection 
(Endler et al. 2001). 
 It can be difficult to determine exactly what artificial selection affects.  In 
order to understand whether it was behaviour, motivation or vision that we 
were selecting, we tested the chase tendency of our final generation with three 
wavelengths: blue (405nm), green (532nm) and red (650m).  If we were selecting 
on a general motivation to chase we would likely see an increase in the red lines’ 
chase scores towards the blue (405nm) spot and both red and blue lines should 
chase the green (532nm) spot as frequently as the control lines. However, our 
results show a decreased tendency to chase the spot colour for which the lines 
weren’t selected.  Disentangling a motivation to chase red items and an increase 
in the visual sensitivities for red is more difficult, although our results suggest 
that changes in the visual system may have occurred.   
Because our stimuli were very narrow bandwidth (lasers), any correlated 
response to selection is most likely due to the broad spectral sensitivity of each 
guppy cone.  Guppies have four cone types with maximum sensitivities at 389nm 
(ultra-violet, abundance<1%), 408nm (short wavelength, abundance>25%), 
465nm (medium wavelength, abundance=20%) and 572nm (long wavelength, 
abundance=20%) (Laver and Taylor 2011), that are known to respond to 
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selection at least in the long and short wavelengths (Endler et al. 2001).  If one of 
our stimuli strongly stimulated a cone, then the response should evolve rapidly, 
but if it stimulated the cone weakly, the response should be weaker or even non-
existent if stimulation is below the cone’s sensitivity threshold.   
Selection on one wavelength should yield an apparent correlated response 
in responses to other wavelengths provided they are sensed by the same cone.   
Colour is coded in vertebrate (and invertebrate) visual systems by the 
differences between cone outputs, this is called opponency (Hering 1878; 
Hurvich and Jameson 1957).   If the response to selection is in cone opponency, 
then we would expect a positive response to colours close to the favoured 
cone’s peak sensitivity and a negative response to colours matching cones 
involved in opponency to the favoured cone.  In the red lines there was a strong 
increase in the response to red but a decrease in responses to green and blue, 
compared to the controls.  Similarly, the blue lines showed a significant decrease 
in response to green and red compared to the control, and a non-significant 
increase in their response to blue (figure 5.4). Although the opponency 
mechanism in guppies is not known, the pattern of positive and negative 
responses to selection suggests that selection may have affected the colour 
opponency mechanism rather than simply the cones most sensitive to the 
selected colour.  
As it is chase tendency that we have selected, it is not surprising that the 
red treatment lines had a strong chase tendency and response to selection.  
Guppies have increased visual sensitivities to the colours orange and red which 
are generated through multiple opsin genes that encode the guppy’s long 
wavelength visual sensitivities (Archer et al. 1987; Archer and Lythgoe 1990; 
Laver and Taylor 2011). This visual mode may have evolved in response to high 
competition for orange and red coloured fruit on which the guppies forage; 
these fruits are relatively rare and provide a favoured source of nutrients 
creating high levels of competition (Reznick et al. 2001).  Additionally, selection 
on increased chase tendency for long wavelengths has resulted in decreased 
chase tendency towards short wavelengths.  Having a relatively increased 
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sensitivity for long wavelengths may enable individuals to forage on food items 
of this colour more efficiently and would result in a higher chase tendency for 
the red spot over the blue; blue food items (fruit) are rarer in the wild than red 
or orange fruit in the rainforests above the native guppy streams.   
This sensory bias, potentially from food detection, has also been linked to 
female mate choice in this species (Rodd et al. 2002).  Female guppies have a 
preference for orange colouration in males and this is prevalent in many 
populations (Kodric-Brown 1985; Long and Houde 1989; Endler 1995) but not in 
all (Endler and Houde 1995; Brooks and Endler 2001).  It has been suggested that 
this has evolved through the visual sensitivity towards long wavelengths which 
probably originated from carotenoid based food sources such as the orange 
fruits (Rodd et al. 2002; Grether et al. 2005).  Our study helps support these 
findings by confirming not only a foraging preference for long wavelengths but 
also the evolutionary potential for it to be selected; we have shown that there is 
a high heritability for foraging behaviour towards red coloured objects.  This is 
essential for this trait to be co-opted as a mate choice criterion.   
The lack of response in the blue line is more difficult to explain.  Although 
we might have expected the initial chase tendency to be lower than that of the 
red because blue fruit is even rarer than red in the wild, but we would still 
expect some behavioural and evolutionary response.  Our study has shown that 
hungry fish had a higher chase tendency that fed fish, even for blue spots, and so 
we are confident that it is foraging behaviour that we are measuring.  Unlike the 
red treatment, there is no historic association with blue food which would make 
the response to selection slower.  Carotenoid based foods may be nutritionally 
more attractive than blue fruits and, if so, a mechanism to exploit blue fruit as a 
food source may never have evolved.  It may also be that the reward of foraging 
on blue food items is highly variable and therefore a higher degree of learning 
has evolved.  A lack of genetic variation is a barrier to selection (Blows and 
Hoffmann 2005) and it is possible that this is the case in this study system where 
the fish have limited behavioural variation towards the blue light.   
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Another explanation is that this colour has implications outside of foraging 
such as predator avoidance.  If blue is linked to predators then this is another 
likely explanation for avoiding blue items, particularly moving ones.  This leads to 
interesting predictions regarding a trade-off between predator avoidance and 
food acquisition; animals that are predated by species bearing a given colour 
should not actively forage on food of the same colour.  This interaction could 
lead to interesting dynamics regarding two opposing naturally selected traits, 
foraging and predation, that have not been considered before.   
The best explanation for the lack of blue response is the colour sensitivity 
of vertebrate motion detectors.  Motion detection in fishes is thought to be 
mediated via cones containing long-wavelength sensitive opsins (Schaerer and 
Neumeyer 1996; Krauss and Neumeyer 2003).  We selected guppies to chase 
moving blue spots, but if the motion-detection system is insensitive to the short 
wavelength blue spots, then this means that there is no genetic variation for 
favouring blue moving objects and hence no evolutionary response is possible.  
The fish were able to orientate towards the spot, and this may have been due to 
seeing the spot, but a lack of motion detection for blue would make following 
the spot’s path difficult.  The colour-sensitive nature of motion detection 
suggests that blues, violets, and UV-based colours should not be used in sexual 
displays involving a lot of movement, and this prediction holds in any species 
where shorter wavelengths are outside the spectral sensitivity of motion 
detection systems.    
We have demonstrated artificial selection for foraging behaviour based 
solely on food colour preferences.  Our results indicate that a response to 
selection can be elicited in a very short period of time which may serve to allow 
populations to respond readily to a change in foraging conditions such as 
increased water flow or high competition for food resources.  We have also 
demonstrated that foraging behaviour towards some food colours may not be 
able to evolve.  This may be due to a number of reasons, the most probable 
being the visual physiology of the fish.  The relationship between colour and 
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evolvability may affect the form of many different kinds of visual signals, and 
may well extend to other aspects of visual signals. 
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Chapter 6 
Experimental Evolutionary 
Evidence for Trait Co-option 
 
In preparation for Evolution 
6.1  Abstract 
 
The evolution of novel traits has often been attributed to the co-option of a 
pre-existing trait into a new context or function.  Despite its probably 
importance in evolution this process has never been demonstrated 
experimentally.  Through manipulative, long term, experiments we show that co-
option of foraging behaviour can result in a sexually selected signal.   By 
artificially selecting on the tendency for experimental guppy (Poecilia reticulata) 
populations to chase both red and blue items, our proxy for foraging behaviour, 
we tested whether a response in the male sexual signal could be detected.  After 
only 3 generations of selection we found a correlated response in the long 
wavelength reflecting colours of the male sexual signal in both red and blue 
selected lines.   Selection on foraging behaviour for a food item of a given colour 
elicited an evolutionary response in the male sexual signal.   This experimental 
study is the first to demonstrate, in an evolutionary setting, that co-option can 
result in novel functions. 
 
Key words:  Trait co-option, foraging, sensory bias, sensory exploitation, sexual 
selection  
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6.2  Introduction 
 
The term exaptation, the process by which traits evolved for one purpose 
and are later co-opted into a new purpose, was first proposed by Gould and Vrba 
in 1982 (Gould and Vrba 1982).  Since then, researchers have been documenting 
co-option and numerous studies have been published identifying this process in 
a number of taxa: fish (Basolo 1990; Basolo and Endler 1995; Rodd et al. 2002), 
birds (Borgia and Coleman 2000), arthropods (Proctor 1991, 1992; Christy et al. 
2003) and amphibians (Ryan et al. 1990; Ryan and Rand 1990, 1993). 
Importantly, co-option offers an alternative explanation to mutation for the 
origin of new traits, but despite this the process has yet to be demonstrated 
experimentally.   
One of the earliest studies providing evidence for the existence of co-option 
in a behavioural context was Proctor (1991, 1992) who recorded male water 
mites mimicking the vibrations that females used to detect prey.  This behaviour 
attracted females to the males thereby increasing their reproductive success.  
Phylogenetic analysis demonstrated that this foraging behaviour predated male 
vibratory behaviour indicating that exploitation of a female sensory bias took 
place (Proctor 1992).  Another example is the swordtail characin, Corynopoma 
riisei  in which males of this species use an opercular flag, which is shaped like a 
prey item and varies morphologically according to the type of prey, in order to 
lure females closer (Arnqvist and Kolm 2010).  Additionally, the swords of 
swordtail fishes (Xiphophorus) may resemble elongated prey, and preferences 
for this shape predate the appearance of swords in the phylogeny of this genus 
(Basolo 1990).  Additionally, female preferences for ‘hooded’ burrows, used in 
predator avoidance, are exploited by male fiddler crabs in a mating context 
(Christy et al. 2002; Christy et al. 2003). 
It has been well established that female guppies have a preference for 
orange colouration in males in many (Endler 1983; Kodric-Brown 1985; Long and 
Houde 1989) but not all populations (Endler and Houde 1995; Brooks and Endler 
2001).   This preference may have arisen due to processes such as ‘good genes’, 
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where orange colouration is an honest sign of male quality (Grether et al. 2005), 
uncorrelated preferences in food preference and mate preference, or as a result 
of naturally selected sensory biases due to foraging behaviour (Rodd et al. 2002).  
Several studies have demonstrated potential sensory biases by linking a 
preference to the same preference in a different context (Ryan et al. 1990; Ryan 
and Rand 1990; Proctor 1991; Rodd et al. 2002).  Others have taken a trait linked 
to both sexual and natural selection and determined which was likely to have 
evolved first (Proctor 1992; Ryan and Rand 1993).   
Here, we take a different approach by providing direct evolutionary 
evidence that foraging behaviour can result in correlated changes in sexual 
signals given the right conditions.  We artificially selected guppies (Poecilia 
reticulata) for chase behaviour towards coloured prey items.  If sexual selection 
co-opts colour preferences, we predicted that this should cause evolutionary 
changes in male colouration through the mechanisms in the visual system that 
influence female preference.  This is the first attempt to demonstrate the co-
option of a trait using a manipulative evolutionary approach.   
 
6.3  Methods 
 
6.3.1  Husbandry 
 
Guppies used to initiate the experimental population were first to second 
generation wild caught fish from Alligator Creek, Queensland, Australia 
(19o26.79’ S 146o58.65 E’).  Fish were maintained at 24 ± 1 oC and 12 hour 
light/dark regime on brown and green flake food (daily).  Individuals were 
housed in large 54L mixed sex glass tanks containing around 150 fish of both 
sexes (ratio approximately 1:1) prior to use in the experiments.   
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6.3.2  Selection criteria 
 
In order to create a proxy for foraging behaviour, visual stimuli were created 
using moving spots produced by red (650nm) and blue (405nm) laser pointers 
(see chapter 5 figure 5.1 for details). The spots move across the aquarium sand 
because the laser beams reflect off mirrors on a rotating hexagonal rod located 
inside a bespoke black-walled wooden box.  The motor rotating the mirrors was 
set at a constant speed so that the spot moved across the sand at 16cm/second. 
The spot light intensity was standardised to equal radiance for both spots so that 
only colour and not luminance differed between the treatments.  The 
effectiveness of these stimuli as a proxy for foraging behaviour is shown by the 
fact that hungry guppies do significantly more spot orientation and chasing than 
satiated guppies (see Chapter 5). The guppies were artificially selected to chase 
the spots.   
Individual fish were placed into a 6L tank which had a sand substrate and 
black mesh around the sides.  The water in this tank was taken from their mixed 
sex maturation tank to assist acclimation.  The sand substrate increased visual 
contrast to enable the observer to identify fish behaviour more easily and the 
black mesh minimise spot reflection from the tank walls. Fish were allowed to 
acclimate for six minutes in these tanks prior to being placed into the apparatus 
and then had a further two minutes to acclimatise inside the selection 
apparatus.  During this second acclimation period spot motor was running but 
the mirror was not illuminated ensuring fish were acclimatised to vibrations or 
noise created by the motor.  After two minutes the laser was turned on and the 
observation session commenced.  The apparatus enabled the observer to watch 
behaviour on a video screen so that there were no disturbances to the fish 
during each session.  
Fish were observed and their behaviour recorded during 3 minutes.  The 
number of chases of the moving light spot (c), the number of orientations 
towards the spot (o) and the latency of any of these actions (l) were combined 
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into a total foraging score  T =  (3c+o)/ l .  T is higher when a fish shows any or all 
of the chase-related behaviours.   
 
6.3.3   Generating the selection lines 
 
In order to create divergence in foraging behaviour we conducted artificial 
selection on three replicated treatments, blue (B1, B2), red (R1, R2), control (C1, 
C2) as in Chapter 5.  Eight juveniles (four males and four females), from 180 
different families, were split, by sex, into each of the six treatments.  In some 
cases family sizes were smaller than 8 but in those cases we still attempted to 
equalise family contribution to maximise the effective population size.  In order 
to maximize the efficiency of artificial selection, males and females were housed 
separately to ensure all females were virgins at the start of each generation; 
guppies have sperm storage (Winge 1937).       
After sexual maturity at approximately 20 weeks, the foraging score (T) was 
obtained for each individual.  Control fish were measured for both red and blue 
spot stimuli.  The order of presentation of the two spot colours to control fish 
was alternated to randomise any order effects.  We calculated the foraging score 
for 200 fish (100 of each sex) for each treatment for the first generation 
(generation 0) and 160 fish (80 of each sex) in the following three generations (1-
3).   
Individuals with the top 40 T values were allowed to mate in a 194 L glass 
aquarium for two weeks.  Fish in the control lines were selected at random and 
forty of each sex collected from the population allowed to mate.  Following 
mating, females were removed and housed in individual 6L tanks containing 
plastic mesh (5mm) (to protect offspring from cannibalism) until the females 
gave birth.  Males were returned to a new 54L home tank.   
Females were removed after giving birth and fry were left to mature.  
Female and male offspring were separated prior to maturation.  Up to four 
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juvenile males and females were taken from each mother and held in tanks to 
make up the next generation.  Selection lines and sexes were kept separately.  In 
order to maintain normal mating behaviour, males from the experimental lines 
were housed with both virgin and non-virgin females from stock tanks.  After 
approximately 20 weeks the newest generation adult fish were scored using the 
selection apparatus and the process repeated.  Scores from four generations 
were obtained (generations 0-3).   
 
6.3.4  Calculation of heritablilies 
 
The calculation of heritability was performed as in Chapter 5.  We used the 
slope coefficient of the regression of the mean of the chase score (T) on 
cumulative selection differential (Falconer et al. 1996) to calculate realised 
heritabilities (h2) for each replicate treatment.  Realised heritabilities were also 
calculated for control corrected selection lines, whereby the mean of control 
lines replicates was subtracted from the corresponding (R or B) selection lines, 
and the regression of the cumulative response and cumulative selection 
differential calculated.   
 
6.3.5  Photography and analysis of male colouration 
  
Up to 52 males from each of the treatments were photographed at 
generations 0, 2 and 3 to test for divergence in colour patterns.   Males were 
removed from their home tanks and anesthetized using a solution of MS-222 
and placed in a white tray filled with MS-222 solution to just cover the body of 
the fish.  The fish were lit by two fluorescent light strips and microscope stage 
illuminators.  Males were photographed next to a scale bar using a Nikon D5100 
with a Nikkor micro 60mm lens.  Total fish area, tail area and the areas of seven 
colour classes, orange, black, fuzzy black, silver, blue, green and purple were 
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measured using Photoshop CS5.1.  Only the right side was analyzed because 
almost all colour patterns were left-right symmetrical. 
 
6.3.6  Statistical analysis 
 
Because we used a long wavelength stimulus and a short wavelength 
stimulus we combined the long wavelength colours orange and yellow 
reticulation to create a long wavelength colour class (LW) and the short 
wavelength colours violet and blue to create a short wavelength colour class, 
(SW) to form the basis of our analysis.  Bonferroni-Holm (Holm 1979) corrected 
Mann Whitney U tests were used to test for differences in colouration between 
the replicates, treatments and generations.  Linear regression was used to test 
for correlations between the mean chase scores (T) and the mean colour of 
males over time. 
 
6.4  Results 
 
 In order to demonstrate co-option of foraging behaviour into mate 
choice we artificially selected on the chase behaviour of individuals for one of 
two colours, blue and red.  After four selection generations we photographed 
males to see whether divergence in male colouration had occurred.   
 
6.4.1 Response to selection for foraging behaviour 
 
 The highest T in both blue lines was recorded at generation 1, the highest 
for the red lines was recorded at generation 3 (figure 6.1a).  The responses 
recorded were significant for both R1 (t=5.20 P=0.035, n=163) and R2 (t=7.08 
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P=0.019, n=160).  Figure 6.1b and 6.1c show an initial response in the number of 
orientations and the latency of B1 and B2 although this is not significant.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6.1.  Control corrected mean chase scores for all 
treatments across generations with standard errors (a).  
Control corrected orientations, blue selection lines only, 
with standard errors (b). Control corrected latencies, blue 
selection lines only, with standard errors (c). Across 
generations 0-3, n=200, 160, 160 and 160 respectively.  
 
The realised heritabilities for each selection line are shown in table 6.1.  
Realised heritabilities were much greater for the red lines than the blue; a 
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significant response to selection for chase score was not seen in either of the 
blue lines.   
 
Table 6.1.  Realised heritabilities (h2) and their standard 
errors in parenthesis for generations 0-3, for each 
selection line, before control correction (top) and after 
control correction (bottom).  * denote significance at 
P<0.05 and ** at P<0.01.  
 
 B1 B2 R1 R2 
Before control 
correction 
-0.088 
(0.207) 
-0.089 
(0.121) 
0.462 
(0.089)* 
0.479 
(0.068)* 
After control 
correction 
-0.018 
(0.137) 
-0.124 
(0.136) 
0.377 
(0.075)* 
0.465 
(0.034)** 
 
 
6.4.2  Divergence of male colouration 
 
 Mann Whitney U tests confirmed that there was no difference in 
treatment replicates (1 and 2) with respect to both the long and short 
wavelength colour areas for generation 0 and generation 3, LW (P>0.13 in all 
cases, n=80) or SW (P<0.08 in all cases, n>160) indicating that replicates behaved 
similarly within treatments.  There were also no differences between the 
treatments at generation 0 for LW (P>0.66 in all cases, n=100) or SW (P>0.06 in 
all cases, n=100) indicating that all treatment populations started the 
experiment with the same distribution of long and short wavelength colour 
areas.  The lower p-value for the SW colour was caused by higher values in C1 at 
generation 0. 
At generation 3, the final generation, we found significant differences 
between the long wavelength colours in all treatments (R vs B, W=389 P<0.001; 
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R vs C, W=577 P=0.032; B vs C, W=458 P<0.01, n=160) (figure 6.2). These 
differences were due to increases between generation 0 and 3 in the long 
wavelength colours in the red selection lines (W=548 P=0.015, n>160) and 
decreases in the blue selection lines (W=1017 P=0.037, n>160).  The control lines 
remained the same over the generations (W=765 P=0.39, n>160).  No 
differences were found in the short wavelength colours between generations 
(W<944 P>0.37 in all cases, n>160) (figure 6.3) or in the final generation (W<944 
P>0.44 in all cases, n>160). 
 
 
Figure 6.2.  Comparison of the area of long wavelength colour 
area across treatments at generation 0 (left) and generation 3 
(right).  Treatment replicates are pooled (n=100 at generation 
0 and n=80 at generation 3).  .  Significant differences are 
denoted by letters, different letters indicate a significant 
difference between treatments. 
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Figure 6.3.  Comparison of the area of short wavelength 
colour across treatments at generation 0 (left) and 
generation 3 (right).  Treatment replicates are pooled 
(n=100 at generation 0 and n=80 at generation 3).  There 
were no significant differences. 
 
6.4.3  Correlation between chase score and colouration 
 
 Figure 6.4 shows the change in mean chase score and area of long 
wavelength colour area over generations.  The mean chase score and mean 
colour area are highly correlated in both the red lines with r=0.93 (P=0.24) and 
r=1 (P<0.001) for R1 and R2 respectively but less so in the blue lines; 
r=0.49(P=0.68) and r=-0.50 (P=0.67) (figure 6.5) for B1 and B2 respectively. 
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Figure 6.4.  Change in the mean chase score and mean 
area of long wavelength colour over generations for each 
treatment.  Darker lines depict the chase score, lighter 
lines show the colour area.  The R2 area of colour line 
follows the same line as the mean chase score. 
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Figure 6.5.  The relationship between mean chase score and 
mean long wavelength colour area for each treatment. 
 
6.5  Discussion 
 
Our results show that selection on the foraging behaviour of fish can result 
in a correlated change in sexual signals.  By increasing the tendency to chase a 
coloured light spot we have elicited a correlated response of the colour signal in 
the direction of the selection.    This study is the first to experimentally 
demonstrate that co-option of a naturally selected trait can result in the 
evolution of a sexual signal.   
Through artificial selection on foraging behaviour for both long and short 
wavelength stimuli we have recorded correlated responses in the long 
wavelength component of the male sexual signal.  Selection for chase tendency 
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towards a long wavelength stimulus (our proxy for foraging behaviour) resulted 
in a correlated increase in the long wavelength colouration of the males’ sexual 
signal.  This is an important result indicating that co-option may have resulted in  
this colour signal.   
We did not see any response in the short wavelength components of the 
signal probably due to the lack of response of selection in the blue lines and also 
a potential lack of an importance for short wavelength colour in the sexual 
signal.  We did, however, see a response of the long wavelength component in 
all selection lines, including a decrease in the long wavelength colours in the blue 
selection lines.  It is interesting that a response in long wavelength male 
colouration was seen in the blue lines, despite no obvious response in the blue 
chase tendency; although an initial (non-significant) response was seen in the 
latency scores for the blue lines.   This result suggests that, rather than selecting 
on an increased tendency to chase blue items, we were selecting in those lines 
for a decreased chase tendency for long wavelengths.  Fish in the blue selection 
lines tended to orientate towards the stimulus rather than chase it and it is 
therefore possible that we were creating different selection for both treatments, 
especially as orientation behaviour may be mediated by a different process that 
the chase behaviour (Ingle 1967). 
That the fish did not readily chase the blue light is not surprising given that 
motion detection in fish is generated primarily by the long wavelength cones in 
the retina (Schaerer and Neumeyer 1996; Krauss and Neumeyer 2003).  Similarly, 
Endler et al. (2001) reported lower realized heritabilities for lines selected for 
blue visual sensitivities (versus red) using the optomotor response for spectral 
sensitivity.  Our realized heritabilities for the blue lines are far lower, which may 
be due to differences in fish motion.  If the fish are using long wavelength 
sensitive cones to detect the spot movement (Schaerer and Neumeyer 1996; 
Krauss and Neumeyer 2003) this may mean that selection on long wavelength 
sensitivities is occurring in the blue lines, albeit indirectly.   Furthermore, guppies 
are polymorphic for the opsins that govern their long wavelength sensitive vision 
(Archer et al. 1987), therefore more variation is present in this part of the visual 
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system which may facilitate a stronger response to selection if this is linked to 
the chase response.  This may have been because the pre-existing preference for 
long wavelength colours was an easier evolutionary target than an initiation of a 
new short wavelength signal.     
There are a number of mechanisms that could explain these results.  We 
could simply be selecting on an increased/decreased motivation to chase, 
although previous studies suggest that the mechanism lies within the visual 
system.  For example Cole & Endler (in prep) identify correlated responses for a 
wavelength that was not used in the selection process, but to which the different 
treatment lines responded differently.  We cannot directly determine whether 
these findings are a result of visual processing, such as the colour opponency 
mechanism (Hering 1878; Hurvich and Jameson 1957) or changed visual 
physiology, such as opsin expression.  By selecting for tendency to chase red 
coloured prey we were able to record a correlational response for an increased 
area of long wavelength colours in the males’ signal, presumably by influencing 
the visual system and female preferences.   
This study is particularly important in providing evidence for the theory that 
sexual signals can originate from behaviours in other contexts.  Many studies 
have shown evidence for trait co-option (Basolo 1990; Ryan et al. 1990; Proctor 
1991; Rodd et al. 2002) but never has the co-evolution of traits been 
demonstrated experimentally.  Our study has shown that co-option may well 
have been the process that initiated the evolution of the long wavelength sexual 
signal of male guppies.  Our results may help to explain why preferences for this 
trait vary between populations.  Reinforcement of the preferences may be 
required through exposure to the colour in a foraging context. 
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Chapter 7 
Discussion 
 
My thesis has provided new insights into the evolution of colour signals 
which have implications that extend beyond Poecilia reticulata.  I summarise the 
discoveries resulting from each objective and discuss their implications. 
 
7.1  What is the direct effect of environmental change on multi-
component colour signals? 
 
Chapter 3 investigated how multivariate traits are perceived in different 
light environments.  The sexual signals of male guppies consist of a number of 
colour components, orange, fuzzy black, black, silver, green, blue and violet, 
which I have shown to act in a multi-component way; females do not prefer a 
single component within the signal but instead prefer combinations of colours 
which are not linear combinations of the individual colours (Blows et al. 2003).  
Given that colours can be perceived differently under different conditions 
(Endler 1991; Boughman 2001; Maan et al. 2006; Fuller and Noa 2010), the 
evolution of colour signals may depend upon the environments in which they are 
perceived.  This is particularly important considering that many animals, 
including guppies, live in habitats that have spatial and temporal variation in 
light environments (Endler 1993a).  The perception of colour signals can change 
under different light conditions and this can have important consequences to 
evolution and ecology (Endler 1986, 1991, 1992, 1993a; Endler & McLellan 1988; 
Marchetti 1993; Boughman 2002; Fuller 2002; Maan et al. 2006; Seehausen et al. 
2008).  Studies that have investigated the effect of light environment on colour 
signals have only done so in single component signals.  For example, cichlid 
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speciation is due to females preferring the most conspicuous coloured male 
morph where the depth of water alters light environment and hence which 
morph is most conspicuous (Maan et al. 2006; Seehausen et al. 2008).  Water 
colour influences female choice of male signals in killifish (Fuller 2002; Fuller et 
al. 2005b; Fuller and Noa 2010) through altered expression of opsins (Fuller et al. 
2005a), the pigments that determine visual spectral sensitivity.  In species that 
have a multi-component colour signal, however, it is unclear how light 
environments affect female perception and therefore male fitness.  Does one 
colour component regulate female preference in different environments (which 
may explain a preference for orange), do females prefer different signal colour 
components in different light environments or do all components interact in a 
more complex way to predict female preferences in different light 
environments? 
By recording male attractiveness in different water colours I was able to 
show that there is a multivariate interaction between light environment and the 
six colour components tested.  The results suggest that one mechanism by which 
females are choosing the males is overall visual contrast; the most highly 
contrasting patterns in each environment have the highest attractiveness.  This is 
an important result that may go some way to explaining the maintenance of 
polymorphisms, not only in guppies but other species; if a male is continually 
viewed under different light environments, female perception of his signal will 
continually change and his reproductive fitness will vary over short periods of 
time and among different places.  This variation in attractiveness over time will 
in fact mean that speciation is unlikely to occur; speciation could only occur if a 
population invaded a new environment with a narrow range of new light 
environments or two or more populations lived in different light environments 
and exchanged few genes. 
I also identified the potential for certain trait components to mitigate 
environmental change, something rarely ever considered in sexual selection 
studies.   I found that silver, black and fuzzy black were important in some 
combination in all of the colour treatments.  This may reveal some sort of 
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contingency against environmental change because each of these components 
should be relatively unaffected by light environments and should maintain a high 
level of contrast regardless of ambient wavelength structure.  It is really 
interesting that, despite the effectiveness of these colours at maintaining high 
contrast across all light environments, the remaining colours are still important 
to facilitate female choice.  If light environment is a driving factor in the 
evolution of colour signals, then the remaining colours (orange, green, purple) 
may have evolved in response to increased female preferences for conspicuous 
males.  
Although it has been shown that guppy male colour signals are multi-
component, a number of studies have reported female preferences for orange 
components (Kodric-Brown 1985; Houde 1987; Long and Houde 1989; Houde 
and Endler 1990), although these studies have not considered multivariate 
preferences directly (but see Endler & Houde 1995).  It is possible that the multi-
component signal makes the signal efficient (signal design) whereas, at least in 
some populations, the orange colour may indicate fitness (signal content) 
(Endler 1993b).  Additionally, the preference for orange may also lead to, or be a 
result of, a general selection on the females’ visual system for increased 
contrast.  As the results of Chapter 3 show, orange would be one of the most 
conspicuous parts of the colour signal if the predominant wavelength in large 
parts of the visual background was short (violet-blue), as in woodland shade 
(Endler 1991, 1993a), which is present in the shade near large gaps in the forest 
canopy above the streams.  
Although this study does suggest that contrast is important in female 
preference it is difficult to experimentally confirm that this is the case in guppies.  
Because guppies have such extreme colour polymorphism, it is difficult to 
identify the most conspicuous colour patterns in any environment, making direct 
tests difficult.  Indeed, the meaning of “most conspicuous” is dubious because 
there are a number of different ways to produce high contrast in a multi-
component signal.  We are also currently unable to manipulate colour signals in 
this species which would be the most effective way of testing this theory.  It may 
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be possible to use manipulated video playback methods although it is unknown 
if these actually simulate guppy mate choice due to the exceptional vision of this 
species (Fleishman et al. 1998, Fleishman and Endler 2000).     
This study has highlighted important implications for the evolution of 
colour signals.  Not only does it demonstrate the importance of considering 
colour sexual signals as multi-component where every component has a 
potential role in mate choice but it also shows that environmental change does 
not necessarily result in divergence of colour patterns, as often assumed, but 
instead may result in polymorphisms.  Furthermore, I have uncovered 
combination of colours within the multi-component signal that potentially have 
different functions; where some components may increase visual contrast, other 
may help to mitigate changes in light environment and maintain species 
recognition.  
 
7.2  Are animals able to assess and exploit light environment to 
increase the efficacy of their signal? 
 
 Chapter 3 highlights the importance of light environment in the evolution 
of colour signals, but what happens when individuals have the opportunity to 
exploit different environments (Chapter 4)?  Natural guppy streams are a mosaic 
of different light environments so this is a realistic question.  It has been shown 
that individuals have the potential to maximise their signal by taking advantage 
of environmental heterogeneity (Uy and Endler 2004).  A study by Endler and 
Thery (1996) showed that three species of lekking birds were able to exploit 
changes in light colour and intensity to increase the visual contrast of their 
colour signal.   
 Chapter 3 shows how light environment can create complicated 
interactions with multi-component colour traits which do not necessarily result 
in divergence.  The results from the study in Chapter 4, however, show that 
males are able to both assess the environment and interpret female responses 
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to spend the most time in environments that best show off their colour signal.  
This demonstrates the potential for divergence to exist; males with a signal best 
suited to a given environment spent more time in the environment provided it 
increased his fitness.  Consequently, if males with the same colour signals spend 
time in the same light environments then this may cause divergence through 
sensory drive where the visual system of the females drives evolution of the 
colour signal (Endler and Mclellan 1988; Endler 1992).  Because the degree of 
polymorphism in this species is so high, however, the same level of contrast 
could be achieved through a number of different colour patterns and so specific 
divergence is still unlikely.  Instead, the mechanisms at work here may reinforce 
polymorphism. 
 That males use cues provided by females to obtain information regarding 
the efficacy of their sexual display has been shown (Patricelli et al. 2006; Gross et 
al. 2007).  However, the potential importance of female reproductive state in 
this process has never been identified.  Chapter 4 shows that the more receptive 
females allowed males to adjust their behaviour to spend more time in the 
environment in which his signal had the highest contrast.  This creates another 
level of complexity in the interaction between light environment and colour 
signal evolution.  A male that more frequently encounters receptive females may 
be better able to adjust his behaviour to increase the efficacy of his signal and 
thus obtain more matings.  The ability to assess the receptivity of a female may 
therefore be advantageous in ways that aren’t related to direct short-term 
reproductive fitness.  
How the male gauges the female’s reaction, however, is unknown.  It may 
be that males gauge the proximity of females, the time spent with females or the 
mating stage (how close to copulation he got) to identify how well his signal 
stimulated the female.  It may be that males return to the location where their 
signal was best received or reacted to by females, or it may be that males are 
able to identify a link between a light environment and the response of the 
female so that they spend more time in that environment if it is encountered 
again.  If environmental heterogeneity is predictable then the former mechanism 
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would be effective, if it is unpredictable then the later mechanism may be 
required.  The cognitive ability of individuals may be an important factor in the 
mechanism that facilitates this decision making.  Individuals with a higher 
cognitive ability may be better equipped to interpret female responses and make 
better decisions as to the best environment in which to signal.  If this behaviour 
results in increased reproductive fitness, then selection for increased cognitive 
ability would occur.  Variation in the ability to assess which environment is best 
suited to a signal creates complicated evolutionary interactions between 
cognition, behaviour, signal and environment.    
The study in Chapter 4 demonstrates how males use information from 
females to make decisions regarding the efficacy of their signal.  If individuals are 
able to increase the efficacy of their signal by exploiting environmental 
conditions then this will create complex interactions between cognition, 
behaviour, environment and fitness (Endler 1992).  Where the different 
perception of colour signals in different light environments creates the potential 
for polymorphism, the ability of a male to choose an environment that makes 
him more attractive may drive divergence of colour signals.  Additionally, if the 
receptivity of females is an important aspect of a male’s ability to choose 
environments that make him more attractive, then social factors may play a role 
in ways that have not been explored before.    
 
7.3  Are the food colour preferences that are thought to have been 
co-opted heritable? 
  
 Despite the importance of food colour preferences to the identification 
of food in many species (Goulson and Cory 1993; Hill et al. 1997), their 
heritability, to my knowledge, has never been tested.  Having innate food 
preferences means that, in a habitat in which food types are stable, there is little 
need for learning to ensure safe and efficient detection of food (Hill et al. 1997; 
Whitfield et al. 2013).  My objective was to test whether existing food colour 
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preferences, such as those seen in the guppy (Rodd et al. 2002), can be co-opted 
into a sexual signalling context.  The artificial selection experiment in Chapter 5 
addresses this objective. 
 The results in Chapter 5 indicate that the highest realised heritabilities for 
both the red and blue food colour preferences tested were 0.30 and 0.07 
respectively; only selection for the red stimulus resulted in an evolutionary 
response.  The stimulus was tested for its ability to simulate foraging behaviour; 
hungry fish achieved a higher chase score towards both visual stimuli.  It is clear 
that the red food colour preference responds immediately to selection but what 
is surprising is that little, or no, response was seen to the blue food stimulus.  
There could be a number of reasons for this, for example, the selection criteria 
may not have maximally simulated foraging for blue food objects (although if 
this was the case one would expect a similar response in the red line), blue is too 
foreign a colour with regards to foraging behaviours and therefore no 
mechanism exists to facilitate a variable foraging response on which to select 
(although the food deprivation experiment indicated that hungry fish had a 
higher chase score, even for the blue visual stimulus), the motivation to chase is 
higher for red foods, and there is no basis for genetic variation for blue moving 
objects because only the long-wavelength (red) receptors respond to motion, 
and they were not or very weakly stimulated by the narrow-band blue moving 
spots.   
 By testing the selection lines for chase behaviour towards the red and 
blue, in addition to a novel green visual stimulus I was able to ascertain whether 
the selection process had influenced the visual system of the fish.  The results 
indicate that a change in visual processing occurred in both the blue and red 
lines, despite no obvious response to chase criteria in the blue lines.  These 
results show a depressed chase score (compared to chase lines) for both the 
blue and red lines towards the colours for which they were not selected; both 
had a depressed score towards the green stimulus, and red for blue and blue for 
red compared to the control lines.  These are exciting results that indicate that, 
although the selection criteria did not facilitate a response in chase behaviour, it 
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did influence visual processing.  Further exploration of opsin gene expression 
profiles in these selection lines will reveal whether a change in visual pigments 
or opsin gene regulation has occurred.  
As it stands, the study does not directly provide any direct evidence to 
explain why the fish do not respond to selection towards the blue food stimulus.  
The most probable explanation however, is the motion detection system of the 
fish which relies on the long wavelength sensitive visual cones (Endler et al. 
2001); the narrow band blue light would not stimulate the LWS cones which are 
necessary for detecting motion.  Furthermore, a study by White et al. (2005) 
investigated the foraging efficiency of guppies under different light 
environments and found that foraging efficiency decreased in the absence of 
long wavelength light (White et al. 2005).  There was a lack of behavioural 
variation which may have required larger sample sizes to initiate a response to 
selection but more work is needed to understand these results.   
The study does confirm that food colour preferences can indeed be 
heritable.  This may lead to predictions regarding the stability of food in an 
environment.  If food availability is stable, the need for learning is reduced and 
therefore heritability is increased.  Conversely, if food availability is scarce or 
highly changeable a degree of learning may be useful to identify and acquire the 
most appropriate food items.  Another consideration is that avoidance of certain 
food colours may be heritable if these foods represent unpalatability.    
 
7.4 Can co-option of one trait into a new context result in a sexual 
signal? 
 
Researchers have been documenting co-option and numerous studies 
have been published identifying this process at all biological levels from genes 
(True and Carroll 2002; Kuraku et al. 2005) to behaviour (Basolo 1990; Ryan and 
Rand 1990; Proctor 1991; Ryan and Rand 1993; Basolo and Endler 1995; Borgia 
and Coleman 2000; Rodd et al. 2002; Christy et al. 2003; Kuraku et al. 2005).  Co-
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option is thought to be important in creating novel functions through a number 
of mechanisms such as developmental pathways (Kuraku et al. 2005), gene 
expression (Rebeiz et al. 2011) and behaviour (Proctor 1991)  but despite this the 
process has yet to be demonstrated experimentally.   
It has been suggested that co-option is the origin of at least one 
component of the sexual signal of the male guppy (Rodd et al. 2002). Chapters 5 
and 6 provide evidence for the co-option of foraging behaviour as the origin of 
the sexual signal of the male guppy (Chapter 3 indicates that the remaining 
colours may exist to increase conspicuousness in different visual conditions)  As 
discussed above, Chapter 5 provides evidence that the red food preference of 
guppies may have resulted in the orange sexual signal of the guppy through the 
process of co-option.  Chapter 6 is the first study to actually demonstrate co-
option using experimental evolutionary methods.  Using artificial selection for 
chase behaviour towards the blue and red visual stimuli (a proxy for foraging 
behaviour), I was able to detect divergence in male colouration.  Surprisingly, 
despite the lack of response to selection in the blue line, divergence in male 
colour patterns occurred within all selection lines.  This divergence was only seen 
in the relative area of long wavelength (orange and yellow) components of the 
colour signal, the remaining colour components were unchanged. 
 The visual processing of the fish in both selection lines changed (Chapter 
5).  Although not directly shown here, this change in visual processing is 
presumably the mechanism that drives the change in male colouration.  Studies 
have shown that changes in the visual system can alter the female perception of 
male sexual signals, resulting in a change in mate choice (Marchetti 1993; 
Boughman 2001; Fuller 2002; Maan et al. 2006).  This process, known as sensory 
drive (Endler 1992), would be the ultimate mechanism by which this change in 
male colouration occurs, although tests for the divergence of female preferences 
are required to confirm this.  
 In summary, this thesis has provided convincing evidence that the co-
option of foraging behaviour into mate choice is a potential origin of the long 
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wavelength component of the male guppy’s sexual signal.  This does not explain 
however, why the other components of the signal have evolved.  As discussed 
previously it may be that these colours have evolved in response to selection for 
increased conspicuousness in habitats with varying light conditions.  These 
results have important implications because they support co-option as a viable 
mechanism for novel signal evolution. 
 
7.5  Further study 
 
One area that needs further investigation is the joint role of contrast and 
motion in colour signalling.  Manipulative studies that look at how contrast is 
used in sexual signalling can determine to what extent receivers rely on this 
aspect of the signal.  Coupling this with different environmental conditions can 
then help untangle the effects of colour contrast and environment.  Secondly, it 
would be interesting to determine whether different colours are more effective 
in signals that require motion compared to those that do not.  The artificial 
selection studies in chapters 5 and 6 shows that guppies did not respond to the 
moving blue visual stimulus which may be an artefact of their visual motion 
detection system depending upon LWS receptors.  Although this study was 
carried out in the context of foraging it does suggest that short wavelength 
signals requiring movement would be inefficient.  This may limit the evolution of 
colour signals that couple motion and short wavelength colour, it would 
therefore be interesting to carry out a meta-analysis looking at the use of colour 
and signal motion.  For example, do signals that require motion rely more on 
long wavelength colours, or the colours that govern motion detection in a given 
species? 
There are many more questions that have arisen through the artificial 
selection experiments detailed in chapters 5 and 6.  It would be important to 
confirm that female preferences are responsible for the divergence in male 
colour patterns through simple mate-choice trials.  Furthermore, it is important 
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to compare opsin gene expression profiles (of which there are nine) in the 
selection lines to determine whether divergence in this aspect of the visual 
system has occurred and is responsible for the patterns in behaviour and male 
colour reported.  It would also be interesting to see whether metabolic rate or 
food consumption might play a role in the chase behaviours; access to energy 
may be a fundamental aspect of chase behaviour and would facilitate the ability 
to both chase food items and potential mates.  As a consequence it is possible 
that the selection criteria used in the artificial selection experiments have lead to 
selection on some aspect of metabolism where the individuals with the most 
energy (and ability to chase) are selected to contribute to the next generation.  
These ‘energy enhanced’ individuals may then be more efficient at chasing 
preferred mates as well as moving food.   
Some aspect of the visual system must, however, have been targeted by 
the selection criteria for a change in male colouration to have occurred.  
Behavioural trials using the selection apparatus would provide further insights 
into the relationship between behaviour of the fish and the colour of the visual 
stimulus.  For example, trials which run both the visual red and blue stimuli side 
by side and overlaying the two visual stimuli at varying intensities (to see 
whether fish will chase the red light if it is mixed with varying intensities of blue 
light) would provide information as to whether the blue light inhibits the chase 
behaviour of the red light or whether the red light enables chase behaviour of 
the blue light.  Similar tests could be carried out using red, blue and green lights 
together to see the effects on chase behaviour.  It would also be interesting to 
see whether fish can be trained to chase the blue light although from previous 
tests this doesn’t seem possible. 
Another important finding from this thesis is the one that suggests that 
overall contrast drives the evolution of colour sexual signals.  In order to test this 
directly it would be necessary to manipulate signal contrast and carry out female 
preference trials to confirm that females are using contrast as a mate choice cue.  
It would then be interesting to see how environmental factors, such as light and 
water colour affect these preferences.  Additionally, it would also be interesting 
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to identify the mechanisms that enable a male to choose the light environment 
that increases the contrast of their signal.  For example, do males remember in 
which light environment they received the best response from females or do 
males only use current information from the female which they are courting?   
 
7.6  Conclusions 
 
 This thesis has provided important findings that have implications beyond 
the study species.  Firstly, I have provided insights into the complexity of the 
interactions between light environment and colour signalling.  Not only does 
light environment influence the perception of colour signals but it also creates 
different functional interactions between components of the same signal.  
Importantly, although these components may create the signal as a whole, 
subsets of these components may interact together to carry out different 
functions such as indicators of ‘quality’, species recognition or conspicuousness.  
 Secondly, the importance of behaviour and cognition in the evolution of 
colour signalling is often overlooked.  Here, I show experimentally that animals 
are able to adjust to exploit environmental conditions to enhance their sexual 
signal.  If animals are able to use behavioural adjustments to mitigate 
environmental change and enhance their colour signal, then the interaction 
between environment and signal is likely to change resulting in the divergence of 
colour signals where individuals with similar colour patterns have highest 
reproductive fitness in the same environments.  Furthermore, social interactions 
and the ability to interpret conspecific receptivity to signals has been raised here 
as an important consideration in signal evolution.   
 Thirdly, although the link between food colour and sexual signals has 
been identified (Rodd et al. 2002), the heritability of food colour preferences has 
never been shown.  This thesis has shown that food colour preferences are 
heritable but not necessarily across all colours.  The lack of heritability in certain 
food colour preferences may actually represent avoidance of that colour for a 
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number of reasons such as unpalatability or links to predators.  It may also be 
due to factors such as limitations in sensory systems.   
Finally, co-option has been identified as an important process across a 
number of disciplines, but never has it been demonstrated in a manipulated 
evolutionary experiment.  Here, I provide the first demonstration of co-option in 
this way.  This has wide-reaching implications, across biological disciplines and 
taxa, providing evidence that novel functions can arise in ways other than 
mutation.   
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Chapter 3 Appendix A:  Tables A3.1, A3.2, A3.3, A3.4 and Figures 
A3.1, A3.2 
 
Table A3.1. The vectors of standardized linear (β), 
quadratic and correlational (ɣ) selection gradients 
resulting for the four treatments.  Variables are 
the areas of the six color classes plus body and tail 
area.  Significance of coefficients is donated by ** 
for p<0.001 and * for p<0.05, and  o where p<0.09. 
 
3.1a) Clear water  ɣ 
  β Total Tail Orange Black Fuzzy black Silver Green Violet 
Total 1.03 -6.53        
Tail -0.79 2.95 -4.49       
Orange -0.38 12.20 -14.74 -6.08      
Black 0.59 2.83 0.15 0.94 -7.63     
Fuzzy black -0.17 -24.61 23.96
o 4.41 -2.44 7.17    
Silver 0.50 14.76
o -3.11 -8.70o 1.39 11.87o -23.86o   
Green 0.24 11.29* -12.43* -1.29 -2.77 -1.11 -7.97
o -9.92  
Violet 0.01 -1.11 2.99 -6.51 2.76 15.00
o -6.89 -6.76 -4.92 
3.1b) Blue water  ɣ 
 β Total Tail Orange Black Fuzzy black Silver Green Violet 
Total 0.11 -12.48        
Tail -0.11 2.39 5.84       
Orange 0.87 17.54 -11.01 -3.55      
Black 1.53
o 11.55 -10.04 -6.59 -12.55     
Fuzzy black -0.89 -11.46 12.73 -4.92 -0.19 7.45    
Silver 0.46 8.82 3.51 -7.57 6.19 7.46 -18.54   
Green 0.98 2.42 -3.55 -0.64 -3.88 4.35 -5.31 1.13  
Violet -0.59 -0.76 6.07 -2.09 -1.23 6.91 -7.04 0.93 1.03 
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3.1d)  Red water  ɣ 
 β Total Tail Orange Black Fuzzy black Silver Green Violet 
Total 2.79* 6.36        
Tail  -1.66 1.07 -2.93       
Orange  -0.93 2.55 -9.46 -4.36      
Black -1.14 -6.00 8.13 -1.34 -1.81     
Fuzzy black -1.47
o -10.80 12.63 8.78 2.99 -3.08    
Silver 0.68 11.45 -6.47 -4.13 -0.98 9.88 -2.09   
Green 0.73 7.27 -10.19
o 2.86 -5.39 -0.59 -4.40 -1.30  
Violet 0.33 3.14 -7.91 -0.82 0.14 13.14 -4.47 -8.07 -2.81 
          
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3.1c) Green water  ɣ 
  β Total Tail Orange Black Fuzzy black Silver Green Violet 
Total 1.13 -14.40        
Tail  -0.77 9.00 -3.17       
Orange  -0.74 5.70 -4.97 0.51      
Black -1.17 3.64 -5.53 2.67 0.70     
Fuzzy black 0.92 -1.18 -2.28 -1.27 1.14 3.55    
Silver -0.43 -0.66 6.63 -0.85 0.62 0.37 -1.13   
Green -0.03 -0.38 -2.00 5.71 -1.27 0.55 0.54 1.18  
Violet -1.00 -6.53 6.06 2.21 -3.28 1.89 2.42 3.48 2.07 
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Table A3.2.  Linear (β) and correlational (ɣ) selection 
coefficients for direct comparison of treatments along 
the same eigenvectors.  The eigenvectors M1, M4, M5, 
M6 and M8 are found to be significant across more than 
one treatment.  Significance of coefficients is donated by 
** for p<0.001 and * for p<0.05. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   
 Clear Blue Green Red 
  β ɣ β ɣ β ɣ β ɣ 
M1 -0.86 22.06** -1.30 6.36 -0.30 5.61 -2.67* 8.41* 
M2 0.60 1.81** 0.12 1.26 -0.11 0.78 1.20 0.59 
M3 -0.34 -0.28* -0.70 0.22 0.13 0.53 0.13 0.11 
M4 0.26 -1.70** 0.39 -0.08 -1.38* -0.14 -0.46 -1.42* 
M5 0.34 -3.98** -0.32 -0.65 0.29 -0.53 1.74* -2.36 
M6 -0.56 -6.30** -1.37* -0.82 0.28 -1.82 0.83 -1.74 
M7 -0.75 -8.20** 0.46 -2.28 -0.44 -1.75 -1.60 -2.76 
M8 0.49 -31.53** -0.94 -9.54o 1.85 -6.80 0.92 -11.90* 
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Table A3.3.  Details of the linear regression of the effect 
of water color and within pattern contrast measures on 
male attractiveness.  sh=hue; sc=chroma and 
sl=luminance.  The table shows the reduced model 
following backwards stepwise simplification using AIC.  
Degrees of freedom = 133.  Regression coefficients (β), 
standard errors (SE), t-values (T) and p-values (P) are 
shown for the predictor variables in the reduced model.  
* denotes significance. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Significant predictor variables β SE T P 
Sh -19.00 13.86 -1.26 0.17 
Sc 138.87 77.07 1.801 0.074 
Sl -111.32 84.71 -1.31 0.19 
Water color -32.31 23.80 -1.36 0.18 
sh:sc -30.20 16.95 -1.78 0.077 
sh:sl 28.89 19.49 1.48 0.14 
sh:Water color 8.69 5.57 1.56 0.12 
sc:Water color -68.68 30.43 -2.26 0.026* 
sl:Water Color 50.69 33.69 1.50 0.13 
sh:sc:Water Color 15.59 6.81 2.29 0.024* 
sh:sl:Water Color -13.37 7.86 -1.7 0.09 
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Table A3.4.  Details of the linear regression of the effect of 
water color and against background contrast measures on 
male attractiveness.  mh=hue; mc=chroma and 
ml=luminance.  The table shows the reduced model 
following backwards stepwise simplification using AIC.  
Degrees of freedom = 137.  Regression coefficients (β), 
standard errors (SE), t-values (T) and p-values (P) are 
shown for the predictor variables in the reduced model.  * 
denotes significance.  
 
Significant predictor variables Β SE T P 
mh -0.10 0.12 -0.87 0.38 
ml -0.092 0.13 -0.71 0.48 
Water color -0.073 0.050 -1.48 0.14 
mh:ml 0.18 0.14 1.36 00.18 
mh:Water color 0.0045 0.040 0.11 0.91 
ml:Water Color 0.032 0.054 0.59 0.55 
mh:ml:Water Color -0.089 0.045 -1.97 0.050* 
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Figure A3.1.  The mate choice tank (double lines) with 9 
individual chambers containing an example configuration 
of male and female stimulus fish.  The dark lines on the 
small chambers represent the two opaque sides; the 
other two sides were clear.  The focal fish were free to 
swim in the shaded area around the stimulus chambers.  
Males and females are arranged in one of several arrays 
so that both sexes were evenly spread throughout the 
test chamber. 
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Figure A3.2. Mean reflectance spectra of the six male 
color classes: black (n=9), fuzzy black (n=4), orange (n=9), 
silver (n=9), violet (n=6) and green (n=8).  The number of 
color classes we could measure per male depended on 
the sizes of the colored patches and whether the patches 
overlapped with other colors; not all color classes could 
be measured in every male.  
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Chapter 3 Appendix B, Test for the possible effects of the food 
dyes on behavior. 
 
There was no detectable effect of the food dye on the behavior of the 
fish; feeding, courtship and activity levels were recorded to be within the natural 
range of that of the fish in untreated water; no adverse effects were observed.  
We placed two fish of each sex into 6 liter tanks containing the water and dye 
mixture and with 3x3cm gridlines on one of the longest sides of the tank.  We set 
up four replicates per water color treatment.  We monitored behavior on the 
morning of the forth day at a distance of one meter with the observer partially 
hidden by a black screen, to avoid disturbances to the fish.  We scored each fish 
in turn for two minutes; a point was awarded whenever the fish (total body 
including tail) crossed a grid line.  Fish were easily distinguishable by their color 
pattern (males) and size/markings (females).  We used the total number of 
points received by each fish as a proxy for activity.  We used a Latin Square 
design to determine the order in which water color treatments were tested and 
alternated recording data from males and females.  We recorded the number of 
attempts at copulation over a two minute period after recording activity. 
'Copulation attempts' included both courtship displays and forced copulation 
attempts toward either female in the tank. We repeated observations a second 
time to achieve a mean score for each fish.  Finally, we recorded the latency to 
feed by sprinkling fish food flakes on to the water surface and recorded the time 
it took each fish to take the food.  We analyzed the data using generalized linear 
mixed models with sex and tank as random factors with the exception of the 
courtship data that only contained tank as a random factor.  To avoid violations 
of assumptions of normality we log transformed the courtship data and the 
foraging latency was transformed using the powerTransform function in R.  No 
significant differences were found among treatments (P>0.22 T>1.24 in all cases). 
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Chapter 3 Appendix C, Detailed Analysis Methods for Visual 
Parameters 
 
We are using published methods, but we provide details here so that 
the various methods are together. 
Calculation of cone captures and correction for chromatic 
adaptation to the light environment. 
 
 Units are photon capture rates because photoreceptors respond to 
numbers of photons rather than their energy.  For each spot at each wavelength 
we multiplied irradiance by the spot reflectance times the optical transmittance 
times the cone absorption and summed the products over 300-700nm for each 
cone.  We also calculated this product and sum for the background (sidewelling 
light); see fig. 1 (insets) for relative cone outputs.  To account for visual 
adaptation to the light environment, we applied the von Kries correction (Endler 
and Mielke 2005; Vorobyev and Osorio 1998), where, for each cone, the sums 
for each color are divided by the corresponding sums of the visual background 
light environment.  A cone that is strongly stimulated by the background is less 
sensitive to light that stimulates it in the future, and vice versa, affecting the 
photon captures for the guppy colors in that light environment.  The von Kries 
correction is needed whenever the viewer is within the same environment for a 
minute or more (review in Endler et al 2014).  We performed subsequent 
calculations on the von Kries corrected cone sums.  For each color within each 
light environment, we used the double-cone values for luminance and the four 
single cone sums were converted to proportions (add to 1) for color calculations.  
See details of methods in Endler and Mielke (2005).   
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Calculation of luminance, chroma, hue, and the whole-pattern 
contrast measures. 
 
 luminance (l), chroma (c) and hue (h) are based upon cone captures 
(Endler 1990, 1991; Endler and Houde 1995; Endler and Mielke 2005).  
Luminance (l) (sometimes known as brightness, although “brightness” often 
includes chroma) represents total light intensity as measured by the cone 
capture by the double cones (specialized cone types responsible for detecting 
luminance contrast) relative to its maximum possible value (relative to a perfect 
mirror).  For chroma (c) (intensity of color) we used the distance from the gray 
point to the point in tetrahedral color space (Endler and Mielke 2005).  In the 
tetrahedron, hue (h) is described by two angles, equivalent to latitude and 
longitude in polar coordinates.  For simplicity, we used the simpler hue angle 
derived from LSMU space (Endler 1990; Endler and Mielke 2005), where 
h=arcTan(y/x) for y=(L-S)/(L+S) and x=(M-U)/(M+U), where L, M, S and U are the 
relative cone captures.  For further details see Endler and Mielke (2005). 
We calculated six whole pattern contrast measures based jointly upon 
combinations of cone captures and relative surface areas for each color class 
(Endler 1990, Endler and Houde 1995; Endler and Mielke 2005).  For each male 
we calculated six contrast measures for each of the four water colors: ml, sl, mc, 
sc, mh and sh, where l, c, and h stand for luminance, chroma, and hue, m stands 
for weighted mean, and s stands for weighted standard deviation over the 
pattern (weights are the relative areas).  Weighted means (ml, mc, mh) are 
estimates of the contrast between the male guppy color pattern and the 
sidewelling light background.  Weighted standard deviations (sl, sc, sh) are 
estimates of the within pattern contrast.  For further details see Endler (1990, 
1991), Endler and Houde (1995), and Endler and Mielke (2005). 
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Variability of appearance   
 
To estimate color variability across all four water colors, we calculated 
the coefficient of variation (CV) of each color’s  l, c, and h across the four 
experimental environments, and separately across the four natural 
environments, forest shade, woodland shade, small gaps and open/cloudy 
(Endler 1993).  To estimate pattern variability across the environments we 
calculated the CV of the entire pattern contrast measures among the 
environments.  Each male had six whole-pattern contrast measures (ml, sl, mc, 
sc, mh and sh) for each of the four water colors.  For each male and each 
contrast measure, we calculated the mean and standard deviation, then its CV as 
SD/mean.  This yielded six CV per male.  Each male’s CV indicates the sensitivity 
of its coloration to changes in the environment.  The distributions of CVs give an 
estimate of the range of sensitivities of each contrast measure among males. 
 We carried out permutation tests on the six whole pattern contrast 
measures using the adonis function in the R vegan package (Oksanen et al. 2013) 
to test whether the distribution of contrast values differed between light 
environments.  This is a permutational multivariate analysis of variance using 
distance matrices for analyzing and partitioning sums of squares, as in  LSED-
MRPP analysis (Endler and Mielke (2005).  We permuted the data 20,000 times.  
Permutation tests are ideal when the data distributions violate all of the regular 
statistical assumptions (Endler and Mielke 2005).  
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Appendix A: Tables A4.1, A4.2, A4.3 and figure A4.1 
 
Table A4.1.   Details of the backwards stepwise 
simplification of the multivariate linear regression of the 
effects of development environment (predictor variable) on 
the time spent in each environment (response variables).  
n=30.  Regression coefficients (β), standard errors (SE), t-
values (T) and p-values (P) are shown for the predictor 
variables in each model for both females (below) and males 
(above).  R-squared (R2), F-statistic (F), degrees of freedom 
(DF) and p-values (P) are shown for the full models. * 
denotes significance. 
 
Females        
Response 
variable - Light 
environment 
Predictor 
variable - 
Development 
environment 
β SE R2 F T P 
Clear Clear 0.30 0.45   0.67 0.51 
 F55-lilac 0.17 0.45   0.34 0.7 
 model   -0.056 0.22  0.80 
F55-lilac Clear 0.30 0.45   0.67 0.51 
 F55-lilac 0.17 0.45   0.34 0.70 
 model   -0.056 0.22  0.80 
F89-green Clear -0.43 0.32   -1.32 0.20 
 F55-lilac -0.096 0.32   -0.30 0.77 
 model   -0.0033 0.95  0.40 
 
Males        
Response 
variable - Light 
environment 
Predictor 
variable - 
Development 
environment 
β SE R2 F T P 
Clear Clear 0.044 0.44   0.1 0.92 
 F55-lilac 0.25 0.44   0.58 0.57 
 model   -0.059 0.19  0.82 
F55-lilac Clear 0.62 0.32   1.9 0.064 
 F55-lilac -0.014 0.32   -0.044 0.97 
 model   0.10 2.55  0.10 
F89-green Clear -0.67 0.31   -2.17 0.04* 
 F55-lilac -0.24 0.31   -0.79 0.44 
 model      0.11 
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Table A4.2.  Probabilities resulting from permutation tests 
for the effects of development environment for males and 
females, n=30.  Asterisks indicate significance at p<0.05.  
Tests are paired between environments and Holm-
Bonferroni corrected for multiple comparisons. 
 
Test 
 
Development 
environment F89-
green 
Development 
environment F55-
lilac 
Development 
environment Clear 
Male Female Male Female Male Female 
F55-lilac 
vs F89-
green 
0.039* 1 0.012* 1 0.00003* 0.39 
Clear vs 
F55-lilac 
0.00072* 0.027* 0.0011* 0.00018* 0.63 0.93 
Clear vs 
F89-green 
0.33 0.022* 0.23 0.0015* 0.00015* 0.00003* 
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 Table A4.3.   Details of the backwards stepwise 
simplification of the multivariate linear regression of the 
effects of male colouration (predictor variable) on the 
time spent in each environment (response variables).  
Regression coefficients (β), standard errors (SE), t-values 
(T) and p-values (P) are shown for the significant predictor 
variables in each model for both non-receptive (PP) and 
receptive (VR) female types.  R-squared (R2), F-statistic (F), 
degrees of freedom (DF) and p-values (P) are shown for 
the full models containing all eight predictor variables.  * 
denotes significance. 
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R2 F DF β SE T P 
PP Clear Full  0.24 1.17 8,29  0.35 
  Reduced ~1      
 Purple Full  0.29 1.47 8,29  0.21 
  Reduced ~1        
 Green Full  0.12 0.49 8,29  0.85 
  Reduced ~1       
VR Clear Full  0.43 2.95 8,31  0.014 
  Reduced  0.35 9.81 2,37    <0.001* 
   Violet    -0.070 0.018 -3.81 <0.001* 
   Silver    0.19 0.063 3.071 <0.01* 
 Purple Full  0.15 0.66 8,31  0.72 
  Reduced  0.12 2.41 2,37    0.10 
   Violet    0.049 0.023 2.12 0.040* 
   Silver    -0.081 0.079 -1.03 0.31 
 Green Full  0.10 0.45 8,31  0.88 
  Reduced  0.066 1.3 2,37  0.28 
   Violet    0.021 0.022 0.96 0.35 
   Silver    -0.11 0.076 -1.48 0.15 
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Figure A4.1.  Boxplots showing the time spent in each light 
environment for the three development treatments for 
both males and females, n=30.  Different letters denote 
significant differences between environments. 
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